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FOREWORD
This Volume II contains the detailed description and results of a
contracted study performed for NASA, "Analysis of Operational Requirements
for Medium Density Air Transportation", by the Douglas Aircraft Company,
McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
The NASA Technical Monitors for the study were Thomas L. Galloway and
Susan N. Norman, Systems Studies Division, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California.
The Douglas Study Team consisted of J. Self, Technical Director,
assisted by M. A. Sousa, responsible for Aircraft Analysis, and S. C. Nelson,
responsible for Systems Operations and Economic Analysis. The following
personnel contributed to the study effort in the disciplines as indicated:
Acous tics
Ae rodynamics
Economics
Env ironment
Manufacturing
Market
Power PIant
Weigh ts
J. J. Heffernan
R. D. Walls, J. H. Lindley
J. C. Van Abkoude
L. H. Quick
F. J. Mikkelsen
G. R. Morrissey
F. S. LaMar
B. W. Kimoto, J. L. Weinberg
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The subcontractor participation included the following companies and
personnel:
Air California
A_nerican Airlines
Cessna Aircraft
North Central Airlines
: F.R. Davis
: J.D. Graef
: O.D. Hall
: C.B. Vesper
Appreciation for their cooperation and contribution is extended to:
I
Avco Lycoming Division
Avco Corporation
Detroit Diesel Allison Division
General Hotors Corporation
General Electric Company
Aircraft Engine Group
Haml Iton Standard Divislon
Uni ted Aircraft Corporation
The nine month study, initiated in Harch 1974, was divided into _ree
tasks: Task I - Aircraft Requirements; Task II - Aircraft Design Study; and
Task III - EvaluaLion.
The final report for this study is presented in three volumes as
follows:
Volume I
Summary
Volume II
Final Report
Volume Ill
Appendlx
- A summary of the significant study results
- A detail description of the study and results
- The supporting study data, methods, and analyses.
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SUMMARY
This report summarizes the main features of a nine month study program
for NASA-Ames on the Analysis of Operational Requirements for Meoium Density
Air Transportation.
During the Aircraft Requirements phase, fifteen different parametric
aircraft were designed as candidates for economic evaluation in noncompetitive
operational simulations of selected regional airline networks. The aircraft
analyses included engine selection, performance, weights, and acoustics. The
activity concentrated on 30 to 70 passenger aircraft with two types of turbo-
fan engines, and a 50 passenger turboprop. A 50 passenger turbofan was
selected as a baseline. After evaluating the economic characteristics of
these conceptual aircraft, a 50 passenger turbofan-powered aircraft was
defined as a basepoint configuration.
An operations scenario was written which delineated a representative
airline network, established an operating time period for airline introduction
and simulated operations of a conceptual aircraft, and projected a 15 year
traffic growth from a 1972 base. All of these were reflected in terms of a
specific definition of Medium Density Air Transportation. An initial passenger
demand forecast was made with Civil Aeronautics Board data for 1972. This
forecast was used to test the original size spectrum of the aircraft (passenger
capacity) and the definition of medium density transportation with resultant
compatibility of all terms and definitions. A wide range of noncompetitive
operational simulations was run in a mission m_del which reflected actual
airline operations in the base year of 1972. Results of these simulations
served to isolate and define the characteristics of a medium density conceptual
aircraft for the design phase of the study.
xii
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During the Aircraft Study phases, fifteen different aircraft were
produced for the design studies including: three different range versions
of the 50 passenger turboprop, designed for lower interior noise; three
different range versions of the 50 p_ssen_or turbofan basepoint; two addition-
al passenger versions of the turbofan basepoint at the selected range; two
variations of the 50 passenger turbofan with short and long field capability;
and five alternate engine versions of the basepoint, using partly or wholly
available current engines, sized to the selected performance requirements,
with the passenger capacity as a fallout. Alternate designs were evaluated
for the fuselage cross section, baggage/cargo location, structural design
and materials of construction. The design effects of considering a stretch/
shrink family concept were evaluated. Design-to-cost studies were conducted
which included engineering - manufacturing design and performance features
and avionics and other subsystems design. Noise analysis was conducted for
the final design aircraft.
Various parametric evaluations of basic aircraft concepts were
conducted during the Basepoint Design Study phase. A specific mission
model for an airline network was created with service and demand schedules
for each airport-pair route. The basic turbofan and turboprop were evaluated
in this mission model. Noncompetitive and preliminary competitive evaluations
were undertaken with sizes of aircraft varying from 30 to 70 passengers in
increments of ten seats or less. The initial (and total) mission model was
divided into low, medium, and high traffic density classes to evaluate size
(seats) versus market segments. A survey of regional air carrier airports
was conducted to evaluate aircraft landlng/takeoff performance at elevated
ambient temperatures and high altitude airports.
xiii
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In the Evaluation phase, the payload-range capability of the final
design basepoint was determined. For comparative evaluation, the payload-
range capability and other performance, weight and descriptive data were
compiled on nine existing and near-termcompetitive aircraft.
Various passenger capacities of the final design basepoint aircraft
were studied for competitive evaluation with existing and near-term con-
temporary commercial air transports. A specifically-tailored traffic network
and mission model was constructed from a 1974 base. The model reflected a
more precise definition of the medium density market. It also included a
constant base of low-density, commuter-type operations to reflect markets
appropriate for a 30 passenger aircraft. The economic characteristics of
the aircraft were analyzed with respect to potential airline earnings and
subsidy considerations. Parametric cost sensitivities were studied covering
a wide spectrum of factors in the design and operation of an aircraft for
medium density transportation. The total potential for new aircraft was
evaluated in the U.S. domestic market.
To assist Douglas in conducting the study, a balanced team of sub-
contractors was established. Cessna Aircraft Company assisted in evaluatinq
cost and weigKt data of the study aircraft and participated in the design-to-
cost studies. Air California, American Airlines, and North Central Airlines
_rovided continuous assessment throughout the study to assure commercial
airline realism as well as assisting in specific tasks.
xiv
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The major conclusions resulting from the ana]}ses in this study are
derived with consideration of the definition of the medium density market,
the aircraft performance and economic ground rules, and the operational
scenarios. These conclusions are summarized as follows:
The U. S. domestic medium density air transportation fleet
mix requirements for the 1985 time period consists of
approximately 400 DC-9/B-737 type aircraft plus seventy-five
30 passenger, twenty-three 40 passenger, and five 60 passenger
aircraft with new configurations and design features as developed
in this study.
U. S. domestic requireP._nts of only 103 aircraft are
insufficient for a production program to achieve the
aircraft price levels used in this study. The inclusion
of foreign market requirements could constitute a viable
manufacturi nclopportunitv.
Over a 15 year period from 1980, the 30 passenger turbofan
pov_ered study aircraft with stretch capability to 40 seats
satisfies travel demand in the short-range, low density
segment of the market better than existinq or contemporary
near-term turbofan aircraft.
Aircraft of less than 50 passenqer capacity, operatinn in
the medium density market, cannot qenerate satisfactory profit
levels within the operational and economic qround rules
inclu(Cinn CAD Phase 9 fare levels.
XV
OShort range, low density operations cannot be profitable
with any current, near-term, or study turbofan powered
aircraft at the fare levels and load factors used. An increase
in the load factor from 50 to 60 percent is not sufficient
for the 30 and 40 passenger study aircraft to be profitable.
The study aircraft can be designed to achieve the noise
standard of lO EPNdB below FAR 36 without affecting
environmental qualities.
Adoption of "design-to-cost" engineering and manufacturing
features can save costs of the final design aircraft by
one million dollars and DOC at least eight percent when compared
with contemporary transport aircraft.
A nominal range of 850 nautical miles (1,574 km) is adequate
to serve the longest scheduled routes of the medium density
market as defined in this study.
Current candidate enqines are deficient in appropriate size
or efficiency for the aircraft passenqer sizes studied.
Development programs are needed for new engines, fans and/or
gas generators.
Turboprop aircraft proved to be better in operatina economy
than the turbofan aircraft, buL a majority of the trunk and
reqional airline operators prefer jet aircraft.
If engine costs and operations of turboprop aircraft can be
kept at levels indicated in the study, a npw turboprop aircraft
would be an econoric choice for the future.
xvi
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Research and technology programs were identified from an evaluation
of the study results. Studies in the disciplines related to aerodynamics,
propulsion, systems, economics, market, and manufacturing are indicated.
Recommended study areas requiring research include:
Aerodynamics -
Propulsion -
Systems
Economics
Market -
Manufacturing -
Wing geometry/configuration variations
Cycle characteristics
Low density transportation
Operations cost impact analysis
Foreign market demand
Composite and metallics cost benefits
There are communities of medium and small size oopulations in the
U. S. domestic market currently with poor or no air transport service.
Research is needed to provide a better understanding of the needs of these
communities as they relate to the specific requirements for U. S. domestic
low density air transportation.
D
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INTRODUCTION
Recent government-sponsored research and general interest in air
transportation have been concentrated in certain areas. These have been:
high density, such as the Northeast Corridor studies; medium to high density
as in the STOL operations analysis and aircraft technology studies; and low
density studies with investigation of service to small communities.
The main purpose (f this study was to examine the medium density air
travel market and determine the aircraft design and operational requirements
for aircraft to serve this market. An additional purpose was to evaluate the
impact of operational characteristics on the air travel system and to deter-
mine the economic viability of the study aircraft.
The conduct and understanding of this study is heavily dependent upon
the definition of the medium density market. Medium density has beer, defined
in terms of numbers of people transported per route per day and frequency of
service. Numbers selected initially were 20 to 500 passengers per day on
routes between cities. Frequency of service on each of those routes was a
minimum of two round trips per day and a maximum of eight per day. Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) data on origins and destinations (0 and D) for air
travelers in 1972 provided an initial base of total travelers in the medium
density ,narket. The definition was extended for operational simulation
purposes to include air traffic only on ten regional carriers. Eight of
these are CAB-regulated. The other two were Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA)
and Air California. These are both intrastate carriers regulated by the
Califcrnia Public Utilities Commission. During the middle and latter phases
of the analysis, PSA and Air California were eliminated, Air New England was
xviii
iadded and scheduled air service by 21 commuter airlines was added in the
_del of traffic demand for 1974.
The objectives of this study were to:
I. Determine the operational characteristics of aircraft best
suited to serve the medium-density market.
2. Design a basepoint aircraft from which tradeoff studies and
parametric variations can be conducted.
3. Ascertain the impact of selected aircraft on the medium-density
market, economics, and operations.
4. Identify and rank research and technology objectives which can
be used to guide NASA programs helpful to medium density air
transportation.
The study consisted of t.hr_e major tasks as shown in Figure 1,
Task I, Aircraft Requirements, activity concentrated on parametric aircraft
analysts of 30 to 70 passenger turbofan conceptual aircraft and a 50 passenger
turboprop. A 50 passenger turbofan aircraft was designed as a baseltne config-
uratton. The aircraft analysis included weights derivation, engine selection,
and acoustic evaluation. Range and field length variations were co,_ducted as
trade studies. Noncompetitive operational simulations were performed eval-
uating the conceptual aircraft in selected regional airline networks.
Economic characteristics of the concpotual aircraft were derived and a
basepotnt aircraft was defined.
In Task II, Aircraft Design Study, the basepolnt aircraft was sized
using current engines. Noise analyses were conducted for the final design
basepolnt and alternate engine aircraft. Design-to-cost studies included
xix
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design and performance features, avionics, structural and subsystems design,
and aircraft family concepts. An environmental impact analysis was performed
at a selected airport. Economic analysis included cost comparisons of a
nominal design and an advanced flap aircraft, cost estimates of the basepoint
aircraft, the effect of range extension on direct operating costs, and design-
to-cost and final design cost estimates. An airport survey of the regional
carriers to determine runway length requirements was conducted. Trade studies
included configuration arrangements and derivative engines.
Task Ill, Evaluation, studied the impact of the candidate aircraft on
actual airline operation in terms of the economics of both the operating and
initial investment costs. Competitive analyses were performed comparing the
candidate aircraft with both current and near-term aircraft. Fleet opera-
tional and profitability comparisons were performed. Subsidy consideration
and areas for operating cost reductions were investigated. Sensitivity
analyses included studies related to load factor, fare, operating costs, and
aircraft price. Payload/range curves and aircraft characteristics were
prepared for the competitive and near-term aircraft.
Research and technology programs for future study consiaeration have
been identified.
xxi
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SYMBOLS & ABBREVIATIONS
ADF
Af
AR
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ASSM
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ATC
BED
BPR
B-727
C
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Cd
CD
CDo
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CFM
f"
_L
I--L.i
CO
t.S.D.
[TOL
Autmnatic Direction Finder
Fan frontal area
Aspect ratio
Airport reference point
Available seat kilometer
Available seat nautical mile
Available seat statute mile
Automated radar tracking control system
Air traffic control
Hanscom Field (Boston)
Bypass ratio
Boeing Model 727
Centrigrade; cost
Commercial aircraft production and
Discharge coefficient
Drag coefficient
Zero lift parasitic
drag/qS w
Civil Aeronautics Board
Cubic feet per minute
Lift coefficient li ft/qS w
Propeller integrated lift coefficient
Carbon monoxide
Constant speed drive
Conventional takeoff and landing
development cost
drag coefficient - zero lift parasitic
xxil
CCv
dB
D
DAC
DCA
Dia
DME
DOC
EBF
EGA
EIS
EPA
EPNL
EPNdB
F
FAA
FAR
FL
FPR
fps
ft
G.A.
H
HC
hCRUISE
HP
Gross thrust coefficient = gross
Nozzle velocity coefficient
Decibel
Drag; diameter
Douglas Aircraft Company
WashingtonNational Airport
Diamete r
Distance measuring equipment
L)irect operating cost
External ly-bl own- flap
Extra ground
Environmental
Envi ronmental
attenuation
Impact Statement
Protection Agency
Effective p_rceived noise level
Effective perceived noise level
Thrust force; Fahrenheit
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Air Regulations
Field lenqth
Fan pressure ratio
feet per second
Feet
General aviation
Height of duct flow channel
Hydrocarbons
Cruise altitude
Horsepower
xxl i i
th rust/q Sw
in decibels
H.P.
IAS
ILS
in
IOC
I RAD
K
KE
KIAS
kg
km
kn
kW
L
LFL
L.P.
Ib
LTO
m
M
M- 150-4000
MAC
max
MDW
MF
High pressure
Indicated air speed
Instrument Landing System
Inch
Indirect operating cost
Independent Research and Development
Kelvin
Kinetic energy
Indicated airspeed in knots
Kilogram
Ki lome ter
Knots
Kilowatt
Length; left
Landing field length
Low pressure
Pound
Landing-Takeoff Operation
Me ter
Mach number
Mechanical flap, 150 passenger,
Mean aerodynamic chord
Maximum
Midway Ai_ort (Chicaqo)
Mechanical flap
4000
xxlv
ft field length
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)
min
Mill
MLS
mps
N
n mi (nm)
NO
X
NPN
OAG
OEW
P
PET
PL
PLS
PNdB
PNL
Psgr
q
Q
QCSEE
QRPLS
R
Rwy
s (sec)
SAE
Minimum
Mi Ilion
Microwave landing system
Meters per second
Newton
Nautical mile
Nitrogen oxides
Non p:'opulsive noise
Official Airline Guide
Operator's empty weight
Pressure
Performance Evaluation Technique
Payload
Propulsive lift system
Perceived noise level in decibels
Perceived noise level
P,_ssenge rs
Free stream dynamic pressure
Torque; quantity (no. of engines)
Quiet Clean STOL Experimental Engine
Quick response powered-lift syst_n
Rankine ; right
Runway
Second
Society of AutQnotive Engineers
Study
XXV
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f
S w
SFC
SLS
SNA
SNAP
sq km
std
st mi
STOL
t
T
t/c
TOC
TOFL
TOGW
T/W
U.S.A.F.
U.S.G.S.
V
Vtip
VR
V1
V2
VHF
VOR
W
W
Wing area
Specific fuel consumption
Sea level static
Orange County (Calif.) Airport
Source noise analysis procedure
Square ki lometers
Standard
Statute miles
Short takeoff and landing
Time; thickness
Temperature
Thickness ratio
Total operating cost
Takeoff field length
Takeoff gross weight
Thrust-to-weight ratio
United States Air Force
United States Geological Survey
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DEFINITIONS
CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT = A family of aircraft sized for parametric variations
in passenger capacity, field length, range capability,
engine selection, and for preliminary market and economic
studies.
BASELINE AIRCRAFT = An aircraft selected from the conceptual family used
as a base for relative comparisons of aircraft performance
and operational viability.
BASEPOINT AIRCRAFT = An aircraft designed in detail from the baseline
characteristics used in the parametric analyses, tradeoffs,
stretch/shrink cencepts, design-to-cost, and operational
and economic studies.
FINAL DESIGN AIRCRAFT = The end result of the detailed design studies.
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(l.O OPERATIOR%L SIMULATION SCENARIO
A scenario was written to provide a qualified and quantified framework
for evaluation of proposed conceptual configurations of aircraft for medium
density transportation. Through an operational simulation technique programmed
for computer analysis, various aircraft configurations were evaluated for
operational and economic viability in the scenario.
l.l Operational Assumptions
A network of airport pairs, scheduled flights, and scheduled seats
was drawn from a 1972 Commercial Aircraft Operations data base. Selected data
were used to simulate a network representative of medium density airline
operations.
l.l.l Time Period for Simulation
A time period of 15 years was assumed for operational simulation. The
year 1980 date was chosen as representing a reasonable introduction date for
a new aircraft. The 15 year period is assumed equivalent to average airline
experience from introductory date, fleet build-up and full depreciation of
aircraft to start of replacement with the next or follow-on generation of
ai rcraft.
l.l.2 Definitiowb of Medium Density Air Transportation
Studies of air transportation have generally been concentrated on STOL,
Short-Haul, Long-Haul and some Low Density problem_. The medium to long-haul
aircraft inventory has progressed from piston and turboprop aircraft to
efficient, economical jet aircraft. These aircraft are used by trunk and
regional (local service) airlines in the U.S. and world wide. Typical aircraft
for medium density operations include the Martin 404 (40 seats), Convair 580
turboprop (48 seats), Fairchild F-27/FH-227 (40-56 seats), BAC-lll jet (74
seats), Douglas DC-9 series (75 to I09 seats), Boeing B-737 (90 to I12 seats),
and B-727 (89 to 158 seats). Currently, there is a trend within the U.S.
regional carriers away from the propeller aircraft towards the larger jet
aircraft. This move has been accompanied by a reduction of frequency of
service to a widespread market in the United States.
This market is not well defined, except by a general term of low to
medium density where passengers per day are considerecl. Another definition
involves a geographic and service frequency concept. A geographically medium-
dense market exists where towns are relatively small, such as in the Midwest
or the Midsouth, but stage lengths are relatively short. Another geographic
definition includes small to relatively large cities, such as Denver, Colorado,
and Tucson, Arizona, and longer stage lengths up to 700 or 800 miles. Frontier
Airlines and Hughes Airwest operate in such a market. A service frequency
definition involves a low number of daily or weekly departures. Typical
numbers would be one or two departures daily or five or six departures weekly
with 20- to 50-seat aircraft.
Thus, for this study, the general dimensions from which the medium
density market was defined are as follows:
Passengers per day per route
Stage lengths
Frequency of service/day
20 to 500 (2 way travel)
Up to 800 miles (statute](l,287 kin)
Minimum to be at existing 1972
levels to a maximum of 8 round
trips per airport pair.
I.I.3 Domestic Medium Density Market
Data on passengers carried by selected regional (local service) air-
lines in 1972 was chosen to quantify the market for aircraft requirements
analysis.
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1.1.4 Basic Domestic Network
Airport-pair routes flown by ten regional airlines in 1972 were
selected for a representative network in the Task I evaluation of conceptual
aircraft.
1.2 Passenger Demand Levels and Forecast
Two approaches were used to quantify the levels of demand for the
initial simulation. The first approach was to interrogate a 1972 Civil
Aeronautics Bureau (CAB) online O&D tape (data Bank 4) and to compile and
group the city pair data by:
- range increments of 100 mile (.161 km) up to a maximum range of
800 miles (1,287 km)
- passenger distribution in increments of 50 passengers per day to a
maximum of 500 per day/per route in two-way travel.
A second approach was to interrogate a 1972 Official Airline Guide
(OAG) data tape on scheduled airline service. Since flight frequencies, equip-
ment types, and airport pairs were included in this data, a simulation network
and mission model also was constructed. The application of actual load factors
for each of the airlines in the network resulted in a mission model quantified
with aggregated seat demand expressed as revenue passenger mile (RPM) demand.
A base year of 1972 was used for quantifying passenger demand levels
in the medium density mission model. The data base for the model contained
schedules of aircraft by airport pairs. For initial screening and evaluation,
the number of seats available from the August 1972 schedule was grown at a
rate of 6 percent per year through 1980. From 1980 through 1988, an annual
rate of 5 percent was used, with 4 percent growth from 1988 through 1994.
The number of seats demanded per segment in the model was equal to the number
T ........
of seats scheduled times the experienced airline overall system load factors
recorded for each of the airlines in the model.
1.3 Airline Simulation Networks
1.3.1 Initial Network for Derivation of Aircraft Operational Requirements
A simulation network was created by distributing all of the 1972 OAG
data for the selected airlines into six regional groupings. These were Region I,
Atlantic Coast - _onsisting of A11egheny and Piedmont Airlines; Region 2, Mid-
west - Ozark and North Central Airlines; Region 3, Rocky Mountains - Frontier
Airlines; Region 4, Far West - Hughes Airwest; Region 5, South Central Texas
International and Southern; and Region 6, California - Air California and
Pacific Southwest Airlines. The type of aircraft operated by each airline was
distributed by the six regions. Data was organized by equipment categories and
identified by an element number. Each data category included:
Range in statute miles
Scheduled seats per day
Scheduled trips per day
Scheduled seat-miles per day
Scheduled trip miles per day
The regional identity number
Total n_enber of airline scheduled route segments (airport pairs)
Airport pair codes and actual distances between airports
A total of 172 elements included 2,694 route segments in the mission
nl)del. These were sorted into range classes by range increments of 50 miles
(80 km) from 0 - 200 (321 km) and lO0-mile (161 km) increments up to 700 mile
(1,448 km).
These data were assembled into single sets of descriptors for each of
the 172 elements. These sets were used in the operational simulation routine
which was programmed for a computer. The data set for each element included
the following:
A serial number.
• The average range in statute miles.
• Seats filled per day as demand.
• Minimum flights per day.
• Total available seats per day.
• A geographic identity number denoting the region.
• Number of airport-pair routes.
1.3.2 Final Network for Evaluation of Selected Aircraft
For competitive aircraft simulation, the basepoint aircraft evaluation
network differed from that used in the requirements analysis. The method of
interrogation and sort of the airlines data tape was generally the same.
However, as a result of experience and commentary from airline and other
personnel attending interim oral presentations, SOIE different tailoring of
the mission model network was applied. Eight of the initial regional airlines
plus Air New England were included. Air California and PSA networks were
omitted since their route structures were served by aircraft of I00 seats or
more. It was assumed inappropriate to evaluate performance of a smaller air-
craft on these routes in 1980 or later years.
Another change was to eliminate those regional airline routes which
would grow in seat demand to more than could be carried by a 70 passenger
aircraft at a 50 percent load factor at 8 round trips per day by the year 1985.
Data was drawn from published airline schedules for 1974. Demand for seat
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miles on each route was generated by application of a 52.5 percent load
factor to the scheduled seats per week, converted to seat demand per day.
Growth rates were 6 percent annually, 1974-1980; 5 percent annaully, 1980-1988,
and 4 percent from 1988 to 1994. These rates were applied to the nine
regional airlines scheduled routes.
Also included in the final evaluation mission mode] is seat demand
generated from published schedules for 21 commuter airlines. Routes included
those on which the following aircraft were scheduled:
Aircraft Code Name Average Seats
BTP Beech Turboprop 7
B99 Beech 99 15
DC-3 Douglas DC-3 26
DTO DeHavilland Twin Otter 17/18
SWM Swearingen Metroliner 18
The load factor used for generation of seat demand on these co_muter
lines and aircraft was 60 percent.
Routes and seat demand from these commuter schedules were _aintained
in the final mission model as a separate group. The demand in this portion of
the mission model was kept constant at the 1974 level through the entire
simulation period. This basic demand segment was assumed to be the equivalent
of a constant influx of new traffic on low-density routes as a part of the
whole medium density mission model.
1.4 Simulation Assumptions
The initial characteristics assumed for the candidate aircraft were
as follows:
• Passenger Seats
• Range
• Cruise Mach Number
• Operating Runway Length
• Engine Type
30 to 70
2 x 150 n.mi. minimum (2 x 463 km), and
1 x l,O00 n.mi. maximum (I x 1,852 km)
Not specified as an input
3,500 feet (I,067 m)
4,500 feet (I,372 m), and
5,500 feet (1,676 m)
High Bypass Ratio
Turbofan and
Turboprop as alternate
Operational assumptions were as follows:
• Minimum trips scheduled were the same as published by the selected
airlines at the August 1972 and 1974 level. The minimum number of
trips required was held constant throughout the operational
simulation periods.
• The _ximum number of trips was generally uncoblstrained for initial
reauirements analysis and screening of the initlal conceptual
aircraft. A nominal limit of eight trips per route per day was
established for competitive simulation in the final evaluation of
operational and economic viability.
• A system load factor target of 50 percent was assumed in generating
required trips needed to satisfy demand for seats.
• All range elements were served by non-stop flights. If the range
capability of any aircraft was less than the distance of the range
element, the aircraft was not available to carry the traffic.
• Routes were excluded from the initial traffic model if the project-
ed traffic level of seats demanded exceeded a medium density
definition of 500 per day (both ways) by 1980.
• For the final mission model, the definition of the upper li_it of
!o
traffic was eight trips per day x 50 percent load factor x 70 seats
per trip or 280 seats filled per day. This was a one-way flight
limit. Any route which exceeded this limit in 1985 was excluded
from the final network and mission model.
A 52.5 percent load factor was used to generate the demand in the
1974 mission model. This reflected the average load factor
experienced by the airlines included in the model.
A 60 percent load factor applied to commuter airlines data
represented the average attained for the base year of 1974.
1.5 Simulation Scenario Summary
A number of different network and mission models were used in the
operational scenarios. There were five (5) general scer arios which covered
these simulations. These are described as follows:
• Preliminary screening of passenger capacity and market served
with use of CAB data.
• Noncompetitive simulation to determine operational requirements
for baseline aircraft. This involved further differentiation as;
- Total network and demand model based on scheduled
airline operations from the 1972 OAG,
A single airline network drawn from the total model and
used for detailed examination of conceptual aircraft, and
- The total market divided into segments by demand level.
• Competitive simulation to evaluate the operational viability and
specific requirements of one or a family of final desiqn study
aircraft.
Table I-1 presents a matrix summarizing the scenario used for each
of the five (5) simulation networks and mission models.
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2.0 AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS GROUND RULES
All versions of the study aircraft were analyzed in a mission model
drawn from scheduled airline operations. During the Aircraft Requirements
phase each of the conceptual aircraft was tested singly against a total demand
expressed in revenue passenger miles for the projected year 1980.
In the Basepoint Design phase, the same mission model was used to test
different configurations of the baseline aircraft generated in the Aircraft
Requirement phase of the study. A turboprop and turbofan version were tested
independently in the mission model. A competitive test case also was run with
the following rules:
• 30, 50, and 70 seat aircraft all available for fleet selection.
• A single airline network was drawn from the mission model for
operational simulation.
• The simulation assigned an aircraft to each route by selection
of the least-costly aircraft which satisfied the demand for
revenue passenger miles with the minimum flight frequency equal
to or greater than the published schedule in 1972.
e A total fleet summary was drawn for 1980.
Rules for aircraft operations in the Evaluation phase of the study were
basically similar both to the requirements and design phases in the use of d
mission model with the following exceptions:
e The aircraft consist of the 50 passenQer _asepoint
configuration with four parametric size variations.
• The mission model was derived from 1974 data and was created more
specifically to fit a medium density market suggested by reviewers
of the initial dnd interim review presentations.
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i• A basic existing and near-term contemporary fleet was used for
competitive analysis with the basepoint aircraft configurations.
The basic fleet consisted of four turboprop and five turbofan
aircraft varying in size from 30 to I00 passenger seats.
• Three competitive operationa| simulations were used to select an
appropriate fleet for 1985. These simulations considered a basic
turboprop and turbojet fleet, C basic turbojet fleet, an all-jet
basic fleet, and five basepoint and derivative aircraft.
• Variations in system load factor and ratio of indirect operating
cost to revenue were studied on the all-jet competitive evaluation
of the basic versus basepoint aircraft.
2.1 Environmental Compatibility
In addition to some general rules for operational simulation as
specified, there were some physical ground rules applied in the study.
2.1.I Airport - Groundside
The aircraft were designed for operational compatibility with airports
and ground service equipment typically used by regional airline operators.
Runway length requirements of 3,500 (1,067 m), 4,500 (1,372 m), and 5,500 feet
(I,676 m) were studied both for effect on aircraft design and operational
compatibi}ity with runways used by all of the airlines included in derivation
of the traffic networks.
A desired objective in design was to have the aircraft incorporate air
stairs and also be compatible with powered loading bridges as used for DC-9
boarding.
2.1.2 Airport - Airside
The study aircraft were designed to be compatible with traffic pattern
speeds of commercial aircraft at all airports under positive terminal control.
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2.1.3 Enroute
The conceptual aircraft were configured to be operationally compatible
with all airways air traffic control equipment and procedures.
2.2 Airline Operatiuns Criteria
The aircraft configuration was chosen for minimumimpact on airline
operations. The assumption was madethat manpowerand support requirements
were to be minimized in comparison with existing and competitive types of
aircraft. As far as possible, operations were to b_ simplified for minimum
airline costs.
2.2.1 Passengerand BaggageProcessing
All operations involving passenger processing were assumedto be at
a minimumlevel to maintain indirect operating costs at a level no greater
than currently incurred by regional operators. For example, only hot or cold
free beverages would be served. Liquor sales were considered as optional.
Streamlined, simplified passenger and baggagecheck-in were assumed.
Baggagecarry-on was assumedas standard procedure with minimized handling of
mail freight and bulky baggage.
2.2.2 Aircraft Servicing and GroundHandling
The aircraft design phi|osophy was to keep to a minimumany needs for
ground support equipment for servicing such as a cart for ground power and
cabin air conditioning. Groundhandling devices were assumedof conventional
design and needs held to a minimum.
2.2.3 Maintenance Policy
Consistent with minimumground handling and service, the aircraft
design was assumedto be simplified and rugged to reduce maintenance to the
12
lowest possible level. The philosophy was the same as adopted for the DC-9
and DC-IO series aircraft built by the Douglas Aircraft Company. This
philosophy offers sin_lictty, reliability and accessibility for maintenance
and service.
13
3.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS GROUND RULES
All of the cost figures in the study were assumed at constant 1974
dollar values, essentially equal to a 1974 first quarter level.
3.1 Conceptual Aircraft Cost Estimating
A survey of commercial production aircraft prices resulted in a curve
of airframe price versus weight empty less engines (airframe weight), as
)hown in Figure 3-I. A high and low value curve is shown with a middle level.
The spectrum of aircraft concepts considered in this study is blocked in the
dark color. The small block at the $120 per pound level included the Cessna
Citation. Data for this was supplied by the Cessna Aircraft Company. A
straight line cost function was drawn through the Citation data point and the
middle of the spectrum shown. This function was used as a general approxi-
mation for aircraft costing for the initial conceptual aircraft.
A similar statistical study resulted in a curve of turbofan engine
price as a function of sea level static thrust, Figure 3-2 shows two curves
fitting the data. In a general sense, the lower line represents a cost curve
for current technology and/or available engines including the basepoint fixed
pitch turbofan engine. The upper curve defines requirements fo_ some addi-
tional costs attributable to advanced technology developments pertinent to the
variable pitch turbofan engine. The dotted line is representative of average
prices for the specific engines noted and referred to in Section 7.0.
3.2 Baseline Aircraft Cost E')tlmating
A computerized program, Commercial Aircraft Production and Development
Cost (CAPDEC), was used to estimate research and development and production
costs for the detailed baseline aircraft resulting from the initial selection
14
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and evaluation processes. The method generally is based on cost estimating
equations developed by the RAND Corporation {Reference 13). These were
slightly modified to reflect Douglas experience in commercial aircraft produc-
tion. Labor and material factors were applied to generate costs at 1974 levels.
3.3 Aircraft Operating Income Assumptions
A CAB Class 7 fare structure was assumed for aircraft passenger revenue.
The formula used was a fixed fee of $12.56 plus 7.06 cents per mile for each
seat occupied on each airport pair. This was applied in the initial simula-
tions. For the final evaluation, a two step fare equation was used. For the
first step to 500 miles distance, the equation was $8.85813 + .07013 x R where
R was the distance flown in statute miles. The second step, 500 to 1,50O miles
was $9.05385 + .03803 x R. This fare function was calibrated with June 1974
regional airline yields as reported to the CAB. It also included an allowance
for freight and cargo of 5 percent. This latter amount also was was derived
from reported experience.
The establishment of these revenue equations was not intended to
reproduce regional airline experience with calibratable accuracy. Rather, it
was to yield a representative income for the evaluation of conceptual aircraft.
3.4 Final Oesign Aircraft Cost Evaluation
The same cost estimating routine was applied in the developing costs
for the basepoint aircraft involved in the design study phase. In addition,
a detailed estimate was made of the change from a hinged to a tracked flap
system. The benefit of suggested "design-to-cost" manufacturing savings were
computed analytically and incorporated in the aircraft cost estimates.
17
IThese aircraft costs for the basepoint 50 passenger aircraft were
used in the competitive evaluation analysis. Costs for 30, 40, 60 and 70
passenger aircraft were factored from the 50 passenger dollar value. The
factors were assumed to follow the same relationships observed in detailed
estimates of the 30, 50 and 70 passenger aircraft in the conceptual study
analysis.
3.5 Return on Investment
The CAB considers a return on investment of 12.35 percent per year
after taxes as an acceptable target for airline operations. In computing
allowable subsidy on aircraft operations, this value of 12.35 percent is
based on the airline purchase price of the aircraft. In this study, the value
of 12.35 percent return was adopted without respect to taxes. Since results
of simulation were applicable to the total domestic medium density model
rather than an airline, comparisons of aircraft were simplified. In the
subsidy analysis (Section 16.3.4), this assumption tends to understate sub-
sidy needs.
3.6 Subsidy
A review was made of CAB rules for computing allowable public service
revenue (subsidy) on regional airline operations. This review included appli-
cation of the CAB rate formula to define subsidy need, provision for airline
income, state and local taxes and offset of earnings of ineligible routes
against subsidy needs on eligible routes. A detailed exposition of the CAB
subsidy practices is included in Section 15.
For the final viability evaluation of aircraft performance, a simple
formula was developed. This was based solely upon the type of )ircraft
selected in the competitive operational simulation. The formula developed
for this comparison is:
Revenue - (DOC + ICO) - Return - Aircraft Subsidy Need
The allowable return in this formula was assumed to be generated by
the following equation:
R = (Cp + Cs - RV) x .1235
DP
where,
R ..
Cp =
Cs =
RV
DP =
allowable annual return
aircraft price to airline
spares allowance (typically I0%)
residual value of 15%
depreciation period of 15 years
A provision for income taxes was not included to simplify the
evaluation process.
19
4.0 AIRCRAFT SELECTION CRITERIA
A wide variety of parameters were available for consideration in the
choice of selection criteria. Since the basic objective of the study pertained
to a subsidized transport industry, a maximum profit choice was tempered by
a consideration of service. Thus, selection criteria was divided into
operational, economic, and aircraft design and performance factors.
4.l Operational Criteria
In an operational simulation, the best aircraft is the one which
most efficiently performs the assigned mission. Evaluation of conceptual
aircraft initially included the following parameters: Payload (seats), Range,
Operational Field Length (runway length). The mission model contained demand
in terms of RPM in each statistical ranqe class element. The ability of each
aircraft to satisfy RPM demand primarily was a function of its range capability
and achievement of at least the minimum flight frequency at the target system
load factor. Thus, two operational performance criteri_ were fraction of
market demand satisfied and frequency of service. Another criteria was effect
of runway length requirements on number of alrports used by the regional
airlines. Since runways vary in length among different airports, the number
of airports able to accept a new aircraft was a function of aircraft field-
length design.
4.2 Economic Criteria
From a pure profit approach, the aircraft which maximized qross
earnings appeared the best. Gross earninqs were define_ as operating income
(revenue) less operating expense (direct plus indirect). In some cases,
gross earnings were negative. The economic criteria for evaluation and
?_
selection of aircraft was the least cost/maximum fleet profit in all opera-
tional simulations.
4.3 Aircraft Criteria
Typical criteria for selection of the aircraft best may be applied if
some performance parameter is held constant. For instance, with design range
constant, a best choice of aircraft might be lowest gross weight, highest
cruise speed, minimum mission fuel consumption, or smallest noise footprint
on landing or takeoff. Aircraft criteria also could be measured in terms of
a minimum or maximum "per passenger" value.
In the initial requirements analysis, aircraft selection criteria
primarily were choice of engine cycle for propulsive efficiency and minimum
noise, anO straight wing fcr manufacturing simplicity. A tracked flap was
chosen to minimize gross takeoff weight. An operating altitude of 25,000 feet
was chosen to minimize skin gage in the fuselage and requirements for on-board
oxygen systems. The engines were mounted on the aft fuselage, one on each
side as on the Boeing B-727 and Douglas DC-9 configurations. This choice was
made to maximize benefits as follows: added passenger safety in crash landings
by major structure below the cabin floor level; minimum length of landing gear;
minimum height of cabin above ground level for emergency evacuation; minimum
fuselage cross-section; a clean, efficient wing; and engine noise blanking
by the wing on landing approach.
4.4 Airport Criteria
A survey of the airports used by those airlines included in the
initial network is summarized in Table 4-l. Only five had runway lengths of
less than 4,500 feet. These were used by aircraft as large as the Convair b80
21
and Martin 404, both propeller type aircraft with blade pitch reversal. An
altitude and temperature correction was applied to certain of these fields.
A list of the airports, pertinent data, and correction results is contained
in Appendix B, Section B.7. A summary of the correction effects is included
herein as Table 4-2. A total of 107 runways are effectively less than 4,500
feet corrected (1,372 m). The rest are greater that. 5,000 feet (1,524 m).
The 4,500 foot field length capability of the baseline aircraft was
at sea level and gO°F. (32.2°C.) and at a I00 percent payload and design
range. This resulted in a sufficient margin at a 50 percent load factor to
justify selection of the 4,500 foot length as suitable for the great majority
of fields surveyed.
At least 76 percent of regional carrier runways were suitable for
maximum takeoff conditions. General airline operations are usually not at
these maximum takeoff weights. Hence, the 24 percent of airports shown were
not deemed sufficient to shorten the field length requirement from 4,500 feet.
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5.0 OPERATIONAL SIMULATION APPROACH
Aircraft operational performance was measured in all phases of the
study by means of an operational simulation technique. The approach was to
quantify the aircraft in terms of physical and cost descriptors, simulate
operations in a mission model, and derive annual fleet and aircraft performance
statistics. This approach is diagrammed in a flow-chart, Figure 5-I. The
procedure involved a traffic model which was quantified at a base year and a
set of aircraft descriptors. These were input to the operatic,_al simulation
routine which is computerized. The simulation was conducted either with a
single aircraft in a noncompetitive mode, or to select a fleet mix solution
from a basic inventory of available aircraft in a competitive mode. In the
noncompetitive mode, successive iterations were used to evaluate parametric
variations of aircraft descriptors.
The results from the simulation were in the form of a summary for each
year of the 15 year operational period. Included in the summaries were data
on fleet size, aircraft operations performance, and fleet profitability. A
typical summary is presented in Table B-14, Appendix B.
Screening and preliminary selection of aircraft was accomplished
manually according to any desired criteria when aircraft were parameterized
and simulated noncompetitively. In a competitive simulation, a least-cost
criteria was used in the fleet mix selection process.
5.1 Simulation Model
In the single aircraft, noncompetitive mode, the simulation model
tested the capability of each aircraft against each element in the traffic
network and demand model. The range, speed, payload, target load factor, and
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annual utilization data were examined. These capabilities were applied to
each element to determine number of aircraft required. This determination was
based upon the total RPM demanded, the minimum number of flights required, and
the average range in each element of the model. The cost of performing this
service was computed and operating income determined as revenue less operations
cost. Table B-13, Appendix B, contains typical results of a single aircraft
eval uation.
In a competitive simulation mode, the same process applied as described
above. With a least cost criterion applied for each element, the aircraft
satisfying the demand, frequency, and load factor limits at the lowest cost
level was assigned to that element. Summation of all elements annually
resulted in a total fleet mix with all the pertinent data.
5.2 Derivation of Aircraft Characteristics
With variation of characteristics, a noncompetitive simulation was used
to determine which aircraft configuration was the most desirable. In the
Requirements Analysis phase, a single aircraft concept was selected for further
evaluation on the basis of both operational (schedule frequency) and economic
(least-cost) criteria. Typical of these characteristics were range, seating
capacity, field length, and engine cycle.
During the Design Study phase, the selected aircraft was studied and
evaluated parametrically. Seating capacity was fixed and a range was selected
both to cover stage lengths in the model and to incorporate the suggestions
irade by the subcontractors. Parametric iterations were used to indicate which
set of aircraft characteristics best satisfied selection criteria. These were
summed as the final design aircraft.
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1 l
For the Evaluation phase, the basepoint 50 passenger aircraft was
analyzed competitively with a fleet of contemporary turboprop and turbofan
powered aircraft. A set of factored characteristics was drawn from the 50
passenger basepoint aircraft. These described 30, 40, 60 and 70 passenger
aircraft which also were used in the competitive simulation. From this
evaluation were drawn the final design aircraft recommendations.
5.3 Fleet Performance Characteristics
The initial noncompetitive evaluation showed variable fleet data which
were a summation of mission performance by each concept tested. Data included
fleet size, revenue and revenue passenger miles generated, aircraft proaucti-
vity, fleet average load factor, annual fleet £uel burned, annual trips
generated, operating expenses, profit or loss, and rati_ of net income of
total fleet investment.
The same type of data was generated for competitive simulations. In
addition, a fleet mix also was generated with different aircraft assigned to
appropriate elements in the mission model.
2P.
6.0 CONCEPTUALIRCRAFTANALYSISANDDESIGN
6.1 General GroundRules
In order to define and evaluate the mediumdensity market, a family
of conceptual aircraft was sized. A description of the basic configuration
and an elaboration of the ground rules for sizinQ of the conceptual aircraft
follows:
6.1.1 Configuration Description
The configuration used in the conceptual aircraft family (shown in
Figure 6-I) has twin, aft-fuselage-mounted, fixed-pitch, turbofan engines, and
a low wing with an aspect ratio of 9.0, a 50 (0.087 radians) quarter-chord
sweep, and the nominal high lift system described in Section 6.3.6. This
configuration, similar to the DC-9 and B-737, was selected because of: crash
landing safety; landing gear retraction; fuselage cross-sectional area; drag;
wing efficiency; inlet duct ingestion; and blanketing by the wing of noise
on approach. In the various parametric analyses conducted with the conceptual
aircraft, DOC is used as the basis for evaluation. See Section 3.1 for
airframe cost.
The basic passenger capacity is 50 passengers. The basic fuselage
cross section (shown in Figure 6-2) consists of 4 abreast seatina using DC-8
economy-class seats at a 32-inch (86 cm) pitch, with an IR inch (4_ cm) wide
by 78 inch (198 cm) high single aisle. The cabin entrance, service, and
emergency exit doors are appropriate for FAA requirements. The cabin has
one lavatory per 50 seats, bare minimum galley/buffet service or operational
closet space, and lower cargo bays for stowing luggage or freight. A layout
for the 50 passenger cabin is shown in Figure 6-3.
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6.1.2 Mission Profile
The basic sizing mission profile for the conceptual aircraft (sho,_,
in FiQure 6-4) has two equal stage lengths of 250 nautical miles (463 k_),
563 nautical miles (I,042 km) is the single stage equivalent. Both stage
lengths consist of: a takeoff time and fuel allowance; climb to cruise
altitude < 25,000 feet (7,62F)m); constant altitude cruise at near-maxi_u_T_
speed (typical n,inimum DOC airline operation); a 300 feet/minute (].524 _/s_-
cabin pressurization rate limited descent to the destination airport; ant _
landing time and fuel allowance. The reserve fuel requirement, calculate,_
at the end of the second stage, contains sufficient fuel to climb, cruisP_
and descend lO0 nautical miles (185 km) to an alternate airport, followE,_l
holding at maximum endurance at cruise altitude for 45 minutes (2,70r_ sec'.
Mission performance calculations are based on standard day conditions.
6.1.3 Takeoff and Landing Capability
The conceptual aircraft takeoff and landing calculations were bas,
on sea level, 90°F day performance. The methods and assumptions used for
takeoff and landinn calculetions are presented ir Appendix A. The basic F
length requirement is 4,5gO feet (1,372 m).
6.2 Propulsion Pequi renen ts
The flxed-pitch turbofan propulsion syster is the basic syster f:'
the conceptual aircraft analysis. The variable-pitch turbofan and tur '
propulsion systems were studied and evaluaten with the fixed-pitch tur:_
in order to select a oropulsior svste_ for the hasepoipt aircraft stu, :(_
6.2 .I Cri teria
Criteria impnsed on the propulsion systems studied were:

Low Noise: The engine noise signature must be low
enoughfor the aircraft to meet a |evel of lO EPNdBbelow
the present FARPart 36 requirements.
Thrust reversing capability: This requirement provides a safety
margin for stopping on wet or icy runwa)s, and for reduction
of brake wear and maintenance. The airline subcontractors agreed
on the desirability of this feature.
Availability: The propulsion types were limited to those
for which realistic installed performance estimates could readily
be made. The scope of the study did not include generation of
cycle and installed performance data on new types and variations
of propulsion systems.
0 Low Cost: A propulsion system with low initia] cost, low fuel
consumption, and low maintenance is essential for aircraft for
medium-density operation. The propulsion systems were compared
on the basis of DOC. See Section 3.1 for engine cost.
6.2.2 Candidate Engine Cycles
Basic propulsion system characteristics for the fixed-pitch and
variable-pitch turbofan engines, and the turboshaft-propeller (turboprop)
propulsion system are shown in Tables 6-I and 6-2.
Installed engine performance was estimated in all cases. Installation
losses included inlet and exhaust duct pressure losses, bleed and power e_-
tractio,_ losses, and exhaust flow scrubbin9 losses. Based on past experience,
a value of approximately 1.5 Ib/minute/passenQer was used for the aircraft
35
TABLE6-I
TURBOFANCHARACTERISTICS
Fixed-Pitch Fan
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.45
Bypass Ratio 6
(1)Specific Thrust, Ib/Ib/sec 28.3
uninstalled (N/kg/sec) (277)
(1)Fan Tip Speed, ft/sec 1400
(m/sec) (427)
(2)Cruise Thrust/Rated Thrust 0.30
(2)Cruise SFC 0.63
Thrus t/Wei ght 5.2
(1)SLS, Takeoff
(2)Uninstalled; M = 0.7; 25,000 ft. (7625m)
o
Variable-Pitch Fan
1.32
12.8
22.9
(224.)
_25
(282)
r).23
0.60
6.7
3_
TABLE 6-2
TURBOPROP SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Engine Power/(Prop. Dia. )2 25 hp/ft 2 (_00 kw/m2)
Engine Power/Wei ght 5.5 hp/lb (9.0 kwlkg)
Stati c Thrust/Power 1.85 Ib/hp (ll N/kw)
Propeller Tip Speed 720 ft/sec (220 m/sec)
Propeller Activity Factor 1BO
Propeller Integrated Lift Coefficient
iv
Cruise Efficiency (Propeller)
0.3
0.86
iV
Mach 0.6; 25,000 ft.
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bleed requirement. The propulsion systems were "rubberized", i.e., scaled
to the thrust level required for the aircraft to meet the design conc'itions.
The fixed-pitch turbofan engine used in this study h_s a bypass ratio
of six and a fan pressure ratio of 1.45. Previous studies indicated that an
engine with these characteristics has a relatively low noise level and can
meet the noise level requirement with reasonable acoustic treatn_nt. It has
a low development cost with minimum technical risk, and a low installed SFC.
Based on engine company data, Figure 6-5 shows the effect of engine size
(Reynolds number and tolerances) on cruise SFC. For engine cycle and
performance Jetails see Section 7.2.1.
The variable-pitch fan enqine used in this study has a bypass ratio
of 13 and a fan pressure ratio of 1.32; the performance was generated usine
a DAC cycle deck (see Reference I). Althouqh not optimized for the missions
herein, these cycle characteristics were considered Jpplicable based on
previous short-range mission studies. The variable-pitch fan enoine reouires
a development program of higher cost and risk than that for the fixed-pitch
fan engine. The current QCSEE project is a technoloqy development pronram
for a variable-pitch fan engine with a 1.2F_ takeoff fan pressure ratie.
Higher fan-pressure ratios will improve cruise performance, and although
considered feasible, this will involve more technical risk and development
cost. The major advantage of the variable-pitch feature is the provision of
reverse thrust without the weinht, complexity, cost and maintenance of
nacelle-mounted thrust reversers. Other advantaqes are good cruise SFC,
fast engine response and }ow noise level.
For aircraft of the size and ranne with which this study is cGFcerpec,
propeller propulsion systems offer sonm advantaqes, because their low inltial
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cost and low fuel consumption offset the low air,.raft speed provided by tneir
lower cruise thrust. The propeller/horsepower relationship was selected to
give a high ratio of thrust-to-horsepower for takeoff, while maintaining a
good propeller efficiency durinq cruise. A propeller tip speed of 720 ft/sec
(220 m/sec) was selected as a compromise between noise and aircraft desigr,
considerations; the lower tip speed propellers produce less ._oise, but neeu
larger diameters tc provide a given thrust. The propeller inteqrated lift
coefficient, CLi of 0.3 is typical for modern propellers with a moderately
high speed cruise requirement. A study was made of the effect of activity
factor on the propulsion system, with the results shown in Figure 6-6. An
activity factor of 180 provides the lowest weight, with a reasonable propeller
diameter and cruise efficiency. The resulting four-bladed propeller is
similar aerodynamically to that used in the Lockheed-Electra. Appendix A
gives the _etails of the selection of the propeller-engine relations_.ip,
based on a technique described in Reference 2.
The scope of the study did not include the Quantitative evaluation
of less conventional engine cycles, because uninstalled performance data were
not available in sufficient detail. Two "unconventional" cycles which have
been proposed for aircraft use are a regenerative-cycle gas qenerator drivin_
a fan or propeller, and a rotary engine drivina a fan or proDeller. Further
study is required to assess the suitability of these, and other cycles, to
medium-density aircraft applications. Estimates of factors such as develop-
ment cost, technical risk, etc., need to be made ant co_.pared with the
potential performance and other advantages that might he achieved with new
types of propulsion systems.
4q

6.2.3 Initial Engine Selection: Basepoint Aircraft
The consensusof the regional and trunk airline subcontractors
is that a turboprop-powered aircraft has less passenger appeal because
customers have cometo expect the vibration-free operation and modern
appearanceof turbofan aircraft. Of the two turbofan concepts, the fixed-
pitch fan engine has the lower development cost and technical risk. Therefore,
the fixed-pitch fan engine was selected for the basepoint aircraft propulsion
system.
6.3 Parametric Aircraft Analysis: Variations and Results
Table 6-3 summarizesthe variable and discrete parameters covered
in this study: passenger payload, field length, range, engine cycle type
and high-lift systems type. The parametric excursions were centered on a
base conceptual aircraft, defined below.
6.3.1 Base Conceptual Aircraft Sizing
The base conceptual aircraft was sized for 50 passenger capacity,
4,500 foot (1,372 m) field lenqth capability, and 2 x 250 nautical mile
(2 x 463 km) stage lengths with the fixed-pitch fan engine (see Finure 6-I
above).
Sizing mission calculations were made for sever_l of the wino
loading (W/S) and uninstalled thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) combinations
which satisfy the 4,500 foot (1,372 m) field length requirement; see
Figure 6-7. The selected desiq_ point for the base conceptual aircraft
was chosen on the basis of mininlam DOC. The W/S, T/W combination of the
selected design point is at the point for balanced takeoff and landing
field length. The base conceptual aircraft characteristics are sunn_,arized
in Table 6-4.
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TABLE 6-4. BASELINE CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT SUMMARY
Passenger Capacity
Field Length (ft/m)
Stage Lengths (n mi/km)
Engines: Fixed-Pitch Fan (BPR/FPR)
Rated Thrust No. x (Ib/N)
Takeoff Gross Weight (Ib/kq)
Operator's Weight Empty (Ib/kg)
Wing Area (ft2/m 2
Wing Loading (Ib/ft2/kg/m 2)
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio: Rated
Cruise Altitude (ft/m)
Cruise Mach Number
5O
4500/1372
(2 x 250)/(2 x 463)
6/1.45
2 x (7980/35,500)
43,920/19,920
27,0a0/12,265
497/46.2
88.3/431.I
0.363
23,000/7010
0.69
45
6.3.2 Variation of Field Length Capability
Calculations were madeto determine the effect on aircraft sizing
of varying the field length requirement from the base requirement of 4,500
feet (1,362 m). Takeoff and landing calculations were madeto determine
several W/Sand T/Wcombinations required for 3,500 foot (I,067 m) or 5,500
foot (I,676 m) field length capabilities.
Using these W/Sand T/W combinations, conceptual aircraft were sized
for 50 passenger capacity, 2 x 250 nautical mile (2 x 463 km) stage lengths,
and 3,500 foot (1,067 m) or 5,500 foot (1,676 m) field ]ength capability.
The selected design points for both field lengths are at the W/Sand T/W
combination for minimumDOCat that field length. Both selected design points
occur at the W/S and T/W combination for balanced takeoff and landing field
]ength, as depicted in Fiaures 6-8 and 6-9. A summarycomparing aircraft
characteristics of the configurations having field length capabilities of
3,500 feet (I,067 m), 4,500 feet (1,372 m), and 5,500 feet (],676 m) is
presented in Table 6-5.
Figure 6-10, showing the effect of field lenoth on sizing, indicates
that decreasing the field length requirement to less than 4,500 feet (1,372 m)
causes a disproportionate increase in required takeoff nross weiqht and DOC.
6.3.3 Variation of Passenger Capacity
MininIJm and maximum passenger capacities of 30 and 70 were used to
size conceptual aircraft for investigation of the effects of passenner
capacity cn aircraft sizing. As was the base 50 passenQer capacitv aircraft,
these aircraft were sized for 4,500 foot (1,372 m) field length capabilit_
and a range capability of 2 x 250 nautical mile (2 x 463 km'j staqe lengths.
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TABLE 6-5.
Field Length (ft/m):
Takeoff Gross
Weight (Ib/km)
Operator's Weight
Empty (Ib/kg)
Wing Area (ft2/m 2)
Rated Thrust No.x(Ib/N)
Iblf_2/
Wing Loading Ikg/m_)
Thrust-to-Weight
Ratio, Rated
Cruise Altitude
Cruise Mach
Number
Relative Direct
Operating Cost
(¢/ASNFI _ ¢/ASNM)
CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT SUMMARY, FIELD LENGTH
50 Passengers
2 x 250 n mi (2 x 463 km) Stage Lengths
Fixed-Pitch Fan: BPR/FPR : 6/1.45
3500/1067 4500/1372
48,150/21,840 43,920/19,920
(ft/m)
30,650/13,900
747/69.4
2x(8410/37,410)
64.5/314.9
0.349
22,000/6706
27,040/12,265
497/46.2
2x(7980/35,500)
88.3/431.1
0.363
23,000/7010
0.65 0.69
1.08 1.00"
VARIATION
5500/1676
42,220/19,150
25,460/11,550
374/34.7
2x(7970/35,450)
112.8/550.7
0.378
24,000/7315
0.71
0.97
*Base for determination of relative DOC
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Sizing plots for the 30 and 70 passenger capacity aircraft, Figures 6-11 and
6-12, show that the minimum DOC points for these aircraft occur at the W/S
and T/W combination for balanced takeoff and landing field lenoth capability.
This is also the case for the base 50 passenger capacity aircraft. A summary
comparing characteristics of the 30, 50, and 70 passenger capacity aircraft
is shown in Table 6-6.
In addition to the above comparison, passenger capacity variations
of 30, 50, and 70 were used for sizing aircraft with 4,500 foot (1,372 m)
field length capability and a range capability of one 775 nautical mile
(1,435 kin)stage length. The resultant aircraft characteristics for passenger
capacity variation with 775 nautical mile (I,435 km) range capability are
shown in Table 6-7. These configurations were also sized at the _J/S and
T/W combination for balanced takeoff and landing field length capability.
Figure 6-13 shows the variation of aircraft characteristics witF
passenger capacity. This figure shows a disproportionate increase in D0C
as passenger capacity is decreased.
6.3.4 Variation of RanGe Capability
The effects of varyin_ range capability on aircraft sizinq were
investigated bv sizinq aircraft with several range capabilities. The base
50 passenqer capacity and 4,500 foot (1,372 m) field length capability
requirements were used for sizing aircraft with ranne capabilities of ? x _r,
nautical mile f2 x 27_ km) stage lengths, 2 x 350 n_utical mile _2 x G_F k_
stage lengths, and l x l,O_O nautical mile (l x ],_52 _) sta_ len_t_
Finures 6-14, 6-15 and 6-16 show the variations of pertinent sizinn
parameters for these aircraft. The selected desinn point for eacn of t_ps..
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.B4 .35
T
.37 .3B
TAbLL o-b.
Passenger Capacity:
Takeoff Gross
Weight (Ib/kg)
Operator's Weight
Empty (Ib/kg)
Wing Area (ft2/m 2)
Rated Thrust No.x(Ib/N)
COf_CEPTUAL AIRCRAFT SUMMARY, PASSENGER _APACITY
2 x 250 n mi (2 x 643 km) Stage Length
4500 ft (1372 m) Field Length
Fixed-Pitch Fan: BPR/FPR = 6/I.45
30 50
32,080/14,550 43,920/19,920
20,590/9340
363/110.6
2x(5830/25,930)
Wing Loading -(Ib/ft2/ 88.3/43i.I
kg/m L )
(ft/m)
Thrust-to-Weight
Ratio, Rated
Cruise Altitude
Cruise Mach
Number
Relative Direct
Operating Cost
(¢/ASNM + ¢/ASNM
*Base
27,040/12,265
497/46.2
2X(7980/35,500)
88.3/431.1
0.363
22,000/6706
0.65
0.363
23,000/7010
1.47
for determination of relative DOC
0.69
l.O00*
VARIATIOr_
70
56,730/25,730
34,380/15,590
642/195.7
2x(I0,310/45,_C0)
88.3/431.1
0.363
24,000/7315
0.71
0.81
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iTABLE 6-7. CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT SUMMARY, PASSENGER CAPACITY VARIATION
1 x 775 n mi (l x 1435 km)
4500 ft (1372 m) Field Length
Fixed-Pitch Fan: BPR/FPR = 6/I.45
Passenger Capacity:
Takeoff Gross
Weight
Operator's Weight
Empty
Wing Area
Rated Thrust
(lb/kg)
(lb/kg)
(ft2/m 2)
No.x(Ib/N)
30 50 70
33,950/15,400
21,240/9,630
385/35.8
2X(6_70/27,450)
46,600/21,140
27,960/12,680
528/49.1
2x(8470/37,6BO)
59,960/27,200
35,460/16,080
679/63.1
2x(I0,890/48,440)
Wing Loading
Thrust-to-Weight
Ratio, Rated
Cruise Altitude
Cruise Mach
Number
Relative Direct
Operating Cost
(¢/ASNM+ ¢/ASNM)
(Ib/ft2/ 88.3/431.1
kg/m z )
(ft/m)
0.363
25,000/7620
0.67
l.48
88.3/431.I
0.363
25,000/7620
0.70
1.00"
88.3/431 .l
0.363
25,000/7620
0.72
0.80
*Base for detemination of relative DOC
OOC Relative to Table 6-6 1.27 0.86 0.69
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aircraft is based on minimum relative DOC, and occurs at the N/S and T/W
combination for a balanced takeoff and landing field length capability. The
characteristics of the selected desion point aircraft are shown in Table 6-8,
along with the characteristics of the base conceptual aircraft sized at
2 x 250 nautical mile (2 x 463 km) stage lengths. Figure 6-17 depicts the
variation of characteristics of these confinurations with range.
6.3.5 Variation of Propulsion System
Conceptual aircraft, using variable-pitch turbofan and turboprop
engines, were sized and compared with the base conceptual aircraft, sized
with the fixed-pitch turbofan engines. These aircraft, used for comparison
of the three propulsive systems, have a 50 passenger capacity, 4,500 foot
(1,372 m) field length, and a range of 2 x 250 nautical mile (2 x 463 km)
stage lengths. Characteristics of the three propulsion systems are described
in Section 6.2.
Both configurations sized with turbofan engines, fixed and variable
pitch fans, are twin-engine configurations with the engines mounted on the
aft fuselage and with a wing aspect ratio of 9.0. The sizing description
for the base conceptual aircraft is given in Section 6.3.1. This confioura-
tion's selected design point, chosen on the basis of minimum D0C occurs at
the W/S and T/W combination for balanced takeoff and landinQ field lenqth
capability. However, for the confiquration sized with the variable-pitch
fan enqines, the selected desinn point for minimum DOC occurs at a thrust-to-
weight ratio hinher than that for balanced field lennth. This is illustrateu
in Figure 6-18.
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iThe turboprop aircraft is a wing-mounted, twin-enQine, low-wing
configuration (Figure 6-19). The selected design point for minimum DOC
coincides with the point for a balanced takeoff and landing field (Figure
6-20). The thrust-to-weight ratio delivered by the turboshaft engine and
propeller combination during takeoff is very nearly identical to that for
the fixed-pitch turbofan aircraft (Appendix A-5).
The turboprop configuration was subjected to a preliminary steady-
state study to determine the basic requirement_ for one-enqine-out control
speed, a highly important consideration in the design of turboprop aircraft
(Figure 6-21). The solid lines in this figure show the single-engine thrust
coefficient at full throttle. The dash lines show the maximum thrust
coefficient that can be controlled with full deflection of the control surface;
aileron control includes yaw due to rudder, and vice-versa for rudder control.
With bank angle limited to 50 , the aircraft is allowed to sideslip only to
the extent that a straight flight path can be maintained; larqest at low
speed, the sideslip is less than IO°. The results show that spoilers are
not needed as the lift-off speed is 120 to 125 knots.
In the one-engine-out control study, the winn aspect ratio was 9.0
and the propeller-fuselaqe clearance was 10 percent of the propeller dian_ter.
Due to cabin noise, the propeller was moved outboard to obtain a 25 percent
clearance, as in the Lockheed-E1zctra (Figure 6-22_. In order to _intain
the same degree of one-enqine-out control, the wing aspect ratio was increased
to I0.5. Figure 6-23 illustrates the insulation treatment used, which is
the same as that in the Lockheed-Electra.
FiQure 6-24 depicts a study conducted to determine the effect of
designing the turboprop aircraft to a slower cruise speed.
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Keeping the airframe confieuration unchanged, a reductio,_ in cruise speed to
0.48 Mach number (point of minimum mission fuel) saved only 800 pounds of fuel.
Resizing the aircraft for this low cruise speed, and maintaining the same
mission and field length, resulted in reducing the engine size by on]y 12 per-
cent while the propeller diameter remained constant. Includinq growth effects,
a complete resizing of the aircraft would result in a gross weight reduction
of less than 1,600 pounds. This is grossly insufficient to offset the increase
in DOC shown in Figure 6-24 for the reduced cruise speed and substantiates the
high cruise speed used in designing this turboprop aircraft.
In addition, these three propulsion systems were used to size similar
confiqurations with a range capability of l x l,O00 nautical miles (I x 852 km).
Again the selected design points for minimum DOC occur at a balanced takeoff
and landing field length for the fixed-pitch turbofan and turboprop aircraft
(Fiqures 6-16 and 6-25).
As before, the selected design point for the variable-pitch fan
aircraft occurs at a thrust-to-weight ratio higher than that for a balanced
field length (Figure 6-26). A comparison of Figures 6-I_ and 6-26 shows
that this thrust-to-weight ratio increases with an increase in design range,
because DOC decreases very slowly beyond the balanced field length point. A
more practical design point, occurrinq at a lower thrust-to-weight ratio an_
with a negligible increase in DOC, could be selected for the higher range.
Variable-pitch fan aircraft have slower cruise speeds than fixed-pitch fan
aircraft. This will improve as desiqn effort is applied to increase variable-
pitch fan pressure ratio.
Table 6-9 summarizes the characteristics of all six confirurations.
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The turboprop columns in this table, along with Figures 6-20 and 6-25, include
the combined effect of the higher wing aspect ratio and the heavier fuselage
insulation mentioned above. Turboprop data pertaining to aspect ratio 9.0 is
contained in Exhibit A of Section 6.4.4.
Turboprop and especially variable-pitch-fan aircraft are lighter in
gross weight and use less fuel than fixed-pitch-fan aircraft. These
advantages increase with range. As range increases, the turboprop begins
to use less fuel than the variable-pitch-fan aircraft.
6.3.6 Comparison of High-Lift Systems
Three types of mechanical flap systems were investigated to determine
their relative merits for use in sizing conceptual aircraft. The three
systems called simple, nominal, and advanced high-lift systems are described
in Appendix A.2.1.
The simple hiqh-lift system is essentially the nominal high-lift
system without a leading edge slat. The large difference in maximum lift
coefficient permitted the simplified comparison of these two high-lift
systems, discussed below and illustrated in Table 6-I0.
As an additional comparison, Table 6-1n presents data on the Cessna
Citation high-]ift system. This is a simple, tracked-flap, without a leading-
edge slat, that is very similar in performance to the simple DC-9-30 system
at the same flap anqle of 400 .
A simplified analysis, conducted by eliminating the flare n_neuver,
resulted in wing 1oadings of 67.0/63.0 and 62.3 Ib/ft 2 (327.0/307.6 and
304.1 kg/m2) for the simple hiqh-lift systems. At an assumed gross weight
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of 48,000 pounds (21,773 kg), the simple high-|ift systems caused an increase
in wing area of over 50 percent and in wing weight of 31 to 27 percent. Past
experience with weight growth effects (wing, tail, engine, fuel, etc.) shows
that the assumed gross weight is optimistic, i.e., too low. Obviously, the
aircraft with the simple high-lift system will have a much higher DOC than
the airplane with the nominal high-lift system, thus precluding the necessity
for a more sophisticated analysis.
A comparison of the advanced and nominal high-lift systems demand
a full-fledged in-depth arialysis. The high-lift system yielding the
configuration with the lower DOC is not readily discernable without an
accurate definition of both confiqurations, sized to the same field and
mission reguirements. Table 6-11 presents the pertinent information;
additional detailed weight data is furnished in Exhibit A of Section
6.4.4.
The slightly lower DOC displayed by the advanced flap configuration
in Table 6-II is considered inadequate for a decision. Hence, an additional
comparative evaluation was conducted (see TaUle 6-12). This table lists
weights and complexity factors for the advanced and nominal flap confiourations.
The complexity factors are a measure of the manufacturino labor, tooling and
planning involved.
Examination of Table 6-12 shows that the advanced flap is much more
complex than the nominal flap (I.75 to l.]O), resulting in a total winn that
is more complex (0.96 to 0.78). Because the remainder of the airframe is
identical in both cases, the advanced flap airframe is only 3 percent r_re
complex, which results in a I percent increase in airframe cost. Finally,
a 6 percent increase in airframe cost is required in order to equalize the
77
TABLE 6-11. CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT SUMMARY, COMPARISON OF
2 x 250 n mi (2 x 463 km) Stage Lengths
4,500 ft (1,372 m) Field Length
Fixed-Pitch Fan: BPR/FPR = 6/I .45
50 Passengers
HIGH-LIFT SYSTEMS
High-Lift System: Nominal Advanced
Max 6 F
Max CL at VMi n
Takeoff Gross
Weight
Operator's Weight
Empty
Wing Area
Rated Thrust/
Engine
Wing Loading
Thrust-to-Weight
Ratio, Rated
Cruise Altitude
Cruise Mach
Number
Relative Direct
Operating Cost
(¢/ASNM/¢/ASNM)
(Ib/kg)
(Ib/kg)
(ft2/m 2
(Ib/n)
(Ib/f t2/
k /m2)
(ft/m)
50 deg
3.00
43,920/19,920
27,040/12,265
497/46.2
7,980/35,500
88.3/431.1
0.363
23,000/7,010
0.69
t
1.000
50 deq
3.42
43,360/19,670
26,550/12,040
430139.9
8,110/36,070
100.9/492.6
0.374
24,000/7,315
0.71
O. 9£6
Base for determination of relative DO(:
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DOC of the advanced and nominal flap aircraft. Thus, the advanced high-lift
system is selected for use on the final design aircraft.
6.4 Aircraft Weights
The weight estimation methods have been developed durinq various
commercial and military transport programs and from in-nouse efforts con_itted
to improvement of existing techniques. The equations for structure and
systems components utilize parametric relationships isolated during post
design analyses of production transport aircraft. The weights for ma_or
structural, propulsion, avionics, and furnishings are derived by multi-station
and multi-component analyses. The remaining systems weiahts are derived
by empirical relationships considering aircraft such as the Citation, F-2P,
DC-9, 737 and 727.
6.4.1 Methodology
Parametric weights are generated using the Parametric Weight
Estimation Proqram (MSBA). Weight effects were evaluated for several
variations including passenger capacity, design range, stage lerLgth, field
length, cruise _ach number and altitude, engine type, high-lift system,
noise, and approach speed. The weight data was evolved through a multi-step
process as follows:
• An initial aircraft detail weight derivation and balance check
is made, based on inputs consisting of criteria, loads geometry
and system descriptions.
Factors derived from these initial weights are input into the
proQram M5BA. The resulting matrix of weinnt values is integrated
with the aerodynamic perfor_nce sizing program, ana aircraft
design weights are generated based on mission objectives.
8O
6.4.2
I Detail weights developed from step 2 are examined based on the
degree of deviation from those of step I. These refined weights
represent the final weight analysis.
Structural Definition
e Wing: This is a two spar box, with ailerons between 65 and 85
percent span, and spoilers over the trailing edge 71aps. The
high-lift systems consis" of a full span leadinq edge slat, with
double-slotted hinged or track-type trailing edge flaps (see
Section 6.3.6 and Appendix A.2). The wing rear spar is located
90 degrees to the fuselage centerline and both front and rear
spar are designed with zero built-in twist. The wing is configured
with internal fuel tanks from the fuselage centerline to 85 per-
c_t span.
Empennage: This consists of a horizontal stabilizer, a vertical
stabilizer, two elevators and a rudder in a "T" tail arrangement.
The horizontal stabilizer is designed with zero built-in twist
and the rear spar located 90 degrees to the fuselaae centerline.
Fuselage: This has a double-bubble or cusped cross-section with
an upper radius of 55 inches, a lower radius of 49.5 inches, and
a height of 120 inches. The fuselage is an all-metal, semi-
monocoque design with sinnle plane cockpit windshields, cabin
windows, and flat fore and aft pressure bulkheads. The fuselage
is designed for a cabin altitude of 6,000 feet at 25,000 feet
a]titude, with a minimum skin nauge of .040 inches. All _aterial
and fabrication methods are assumed conventional except for those
.R]
6,4.3
in the design-to-cost study (see Section 9.3).
Subsystem Definition
e Landing Gear System: This consists of the main and nose landing
gears and includes struts, side and drag braces, axles, trunnion,
attachment fittings and bulkheads, and extra load-path material
in the wing for wing mounted gear, wheels, brakes, tires, operating
mechanisms, controls, and systems. The main gear is wing-mounted,
and all materials are conventional.
O Flight Controls and Hydraulic System: The primary flight control
system is a conventional, mechanical, cable-controlled syste_
designed for simplicity. The secondary flight control system is
hydraulically powered. The hydraulic power system is a single
3,000 psi continuous system with pressure supplied by two enqine-
ariven pumps and an electrical_y driven auxiliary pump. The auto
flight control system is included in the flight control system.
O Power Plant, Fuel and Auxiliary Power Unit System: The base
propulsion system consists of two aft-fuselage-mounted turbofar_
engines. The nacelle is a long-duct, mixed-flow desinn with a
fan-exhaust cascade-type thrust reverser and acoustic treatn_nt
in the inlet and fan exhaust sections. The fuel syster consists
of two integral main wing fuel tanks and an inteqral center
wing fuel tank. Each half-wing is considered wet fr_ the
fuselage centerline to 85 percent span. The auxiliary Dower unit
provides power for air conditioning and electrical fvy,ctions durinc
ground operations and pneumatic power for main enqine startinn.
Fuel is supplied fro._ the aircraft main fuel systen,.
_2
!I Instruments: This group includes basic conventional monitoring
ard warning systems associated with the flinht of the aircraft,
electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic system operation, engine
operation, and fuel quantity. It includes cockpit readout
devices, warning lights, black boxes at the point of signal
input and circuitry between the black box and n,onitoring device.
Pncum_tic System: This group includes all heat exchangers and
ducting from the main engines and auxiliary power unit to the
air conditioning units.
Electrical System: This system consists of the AC and DC power
systems, and all the irternal and external lighting systems. The
AC and DC power systems includes generators, constant speed
drives, batteries, transformer-rectifiers, circuit breakers and
the necessary wiring, structure and hardware. Th_ interior and
exterior lighting syster,_ include passenqer cabin and reading
lights, cockpit lights, landing and signal lights, and the associ-
ated wiring, structure and hardware.
o Avionics: This syster_ is assumed to be a _inimal Category II
system. It includes a single marker beacon system, a dual
VOR/ILS/GS system, a dual VHF comm system, a dual ATC system,
a dual DME system, a dual ADF system, an interphone and public
address syst_;_, and the associated antennas, coax, wirinQ rack
structure and hardware.
L_.
_3
• r
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Furnishings: This group includes the crew seats, cabin
attendants seats, console panels, passenqer seats and tracks,
observer seat, lavatories, coffee bar, crew oxygen system,
cockpit instrument panels, glareshield, consoles and Dedestal
cabin stowaqe, floor covering, acoustic and thermal insulation,
movable utilities, window equipment, cockpit partition, overhead
stowage, ceiling and sidewall panels, carqo compartment lining,
floor and hold down equipment, fire extinguishing system, an_
emergency equipment.
Air Conditioning System: This includes the basic and conventional
flight compartment and passenger cabin conditioned air and
pressurization system. It includes the air cycle units, water
separators, flow control valves, distribution ducting and cortrols,
pressure regulators, and cabin outflow valves controlled by cabin
pressure control equipment.
Ice Protection System: This system assumes protection for the
wing leading edge, horizontal tail leading edge, and engine
inlets. The windshield protection system consists of windshield
anti-ice, and windshield wiper system.
Handling Gear Group: This group consists of fittings and
structural provisions for jacking, hoisting and mooring the
aircraft.
Operating Items: Table 6-13 lists the items included. A
second cabin attendant is added beyond 50 pa_senqers. The
passenger service total of 3.7 ]b/passenger represents a level
R4
I I
I
TABLE 6-13. OPERATING ITEMS: WEIGHT (LB)
Cockpit Crew (2)
Cabin Attendant
Crew Baggage
Brief Case (2)
First Aid Kit
Escape Chute
Engine Oil
Lav. Fluids
Inert: Total
30 Pax
340
130
60
5O
12
28
99
16
735
50 Pax
340
130
6O
50
12
28
124
16
760
70 Pax
340
260
80
50
12
28
138
32
940
Food Service (Refreshment): 0.5 #/Pax
Pax Service (Cabin & Lay Supp): 2.0 #/Pax
Galley Service (Refreshment): 0.2 #/Pax
Potable H20: l.O #/Pax
Total Pax Service: 3.7 #/Pax
Inert + Variable: Total
110
845
185
945
260
1200
*Trapped Fuel = 6.026 Sw0"5 II0 130
(2 tanks)
Sum Total 955 1,075
150
1,350
*9.04 Sw0"5, for 4 tanks
_5
considered suitable for medium density operations.
6.4.4 Weight Summaries of Parametric Analyses
Exhibit A presents a tabulation of the results of the parametric
analyses. Shown are group weight statements, dimensional, performance
and other descriptive data. The base aircraft, used as the focal point for
the parametric analyses (field length, passenger capacity, staqe lenqth,
propulsion type and high-lift system) is listed in column I.
The field length parametric study, conducted by fixing all the
parameters except field length, is shown in columns 2 and 3. The passenger
or payload capacity parametric study, conducted by fixing all parameters
except the number of passengers, is given in columns 4 and 5. The additional
parametric study, done at the higher range of 2 x 350 nautical miles
(2 x 648 km), was not shown because the trends are the same. The stage
length or range parametric study, done by fixing all parameters except
stage length, is contained in columns 6, 7, and 8. The propulsion type
parametric study, shown in columns 9 through 12, consisted of making two
discrete variations to the baseline aircraft, i.e., using twin variable-
pitch-fan enqines and then twin turboshaft-propeller enqines. The high-lift
system parametric study, shown in column 13, consisted of makin_ two discrete
variations to the baseline aircraft, i.e., usinq a simplified version of
the nominal flap system and an advanced high-lift systen_ or tracked flap
(see Section 6.3). Data for the former system are not included herein
because the results were obviously in favor of the nominal hiqh-liFt syster'.
R_
<DESCRIPTION
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
Flap Type
Stage Length
Nuhd)er of Seats
Fteld Length
Wtng Area (ft2)/Aspect Ratio
Engine Designation
Engine Thrust
Hortz/Vert Tall Area
Hortz/Vert Tat1 Arm
Hortz/Vert Tat1 Volume
Wing Loading
Thrust Ratio
Fuel Fraction
Fuselage Otameter/Length
(n.mt)
(ft)
(lb)
(ft 2)
(in)
BASE AIRCRAFT
Nomtnal
2 x 250
50
4,500
49719.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 7,980
167/110
370/290
FIELD LENGTH
Nominal
2 x 250
50
3,500
747/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,410
222/152
370/290
PASSENGER CAPACITY
Nomlnal
2 x 250
50
5,500
37419.0
F. P. Fan
2 x 7,970
139/90
370/290
Nomlnal Nomlnal
2 x 250 2 x 250
3O 70
4,500 4,500 1
363/9.0 642/9.0
F.P. Fan F.P. F=
2 x 5,830 2 x 10,31(
133/95 211/134(
2901210 4301350!
Wing
Horizontal Tail
Verttcal Tat1
Fuselage
Landing Gear
Power Plant
Fuel System
Auxiliary Power Unlt
Fltght Controls
Instruments
Hydraulics
Pneumtlcs
Electrical
Avionics
Furnishings
Atr Conditioning
Ice Protection
HandItng Gear
Weight Empty Manufacturer's
Operator's Item
Weight Empty Operator's
Payload
Mission F_I
Maximum Takeoff Weight
(Ib/ft 2 )
(in)
(lb)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(|b)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
1.27/1.08
88.3
.3634
• 1566
11018O6
4,252
598
624
5,497
1,932
5,224
274
398
998
300
301
93
893
436
3,370
377
463
20
26,050
g90
27,040
10,000
6,880
43,920
.92/.06
64.5
.3493
.1558
1101806
6,364
797
783
5,521
2,119
£,505
336
398
1,345
300
406
93
893
436
3,370
377
568
20
29,631
1 ,ql9
3n,65n
lO,0OO
7,50_
48,150
1.621.10
112.8
.3776
.1601
1101806
1.27/.08 1.271.0|
88.3 88.3
.3634 .3636
.1711 .1472
110/636 110/976 _
I
3,261 ! 3,046 5,598
502 1 477 766
555 1 537 )62
5,490 I 4,384 6,679
I ,858 I 1,412 2,496
5,217
I
3,816 6,749
238 , 234 312
398 1 269 553
827 t 815 1,214
a_a : _qJU _JU
250 i 247 367
93 _ 51 139
893 ) 536 1,150
d
43G 436 436
3,370 i 2,481 4,536
377 i 205 562
402 . 397 514
20 20 20
24,487
973
25,460
10,000
6. 760
42,220
19,673
917
20,590
6,000
5,490
32,13_
_3,153
! l ,227
¢
34,380
14,000i
l _,,350
AMETRIC ANALYSIS EXHIBIT A
PASSENGER CAPACITY
oml hal Nomlnal
x 250 2 x 250
30 70
_ 4,500 4,500
(53/9.0 642/9.0
.P. Fan F.P. Fan
x 5,830 2 x 10,310
33195 2111134
90/210 430/350
.27/.08 1.27/.08
88• 3 88.3
.36 34 .3636
.1711 .1472
10/636 110/976
3,046 5,598
477 766
537 762
I, 384 6,679
I ,412 2,496
3,816 6,749
234 312
269 553
815 1,214
300 300
247 367
51 139
536 1,150
436 436
_",481 4,536
205 562
397 514
2O 20
,673 33,153
91 7 1,227
J,
• 590 i 34,380
,OOO i 14,000
,490 i 8,3_(]
,080 ! 56,730
Nominal
2 x 150
50
4,500
468/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 7,510
152/I01
370/290
1.28/.08
88.3
.3634
.1248
110/806
ii,
4,031
538
571
5,492
1,819
4,916
266
398
940
300
285
93
893
436
3,370
377
452
2O
25,197
983
26,180
10,-00
5,160
STAGE LENGTH
NomlnaI
2 x 350
bu
4,500
528/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,470
183/120
370/290
1.27/.08
88.3
.3634
.854
110/806
4,464
663
682
5,534
2,050
5,544
283
398
1,058
300
321
93
893
436
3,370
377
478
20
26,964
996
27,960
I0,000
8,b40
Nominal
I x I000
bu
4,500
566/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 9,090
203/134
370/290
1.27/.08
88.3
.3634
.2174
110/806
4,755
748
763
5,565
2,200
5,950
2Q3
398
I,]36
300
344
93
893
436
3,370
377
495
20
28,136
1,004
29 ,I40
I0,000
10,870
41,340 46,600 50,0]0 I
t ____
Nominal
2 x 250
50
4,500
450/9.0
V.P. Fan
2 x 7,350
144/95
370/290
1.27/.08
88,3
.3700
.1316
110/806
3,888
505
520
5,480
1,749
3,613
261
398
907
300
274
q3
893
436
3,370
377
441
20
23,530
980
24,510
10,000
5,230
39,740
PROPULSION TYPE
Nomlna I
I x I000
50
4,500
507/9.0
V.P. Fan
Nominal
2 x 250
50
4,500
486/9.0
Turboprop
2 x 8,960
172/113
370/290
1.27/.08
88.3
•400
.1869
110/806
2 x 4,200 hp
1621129
370/360
I .27/.12
88.0
.364
•1327
I10/8! 2
4,326
619
620
5,518
1,971
4,410
277
398
1,016
300
308
93
893
436
3,370
377
468
2O
Nominal
I x 1000
50
4,500
53319.0
Turboprop
2 x 4,610 hp
! 1851148
[ 370/360
i 1.27/.12
88.0
i
i .364
! .1797
1101812
4,189 4,497
645 741
502 581
5,760 5,804
1,884 2,065
4,849 5,322
271 284
398 398
,006 ) 1,101I
]
300 300
304 334
93 I 93
893 893
436 I 436
3,763 _ 3,763
377 377
450 471
20 20
25,420 26,140
1 ,C)O0 : 990
i
i 26,420 27,130
', l'_,nO0 lO,Ono
i
i 8,370 5,680
i
2 7,480
1,010
28,490
! O,O00
i 8,430
i
I 44, 7<)0 42,810 46 ,c)20
i --------.l
HI-LIFT
Advanced
2 x 250
50
4,500
430/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,110
140188.5
370/290
].27/.08
100.8
• 3741
•1569
4,010
506
515
5,487
I,908
5,307
255
400
963
300
293
94
_^_
09 J
436
3,370
377
431
20
25,565
990
26,555
10 ,000
6,805
I 43,360
OIUG ,IAI,t,, tll'ia
POORqUALI' 
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7.0 BASEPOINT AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS
7.1 Performance and Design Ground Rules
Based upon both approaches to the initial noncompetitive operational
simulations (Section 12.0), conducted to select the best aircraft characteris-
tics for medium density airline operations, the following ground rules were
selected:
7.!.! Passenger Capacity
A 50 passenger size was selected as the midpoint for a stretch/shrirL
design evaluation to 70 and 30 passengers, in order to fully explore the
operating requirements and economic possibilities.
7.1.2 Range
Because the base case range of 563 nautical miles (I,043 km) was
inadequate for the initial network, the range was increased to 850 nautical
miles (1,574 km). Thls is compatible with airline preference for a range
capability equal to that of the Convair 580 of 880 nautical miles (1,630 km).
An increase in range to l,O00 nautical miles (1,852 km) to provide for charter
flights, was included in order to evaluate the cost penalties involved.
7.1.3
4,500 foot (1,372 meters) field length on a 90°F (32.2°C), sea level day.
3,500 foot (I,067 meter) capability was not needed and resulted in an
appreciably large economic penalty.
Field Length
The regional carrier airfield studies resulted in the selection of a
A
7.1.4 Cruise Condition
Because of the short stage lengths in the route system models, the
cruise speed and altitude was not a highly significant factor in the
I !
evaluations. Thus the design procedure determined the optimum combination
of thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading required for _ given field length.
The cruise speed was a derivative, with a maximum altitude of 25,000 feet
(7,620 meters) due to pressurization system considerations. These basic
requirements will be continued except for an evaluation of pressurization
system effects for cruise altitudes up to 35,000 feet (!0,668 ..meters).
7.1.5 Configuration Arrangement
The DC-9 or B-737 design wi_l be retained because of: crash landing
safety; landing gear retraction problems; minin_m fuselage cross-section
area; low drag; high wing efficiency; inlet duct ingestion problems; and
wing blanketing of approach noise (see Section 6.1.1). The advanced high-lift
system will be incorporated because of DOC improvement (see Section 6.3.6).
7.1.6 Propulsion
The fixed-pitch turbofan was continued as the preferred choice
because of low DOC, development cost and technical risk. The 50 _o_,,_r
turboprop was also continued for cost comparison purposes because it showed
the lowest DOC and mission fuel (see Section 6.3.5). Severe! aircraft,
powered by current engines (including core engines equipped with new or
experimental fans), were designed in order to determinc their suitability
for medium density operations.
7.2 Propulsion Characteristics
7.2.1 Fixed-Pitch Turbofan Engine
This engine has a bypass ratio of 6 and a pressure ratio of I._5 at
takeoff (Section 6.2.2). The engine thrust/welght ratio of 5.2 represents
current technology with moderate turbine inlet temIDerature.s (2400°F or 13_5°C,
99
flat rated to 84°F (29°C)). Fiqures 7-I and 7-2 showmaximumclimb and cruise
thrust and fuel flow for various flight conditions, based upon a thrust
rating of 8,800 pounds (31,900 N), the requirement for the 50 passenger air-
craft. The installed performance includes the effects of inlet pressure
recovery, customer bleed and power extraction, and scrubbing and base drag
associated with the exhaust system. The nacelle drag, that is a function of
the freestream dynamic pressure, is included in the airplane drag.
7.2.2 Current Engines
Engine companieswere solicited for data on candidate engines, and a
survey was made of available engines, below a thrust rating of 20,000 pounds.
An initial screening eliminated some engines from consideration because of
noise, size, or SFC. Engines with low bypass ratios have poor SFC, and high
exhaust velocities with corresponding high exhaust noise levels (see "able
7-I). Potential candidates are listed in Table 7-2, along with the fixed-
pitch turbofan for comparison.
The Lycoming ALF-502H is a fixed-pitch fan using the T55 turboshaft
engine as its core. The T55 has been in production for many years. A
military version of the ALF-502 was installed on the Northrop A-3 aircraft
and flown during the A-X evaluation. The commercial ALF-502D has been flown
on the Dassault Falcon 30, and was contracted for installation on the HS-146.
Certification of the engine is scheduled for 1975. This ergine has the lowest
cost of all the engines listed in the table. Installed engine performance
was based on the uninstalled performance of Reference 3.
The Rolls-Royce SNECMA M45H-Ol is flying on the VFW 614 short-haul
aircraft. The engine has been designed to provide a low noise signature.
Reference 4 was used for performance estimates.
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The Hamilton-Standard QFT-55-28, using an uprated Lycoming T55 as its
core, is a variable-pitch fan with a takeoff fan pressure ratio of 1.28.
The Hamilton-Standard demonstrator engine has a fan pressure ratio of l.lS,
and has undergone extensive testing. The higher pressure ratio fan provides
a better specific thrust (thrust per unit airflow) and a smaller diameter
nacelle. Performance is presented in Reference 5.
The CF-34 engine is a commercial version of the TF34, which was
designed for the S-3A, and completed its MQT in August 1972. A slightly
modified version, the TF34-GE-IO0, is installed on the A-lO. A model
designated CF-34 with a commercial rating of F),O00 pounds (35.6 kilonewtons),
flat rated to 84°F (29°C), was studied using performance presented in
Reference 6. Acoustical treatment in the inlet and fan exhaust dlct provided
the desired FAR 36-I0 dB noise level (Reference 7).
Suitable engines in the 12,000-14,000 pound (53,000-62,000 N) thrust
class do not exist, but could be built using existing cores. One possibility
is the Allison PD370-1, a fixed-pltch fan with a pressure ratio of 1.45, built
on the T70I turboshaft engine being developed for a heavy lift helicopter.
The PD370-I performance was based on a concepC released for a military
application (Reference 8). The takeoff rating was reduced 5 percent for a
commercial rating (Reference 9). Table 7-2 shows the results of the rating
reductions. Other uninstalled performance levels were not changed.
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7.3 Final Design Aircraft Summary
Exhibit B tabulates the detail weights, along with pertinent dimension-
al and descriptive data. The results are grouped by propulsion concept:
Turboprops in columns l, 2 and 3; fixed-pitch turbofans in columns 4 through 8;
and current engines in columns 9 through 13. As a reference point, the turbo-
prop and fixed-pitch turbofan groups include the base design stage length of
2 x 250 nautical miles (2 x 463 km).
7.3.1 Turboprop Aircraft
Columnsl, 2 and 3 include the effects of higher aspect ratio and
heavier acoustic insulation on the fuselage. A comparison, columns I and 3
with columns 12 and 13 in Exhibit A of Section 6.0, showsthat these effects
have increased the gross weights by 1,000 to l,lO0 pounds, due to wing and
fuselage weight changes.
A comparison with the corresponding fi'ced-pitch turbofan aircraft
has already been made and reported in Section 6.3.5 and Table 6-9. The turbo-
prop uses less fuel at a given range; its weight empty is greater, but its
gross weight compares favorably; in fact, at the design ranges (850 to l,O00
nautical miles, 1,574 to 1,852 km), its gross weiqht is lower. Despite a
slower cruise speed, the turboprop DOC is lower due to lower aircraft and fuel
costs. A general arrangement sketch is shown in Fiqure 6-19, Section 6.3.5.
Further improvement in turboprop aircraft design can be expected
from recent developments in propeller blade design. The use of advanced
airfoils wi]l permit c_ise speeds equiva|ent to those of turbofan aircraft
and formerly attainable only with the variable camber propeller.
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DESCRIPTION
Flap Type
Stage Length
Numnber of Seats
Field Length
Wing Area (ft2)IAspect Ratio
Engine Designation
Engine Thrust
HorizlVert Tail A_a
HorizlVert Tail Arm
HorizlVert Tail Volume
Wing Loading
Thrust Ratio
Fuel Fraction
Fuselage Die/Length
Wing
Horizontal Tail
Vertical Tail
Fuselage
Landing Gear
Power Plant
Fuel System
Auxiliary Power Unit
Flight Controls
Instruments
Hydraulics
Pneumatics
Electrical
Avionics
Furnishings
Air Conditioning
Ice Protection
Handling Gear
(n.mi)
(ft)
Nominal
2 x 250
50
4,500
498/I0.5
Turboprop
TURBOPROPS
Nomlnal
1 x 850
50
4,500
527/10.5
Turboprop
Nominal
I x I000
50
4,500
546110.5
Turboprop
FINAL DESIGN AIRCRAFT
Advanced
2 x 250
50
4,500
4_19.0
F.P. Fan
F_
,L
Advanced
1 x 850
5O
4,500
464/g.0
F.P. Fan
_nufacturer's Enq_ty Weight
Operator's Item
Operator's Ewty Weight
Payload
Mission Fuel
Maximum Takeoff Weight
(Ib/eng)
(ft 2)
(in)
(Ib/ft 2)
(in)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(lb)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
2 x 4,230
1551143
3701362
1.27/.12
88.0
.357
.1350
110/812
4,424
619
559
6,532
1,929
4,728
274
400
1,029
300
309
95
893
436
3,551
377
455
20
26,930
990
27,920
l0,000
5,920
43,840
hp 2 x 4,480
182/145
370/362
1.27/ .12
88.0
.357
• 1644
1101812
4,667
728
567
6,532
2,040
5,007
282
409
! ,058
300
317
98
893
436
3,551
377
468
20
27,750
990
28,740
I0,000
7,620
46,360
)
hp 2 x 4,640
19211_3
3701362
I 1.27/.12
88.0
357
.1816
IlOl812
4,867
768
598
6,532
2,113
5,186
287
416
l ,077
300
323
99
893
436
3,551
377
477
2O
28,320
990
29,310
lO,000
8,720
48,030
I
L
hp 2 x 8,110
123/106
350/275
1. 103/.091
ii :00.9
•374
.1568
1101806
25,490
1,070
26,560
lO,O00
6,800
43,360
2 x 8,770
138/I19
350/275
1.I03/.091
I00.9
.374
.194
II0/806
4.260
5O0
G93
5.735
1.874
5.740
265
40O
849
300
2OO
100
825
436
3,505
435
448
20
26,685
l,075
27,760
I0,000
9,090
3,937
445
617
5,732
I ,734
5,306
255
4O0
823
3O0
190
100
825
436
3,505
435
430
20
46,850
ORIGIHMJ pAGE ]_
or poos
-L DESIGN AIRCRAFT EXHIBIT B
_anced
x 250
50
o500
10/9.0
P. Fan
8,110
3/106
0/275
3/.091
I)0.9
.374
.1568
ID/8o6
c
,937
445
617
,,732
,734
,306
255
40O
823
3O0
190
100
825
4_
,505
435
43O
2O
,490
,070
,560
,000
DSO0
FIXED PITCH TURBOFANS
Advanced
1 x 850
50
4,500
464/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,770
138/I13
350/275
1 •103/.091
100.9
•374
.194
110/806
Advanced
I x 1000
50
4,500
489/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 9,240
150/]29
350/275
1.103/.091
100.9
•374
.2161
1101806
Advanced
I x 850
30
4,500
342/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 6,450
112/104
I 274/199
I
t 1.103/.091
i 100.9
i .374
! .2039
110/636
Advanced
1 x 850
70
4,500
605/9 0
F.P. Fan
2 x 11,420
177/147
407/332
I. I03/.091
I00.9
•374
.1891
110/976
Advanced
1 x 850
61
4,500
573/9.0
PD370-1
2 x 10,800
174/147
382/307
1.103/0.091
100.9
.3734
• 2076
110/902
Advanced
1 x 850
42
4,500
417/9.0
CF34
2 x 7,960
130/115
316/242
I.I031091
I00.9
•3786
.1965
110/742
f
CURRENT ENGINE._
I Advanced
I 1 x 850
35
4,500
I 395/9.0
! M45HOl
I
I 2 x 7,090
i 128'116
J 297/222
1.103'0.091
I
i 100.9
, .3554
i
.2238
i 110/710
Advanced
l x 850
31
4,500
357/9.0
QFT55
i 2 x 7,030
I 117,108
i 278/204
! 11030.091
: 100.9
.3900
!
.2101
II0/678
!
AdVanced
I x 850
62
4,500
637/9.0
AL F502
4 x 5,830
199'140
391/376
1.103 091
98.9
•3700
.2243
110/866
4,360
500
693
5,735
1,874
5,740
265
400
849
300
200
100
825
436
3,505
435
448
20
26,685
1,075
27,760
10,000
9,090
46,850
4.689
540
750
5,732
1,975
6,050
330
400
868
300
210
100
825
436
3,505
435
460
20
27,625
1,075
28,700
10,000
10,670
49,370
3,143
I 405
F 605
I
4,310
1,379
4,221
! 347 "
I
i 343
i 750
3OO
171
! 86
617
436I
) 2,623
j 325
20
20.465
985
21,450
6,000
i 7,030
I
34,480
5,910
645
860
I 7,]70
2,440
7,473
305
460
955
3O0
230
115
1,040
436
4,720
550
511
20
34,140
1,320
35,460
14,000
11,540
j 61,000
Z
i
5,550
, 3,840
I
629 I 471
851 ', 669
,,
6,488 I 5,120
2.314 I 1,682
7,816 5,530
295 l 251
475 330
925 775
I
300 [ 300225 175
130 i 80
934 1 736
436 I 436
3,967 3,125
492 389
498 I 424
20 I 20
I
32,345
1,295
33,640
12.200
12,010
57,850
:e IrJIF]l UDES
24,353
1,031
i
3,630
463
I
I 675
4,653
1,596
5,165
445"
305
150
3O0
170
70
670
436
2,846
: 353
413
20
22,960
l,010
25,390 23.970
8.400 j 7,0nO
8,260 8,930
, t
42,050 39,900
I
i
(
[
t
I
I
i
3.227 6,163
425 863
630 561
4,362 ' 6,471
1,441 2,680
4,856 _ 8,948
312" 523
275 475
685 1,085
3OO 375
160 _ 280
60 ; 152
628 946
436 436
2.669 ; 4.020
331 " 498
39__ 1 525]
2O 20
21,270 , _5 02')
990 : l 165
22,260 ;_; ;%
6,200 I; :(Iu
7,570 14,140
36,030 63,030
USELAGE f-UEL SYSIE M _[ I(,HI
7.3.2 Fixed-Pitch Turbofan Aircraft
Table 7-3 summarizes and supplements the data in Exhibit B, in order
to facilitate comparisons. The fuel and payload fractions show the expected
improvement in overall design efficiency with increase in aircraft size, i.e.,
from 30 to 70 passengers, the fuel fraction decreases by over 7 percent and
the payload fraction increases by 32 percent. Also, as expected, aircraft
(and payload) size increases trip cost and decreases seat-mile cost. Increas-
ing the design range to provide charter flight capability increases DOC by
less than l percent.
The airframe cost weight is a measure of airframe price, assuming a
constant unit price (dollars per pound). Again, aircraft (and payload) size
increases aircraft price and decreases price per seat. Provision for charter
flight capability increases price or price per seat by 3 percent. These
relative values are conservative in that they do not include the effect of
engine unit price (dollars per pound of thrust), which increases as thrust
decreases, thus making the smaller aircraft even more expensive.
Figures 7-3, 7-4 and 7-5 are the general arrangement sketches for
the 30, 50 and 70 passenger aircraft, respectively.
Further improvement in the design efficiency of these aircraft can
be expected from: recent developments in advanced airfoils, permitting the
use of still greater thickness in the wings tn increase wing fuel capacity
(critical in small aircraft) and decrease weight; rcfininq the wing geon_try
for the mission, propulsion system and landing gear desiqn.
7.3.3 Current Engine Aircraft
This design investigation invoived the sizing of aircraft with
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engines of fixed size and propulsion cycles differing fr(_ ,_ the fixed-pitch
turbofan. Holding the design range and field length constant, and with the
number and size of engines determinir,_ the gross weir, hi, the passenger
capacity was a fall-out. The payload capacity varies from 31 to 62 passenqers.
All of the aircraft are aft fuselage-moun_ed, twin-engine, low-winq configu_-a
tions. The exception is the ALFS02 configuration, which has four wing-mounte(3
engines. Two ALF502 engines would have carried less than 30 passengers and
three-enqine configurations were not considered (see Fiqure 7-6 for general
arrangement sketch).
Table 7-4 summarizes and supplements the data in Exhibit B for
comparative purposes. In each column is an aircraft Dowered by the base fixe
pitch turbofan and sized to the same passenaer capacity as the aircraft with
the current engine. Inspection of this table shows the following:
o Only two engines can be considered as "fully off-the-shelf"
.... 4_^_ ÷_ AI _ _n_ _nH M4_H-NI and thu_ avail_k, lp
O The other three engines may be defined as "partly off-the-sheii"
enqines. The 0FT-55 is an experimental variable _)itch fan
driven by a T55 core used in the ALF-502. The CF-34 is a
commercial version of the military TF34_ requirinq co_nercial
certification. The PD37Ci-! is a pronosed fixed-pitch fan driver
by an experimental "hardware" gas generator.
o Examination oF the r, issinn fuel_ n:,'oss weinht ant! airf,_a;_ , (:r_%t
weight shnws that tne current engine aircraft are not as eff_ .....
as the fixed-Ditch turt:c)fan aircraft, because all of t_.Ese
values are higher, Thus, it is ohvious that thp_ bOCs cf the
current enfline aircraft suffer in comparison witF the tu_. f<.
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kaircraft; the ALF502 is the highest; the CF34 and the QFT55 are the lowest.
In order to improve DOC, more efficient engine cycles and engines of higher
thrust ratings must be developed.
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8.0 ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
8.1 Aircraft Noise Definition
Aircraft noise of mechanical flap aircraft can be broadly classified
into two categories; aerodynamic noise produced by the turbulence associated
with the passage of the aircraft through the ambient air, and propulsive
noise produced by the aircraft engines.
8.1.I Aerodynamic Noise
Aerodynamic or nonpropulsive noise is produced by airflow over aircraft
surfaces. It is generated by turbulence or separated flows at or about the
airframe surfaces. During the landing approach condition nonpropulsive noise
(NPN) may become dominant when (in addition to inflow turbulence from the
boundary layer) aerodynamic flows are interacting with the extended landing
gear, flaps, slats, wheel well doors and cavities. Aerodynamic noise is
configuration dependent.
8.1.2 Propulsive Noise
The propulsive noise sources considered in this study are turbofan and
turboprop engines.
Turbofan Enqine
Turbofan engine noise can be subdivided into two main categories:
jet-exhaust noise generated external to the engine and turbomachinery noise
generated by the rotating components of the er.gine. Internally generated
turbomachinery noise can usually be suppressed by the installation of acoustic
materials in the engine nacelle. Jet noise is not easily suppressed and
generally requires forced mixing of the exhaust gases to achieve a measurable
reduction.
1('17
Turboprop Engine
The noise from a turboprop engine is produced by two main sources:
the propeller and the jet exhaust. Propeller noise is more dominant and
disturbing. Reduction of propeller noise can be obtained by reducing the
propeller tip speed and by low blade loading. Tip speed is reduced by
decreasing propeller diameter and/or RPM. A reduction in blade loading
is accomplished by lower horsepower, increased blade area or by increasing
the number of blades, in _ew installations propeller noise can be minimized
by designs using large diameter multiblade propellers operating at low rotative
speeds consistent with engine horsepower and gearing limitations. The
principal acoustical problem with propeller-powered aircraft is suppression
of fuselage interior noise levels.
8.2 Noise Prediction Procedures
8.2.1 Parametric Procedure - Turbofan Aircraft
In this study phase, engine and aircraft performance data used to
estimate noise consisted of takeoff gross weight, number of engines,
engine thrust, engine bypass ratio, altitude at the FAR Part 36 measuring
points, ana the acoustic treatment level. The data providec the input to the
_oug|as noise computer program (BSBA).
Figure 8-I presents a flow diagram of the noise proaram, which
produces Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) maps as a function of distance
and power setting for generelized engines having bypass ratios of 3, 6, (_and
12. These generalized enqines and the engines assumed for this task are
based on separate exhaust flow designs. The engines are therefore assun_d
to be installed in short to medium fan duct |ength nacelles. The ana]ysis is
performed for three ]evels of acoustic treatment: (1) Hardwall- no acoustic
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Ttreatment, (2) Minimum Treatment - cowl wall treatment only, and (3) Maximum
Treatment - treatment required to lower the fan and turbine noise levels to
the jet/core noise floor. The program uses multiple quadratic interpolation
of the input data to determine the flyover noise level at the FAR Part 36
measuring points.
8.2.2 Parametric Procedure - Turboprop Aircraft
The Hamilton Standard generalized noise procedure was used, which
estimates far field noise based on the power input and the propeller tip speed,
diameter and number of blades. Corrections are made for noise directivity,
distance from the propeller, number of propellers, and conversion to Perceived
Noise Level (PNL) and EPNL.
8.2.3 Final Design Procedure Turbofan Aircraft
In this study phase additional engine cycle data was used and the
more comprehensive Douglas Source Noise Analysis Procedure (SNAP) computer
program was employed. SNAP utilizes static noise data from engines A and C
of the NASA Quiet Engine Program and from DC-8, DC-9, and DC-IO flyover noise
data. Inputs include engine fan pressure ratio, fan tip velocity, bypass
ratio, air flow rates, nozzle exit velocities, and nozzle exit areas. Figure
8-2 presents a summary of the source noise analysis procedure. The peak
Perceived Noise Level (PNLM) is calculated for each noise source in the
forward quadrant and in the aft quadrant relative to the engine inlet. The
noise sources are the fan inlet, fan exhaust, turbine, core, and the jet exhaust.
Adjustments for the number of engines, distance from the noise source, and
turbomachinery suppression are applied to the engine component noise source
levels, which are then summed logarithmically. The resultinQ total inlet or
11n
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exhaust PNL, whichever is maximum, is corrected for noise duration to
determine the EPiIL.
8.3 _4oise Contour Procedure
FAR Part 36 noise contours of 80, 85, and 90 EPNdB were generated
for the takeoff and 3 degree approach flight paths of the final design
basepoint using a computer program developed for the Hewlett Packard 9820A
system. The computer inputs consist of noise data in the form of EPNL as
a furction of distance and flight path, and performance data on aircraft
altitude, airspeed, flap setting, and engine thrust. Adjustments are made
to EPNL for airspeed based on a fOX log airspeed relationship and for ground
attenuation based on SAE document ARP Ill4.
In order to conduct the community impact analysis, noise contours of
80 to lO0 EPNdB were generated for a typical operational takeoff and approach
flight path of the basepoint aircraft by using the Douglas developed Aircraft
Noise Contour/Community Noise Impact Evaluation digital computer program
(AIFA) in conjunction with a Gerber plotter. The inputs for this analysis
are the same as noted above for the HP 9820A system. The noise contours
generated are used to calculate the noise levels for the takeoff and approach
flight path at 500 foot sideline intervals relative to the runway centerline.
The result is a rectangular grid of EPNL values fro_ which contours of equal
EPNL may be obtained by interpolation. The EPNL at each grid point is then
determined by finding the minimum distance to the flinht path and relatlna
the noise level to the aircraft operating conditions at that point on the
flight path. Figure 8-3 depicts the basic concept of noise contour generation.
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8.4 Community Noise Impact Procedure
The community noise impact of the basepoint aircraft at the selected
airport (Chicago Midway) is calculated using the AIFA digital computer program.
The EPNL grid coordinate system described in paragraph 8.3 is transformed into a
population density coordinate system, i.e., the average number of people at
each 500 foot sideline interval relative to a rectangular coordinate system
with its origin at the airport reference point. Interpolation is used to
determine the EDNL at each population grid point. The fraction of people
highly annoyed and finally the community noise impact (i.e., number of people
highly annoyed) are calculated for all grid points within the 80 EPNdB contour.
Details of the method used are described in paragraph 5.4.1 of the NASA STOL
Community Impact Report, (Reference l). The community noise impact results
are included in the Environmental Impact Analysis, Section lO.O.
Figure R-4 is a pictorial presentation of the community poise impact
computer program used in this study.
8.5 FAR Part 36 Noise Estimated for Conceptual Aircraft
Aircraft and engine paran__'tersfor nine turbofan and one turboprop
aircraft, determined from the conceptual aircraft studies, were used for
estimating flyover noise ]evels at the FAR Part 36 measuring points. The
parameters used to generate the EPNL estimates are listed in Table _-l. The
noise estimates were made for engines installed in nacelles without acoustic
treatment (hardwall). Thus a direct comparison with the FAR Part 36 -I_,EPNd!_
noise goal can be made, alonq with an assessment of the overall acoustlc
treatment required for each aircraft configuration.
The results of the analysis are prpsented in Table 8-2. The sldeline
noise estimates are 4 to 6 EPNdB below the noise goal and the takeoff r:oise
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Iestimates are 2 to 5 EPNdB below the noise goal. The approach estimates for
the turboprop aircraft are 3 EPNdB below the noise goal. However, for the
turbofan aircraft the approach estimates are higher than the noise goal by
2 to 7 EPNdB. Only cowl wall treatment would be required in the inlet and
exhaust ducts to reduce the approach noise levels to the 92 EPNdB noise goal.
The flyover noise levels were calculated for the propulsive system only and
do not include an estimate for nonpropulsive noise.
8.6 Basepoint and Alternate Engine Aircraft: Final Design
8.6.1 Procedure
Flyover noise levels at the FAR Part 36 conditions were estimated
for the basepoint aircraft with two BPR 6 fixed pitch turbofan engines, and
for an aircraft with two Hamilton Standard QFT-55-28-2 variable pitch turbofan
engines. The acoustic analysis was performed using the SNAP program describe_
in paragraph 8.2.3. Input parameters are listed in Tables 8-3 and 8-P
8.6.2 Acoustic Treatment Configuration
The nacelle selected for the BPR 6 enQine was a long duct mixed flow
configuration and for the QFT-55 engine a short fan duct configuration.
Acoustic treatment was applied to the engine nacelle inlet and exhaust duct
walls in order to reduce the noise levels to at least lO EPNdB below the
FAR Part 36 approach condition requirements. The nacelle acoustic treatment
is shown in Figure 8-5 and is described by the ratio of the length of acoustic
treatment to th_ duct passage height (L/H). The acoustic material is assuned
to be perforated sheet bonded to aluminum honeycomb. The preliminary design
chart shown in Fiqure 8-6 was used to determine the fan and turbine noise
suppression required for each treatment configuration. This chart was
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developed from the results of numerous suppression tests on JT3D, JTSD, JT9D
and CF6 engines.
8.6.3 FAR Part 36 Noise Estimates
The results of the analysis are presented in Table 8-5. The EPNL
for both the basepoint and QFT-55 engine aircraft are equal to or less than
the noise qoal of I0 EPRdB below the FAR Part 36 requirements. The levels
however do not include nonpropulsive noise. Figure 8-7, showing preliminary
flight test measurements of nonpropulsive noise as a function of maximum
takeoff gross weight, indicates that these noise sources may produce noise
levels that are only 8 to lO EPNdB below the current requirements of FAR
Part 36. Extrapolation of this test data to the study aircraft results in
NPN levels of 92 to 96 EPNdB. Logarithmic addition of these NPN levels with
the engin_ noise levels of the study aircraft would result in an increase
in the approach EPNL of 2 to 5 EPNdB above the noise goals. Based on current
understanding, nonpropulsive noise may, therefore, be a constraint below
which additional noise reduction will be difficult to achieve. Further
research and development in this area will be necessary to effect a lowering
of the nonprcpulsive noise floor.
8.6.4 _4oise Contours
Figure R-8 presents the noise contours calculated for the FAR Part 3_
takeoff and 3 deqree approach flight paths of the basepoint aircraft.
Finure R-9 presents the 80, _5, 9_, 95 and INO EPNdC noise conto,_rs
calculated for the basepoint aircraft usinQ the typical landinn and takenCf
flight profiles shown in Finures 8-10 and g-ll. These contours were used in
the community impact analysis.
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Slight differences in the areas calculated for the two sets of
contours is attributed to the different approach and takeoff flight paths
(FAR Part 36 versus a typical operational flight profile).
8.7 Summary of Results
The turboprop aircraft provides the lowest approach flyover noise
levels and meets the FAR Part 36 -I0 EPNdB noise goal at the FAR Part 36
measuring points (Reference Table 8-2).
The basepoint aircraft with the fixed-pitch BPR-6 turbofans and the
aircraft with Hamilton Standard QFT-55-28-2 variable-pitch turbofans meet
the FAR Part 36 -lO EPNdB noise goal at all three measuring points for
propulsive noise. The noise levels shown in Table 8-5 include estimates
for turbo-machinery noise, core noise, and jet noise. The approach noise
level for the QFT-55 engine aircraft is 89 EPNdB and for the BPR-6 aircraft
this level is 92 EPNdB. Nonpropulsive noise was not included since the
techniques to reliably predict the strength and directivity of the sources
contributing to this noise are still under development. Based on Figure B-7
it is estimated that aircraft nonpropulsive noise may increase the approach
noise levels of these aircraft by 2 to 5 EPNdB above the 92 EPNdB approach
noise goal. It therefore may be necessary to examine methods for reducing
nonpropulsive noise as well as propulsion system noise if further reductions
in iota] system noise are to be effected.
The community noise impact study results are included in the
Environmental Impact Analysis, Section I0.0.
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9.0 DESIGN-TO-COST STUDY
The achievement of minimum airframe cost is not only dependent upon
production quantity, which in turn is dependent upon marketability, but upon
a great many facto,-_ covered in the broad and overlapping categories discussed
in this section.
Table 9-I summarizes the items covered in this evaluation. Many items
of equal cost importance could only be qualitatively evaluated herein, as this
study did not provide for the in-depth detail design required. Table 9-2
presents a summary of the results of the cost evaluations.
9.1 Engineering-Manufacturing Studies
9.l.l Design and Performance Requirements
These aircraft are not designed to requirements generally adopted for
major trunk airlines. Thus, several aesign features have been incorporated
which result in major weight (and thus cost) savings.
Although important on long stage lengths, very high subsonic speed and
high altitudes do not provide a large payoff on the routes considered
in this study. Because of the short fields and thrust-to-weight ratios
required, ample cruise speed can be provided with unswept wings. Supercriti-
cal airfoils are used and the fuselage skin gauge is lower. Interior
furnishings and subsystems are simplified and/or eliminate_!.
Table 9-3 illustrates the effect of these requirements in relatior, to
the design level for major trunk airlines, i.e., a weight empty decrease _f
15 percent. The result is a cost decrease of 15 percent on a constant ._/lh
basis.
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TABLE9-I
DESIGN-TO-.COST:STUDYITEMS
ITEMS COSTED ITEMS NOT COSTED
DESIGN & PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
WING
High-Lift Systems
Rear Spar
Spar Caps
Wing Fillets
WING
Fuselage Attachment
Ribs
Taper Lock Bolts
Hole Patterns
EMPENNAGE AND CONTROL SURFACES
Vertical Tail
EMPENNAGE AND CONTROL SURFACES
Fittings
Tabs
FUSELAGE
Pilots' Enc)osure
Doors and Jambs
Cusp Line
Conl)ound Contours
Gear Door Jamb
FUSELAGE
Pressure Bulkheads
Radome Attachment
Clips and Supports
STRUCTURE & SUB-SYSTEMS
Avionics
APU/Air Conditioner
Cabin Windows
STRUCTURE & SUB-SYSTEMS
Fuselage Cross-Section &
Baggage/Cargo
Advanced Metallics & Composites
Cabin Interior
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TABLE 9-3
DESIGN-TO-COST: DESIGN AND PERFORr,tANCEREOUIREMENTS
Wing Geometry
Lower Sweep, Higher Thickness to
Chord Ratio
% WEIGHT EMPTY SAVED
OVER DESIGrJ LEVEL
FOR MAJOR TRUNK #_IRLIHES
-5.3
o Horizontal Tail Geometry
Lower Sweep
-I .6
o Fuselage
Lower Minimum Gage
-2.1
o Propulsion
Higher Engine T/W
-I .7
o Avionics
Business Jet Type
-0.9
0 Furnishings
Coffee Service in lieu of full Galley Service
All Tourist Light Weiqht Seats
Reduced Paneling And Lininq VJeights
Eliminate Drop Out Oxygen
TOTAL EFFECT
-3.7
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Again, on short routes, very high cruise altitudes do not provide a
high payoff. Thus, the parametric and f_nal design aircraft were limited to
a cruise altitude of 25,000 feet in order to minimize 02 system &nd pressure
capsule structural weight and eliminate hydraulic system pressurization.
Table 9-4 shows the effect of cruise altitude upon the 02 pressurization system
weight and cost, the pressurization stresses in the fuselage skin for the radii
considered (see Section 9.2), and stress values for several other aircraft.
Considering these small increments in cost it appears that a study of an
increase to a 30,000 ft. design altitude is in order as it could provide higher
performance capability and thus greater marketability for the aircraft herein.
9.1.2 Wing and High-Lift System
Because of the cruise speed requirement, the wings are swept only
about 5 degrees at the quarter-chord, so that the rear spar is perpendicular
to the plane of symmetry. This provides the following advantages: flap and
aileron fittings are simple in design and can be used on both left and riqht
wing panels; wing ribs and bulkheads are assembled perpendicular to the rear
spar; rigging for tooling and asseni)ly is sin_olified. Location of spar planes
on constant-percent chord lines simplifies machining of spar caps, i.e.,
constant level (see Figure 9-I).
Wing-to-fuselage fillets are n_Ide of laminated fiberglass, are mini-
mized in size and avoid overlapping or interference with doors, flaps, antennas,
etc. (see Figure 9-2).
Figures 9-3 and 9-4 illustrate the flap hinge and operating mechanism
for the nominal (DC-9) and an advanced (tracked DC-9) hiqn-lift system. As
explained in Section 6.4.6, the latter is preferred because, although r_re
costly, it decreases direct operating costs.
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The nominal high-lift system has the following advantages: the vane
is fixed to the flap surface; the flap hinge and wing support fittings are
simplified; the operating cylinder is hydraulic and is attached to the wing
support fitting. However, the hinge and support fairings are in two pieces,
presenting complex matching problems. Although the spoiler is simple, its
linkage has many parts with close rigging requirements.
The advanced high-lift system has some advantages: the screw jack is
a purchased assembly; the aft and forward vanes and the wing support fittings
are simple machined parts; the fairing is a contoured, simple-to-assemble,
part. Its many disadvantages are; a moving vane rigged to the flap surface;
many support and operating points which must be held closely; titanium flap
support fittinqs and track support beam assemblies wit_ complex _<IchininQ and
close tolerances; a hydraulic motor and special gear drive system; titanium
aft and forward vanes. Considering the wing sizes of the aircraft in this
study it appears that a detailed design study would simplify the flap system
above and bring it much closer to the "double-s]otted roller" type used in
business-jet aircraft.
The following items could not be costed because this study did not
permit the in-depth analysis required:
o The wing-to-fuselage attachment (Figure 9-I) should be designed
with a minimum number of attachment bolts; fixed attachment
points to eliminate rigging; and partinq surfaces in the Z pla_e,
if possible.
o Cant ribs and taper lock bolts should be minimized; the latter
should be located in the same material (not steel and alumir.u_
alloy), normal to the head end surface.
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o Hole patterns should consist of a minil.numnumber of standard
patterns, with the same size fasteners.
9.1.3 Empennage and Control Surfaces
The vertical tail was designed as an untapered surface because of the
cost savings due to the many common parts such as ribs, fittings, etc.
The following items ,_ere not costed because of the detailed analysis
requi red:
o Although the horizontal tail remained tapered because of the
in-depth analysis (involving aerodynamic characteristics, planform
geometry and thickness-to-chord ratio) required to assess the
weight and cost tradeoffs, it appears that such an analysis is
meri ted.
o Fittings on movable surfaces should be designed for right and
l_ft-hand installations, and should be machined completely before
being located on the jig.
o Self-aligning bearings should be usea, as well as forgings to
reduce machining.
o Tabs should also be right and left-hand, with access provided for
adjustment on assembly without removal of fillets.
9.1.4 Fuselage
Figure 9-5 illustrates the features incorporated to reduce the pilot
enclosure cost. Flat plane windows and frames are useC to sim_lif_ machi_inq
of frames, i.e., no compound contours. The window trac_ rigging is sir rlc,
boxes are added to the frame for fixed location of tn_ track. Contour traf_si-
tion, from window frames to enclosure loft line, is provided in tr__ forr:(.d-
skin and doublers and rot in the machined frame flancles.
1_?
CONTOURE
CLEARVIEW_
SECT.
A-A
WINDOW
FLAT PLANE
CLEARVIEW
WINDOW
SECT.
MACHINED B-B /#7 SINGLE PLANE
CONTOUR //" WI NDSHIE LD
WINDSHIELD _ FRAME
FRAME
FRAMES AND
REPLACE WITH
DOUBLER OR
"T" FITTING
FIGURE 9-5 PILOT'S ENCLOSURE MODIFICATION
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Figure 9-6 shows the doors, door jambs and contoured skin panels.
All doors and jambs are the same size and the cargo doors are located in the
constant section. The operating mechanism is either in the door or jamb, but
not in both. The fuselage is lofted so that the left forward door and jamb
is the same as the right rear (also the right forward and left rear). The
main landing gear door jamb (Figure 9-2) is in one panel and not in the wing,
fillet or fuselage.
Contoured skin panels are minimized. The same loft line is used for
as many panels as possible (right-hand and left-hand, forward and aft), as
well as straight line elements.
Figure 9-7 shows four types of cross-sections considered for the
fuselage (see Section 9.2.1 for additional explanation).
cos ted:
The following items, requiring more detailed analysis, were not
o
o
Pressure bulkheads should be designed to avoid spherical contours
and broken "Y" attach angles and to eliminate doors.
Standard parts already in the system should be used for clips and
supports and new designs should be standardized.
Existing fasteners should not be "picked up" for use in location
of clips and supports.
The radome attachment should be made in a flat parting plane.
9.2 Structural and Subsystems Design
9.2.1 Fuselage Cross-Section and _aggage/Cargo Desiqn
Figure 9-7 shcws *.heunfaired cusped fuselaQe, with riveted lon3E-rons
and below-floor baggage/cargo compartment, used on a11 baseline aircraft
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(parametric and final design). Also shown are the modifications made for
fairing the cusp and bonding the longerons.
Figure 9-7 shows a large circular fuselage with a below-floor baggage/
cargo compartment and also a smaller circular fuselage with an above-floor
baggage/cargo compartment.
Weight and dimensional data describing these four fuselage types are
listed in Table 9-5. Compared with the baseline fuselage, the following
observations can be made: both below-floor bagqage fuselages are much
lighter with a neglibible difference in wetted area (or drag); the above-floor
baggage fuselage is also lighter with a 6.5 percent increase in wetted area
(less than 2 percent in total dreg). The latter fuselage appears very
promising due to favorable operational aspects of carry-on baggage; in addi-
tion, another feature is elimination of the landing gear doors, as on the !737.
Time-manpower limitations precluded in-depth design required for further
analysis of operational aspects of above-floor versus below-floor baggage and
of manufacturinq costs.
9.2.2 Advanced Metallics and Cc posites
Table 9-6 depicts the type and application of advanced materldls _
construction. Advanced metallics were considered for initial application
Because of the developn_nt time.and effort required, composites were ass,_,d
to be anplied after and together with advancpd metaliics. The advanced
metallics and composites were applied to the longer above-floor-/aggace
fuselage because of its favorable operational aspects (see Section 'i:.2.i,
Because of the time period (1930-19_5) consiQered for operational
introduction of these aircraft, composite materials were used of_ly _r,
50 Psqr
TABLE 9-5
FUSELAGE CROSS SECTION & bAGGAGE/CARGO DESIGN
4500 Ft Field Length 850 N Mi Range Advanced Fla_........
BASELINE MODIFIED BASELIr:E
Longerons
Baggage/Cargo (Rel.
Cross Section Type
Upper Radius
Lower Radius
Height
Periphery
Length
Wetted Area
Radome
Press uri zed
Unpressuri zed
Floor Width
Minimum Skin Gage
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in)
(in_)
(ftZ)
(in)
Floor)
Riveted Bonded Bonded Bonded
Below Below Below Above
Cusp Cusp Circular Circular
(Unfaired) (Faired) (Large) (Small)
55.0 54.0 58.25 54.0
49.5 48.5 58.25 5R.n
120.0 118.0 116.50 108.n
361. 355. 366. 339.
806. R06. 806. 872.
1,724) (1,694) (1,74_) (1,835)
24 24 25 22
1,356 1,332 1,373 1,490
344 338 348 323
89 89 102 89
.04n .032 .032 .q32
Fuselage, Weiqhts
Press Resistant Material
Unpress Resistant Material
Splices & Attach
Frames & Shear Clips
Bond vs Shear Clips
(Ib)
Cusp
Cabin Floor (Conventional)
Aft Pressure _ulkhead
Major Joints
Landing Gear Fairings
Remaining Items
Total
Delta Weight (Relative to Baseline)
1,172 1,035 1,068 l,lal
297 234 241 223
254 220 227 236
425 368 37g 395
0 -5g -61 -64
128 128 _ 0
603 603 694 603
208 208 Z46 _08
21n 210 212 197
t) 0 0 40
2,435 2,435 2,458 2,449
(5,732) (5,382) (5,464) (_,428)
O -350 -268 -304
Furnishings, Weight
Cargo Compartment Lining
Cargo Compartment Floor
Lugqage Rack & Floor
Floor Coverinm
Sidewall & Ceiling Panels
_emaining Items
(Ib)
Total
Delta _,lelqht(Relative to Baseline)
109 IOO I09 n
65 65 65 n
n 0 n 27c_
InO Inn 115 InO
51n 510 54,] 51n
2,771 2,721 2,741 2,711
( 3,5,q5', (3,5q5) (3,5")) _ 3,_
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secondary structural areas, i.e., wing and tail trailing edges and movable
surfaces; fuselage floors, doors and pressure bulkheads.
Only advanced metallics were used in the primary structural areas, as
follows: integrally stiffened plate was chosen for the wing box and honeycomb
for the tail boxes; the fuselage shell was constructed of bonded skin and
longerons, with the longerons flattened out through the frames.
Table 9-6 shows that the use of advanced meta!!ics saved 5 percent of
the wing, tail and fuselage weight; together with composites, I0 percent of
the weight was saved. Table 9-7 compares the basepoint aircraft with a pair
of aircraft equipped with above-floor-baggage fuselages constructed of
advanced materials. Unresized, the weight savings increase the payload
capacity by 4 percent and I0 percent.
9.2.3 Avionics
Table 9-8 contains a list of required and optional avionics equiprlent,
with adequate performance and reliability for the study aircraft. Althou!lh
lighter than the weight allowance in the analysis, the cost of this equipr,lent
is of major importance. Its cost is only about 30 percent of the cost of tne
typical or average DC-9 equipment, used by a major trunk airline (see Section
14.2). The reason for the low cost is that this equipment does not conform co
the ARI)4C regulations drawn up by the avionics contractors to specify perform-
ance and interchangeability but not reliability. The major trunk airlines are
becoming aware of this and are using some non-ARINC equipment. This is a list
of typical equipment with multiple choice of price and/or performance for
most iterns.
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Description
Flap Type
Stage Length
Numberof Seats
TABLE9-7
50 Psgr 4500
Field Length 2
Wing Area (ft)/Aspect Ratio
Engine Des ignati on
Engine Thrust
Horiz/Vert Tail Area
Horiz/Vert Tail Arm
Horiz/Vert Tail Volume
Wing Loading
Thrust Ratio
Fuel Fraction
Fuselage Max. Diameter/Length
ADVANCED METALLICS & COMPOSITES
DESIGN-TO-COST WEIGIIT SUMF_RY
Ft Field Length 850 N Mi Range Advanced
(n.mi.)
(ft)
(ftL)
(in)
(Iblft2)
(in)
Flap
IJNPESIZED
Adva-nced !
Advanced Metallics &
Basepoint Metallics Composites
Advanced
1 x 850
5O
4,500
464/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,770
1381119.2
350/275
I.I03/.091
I00.9
0.374
N.194
llO/8n6
Advanced
l x 850
50
4,50n
464/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,770
138/I19.2
350/275
I.I03/.091
I00.9
O.374
0.194
108/878
Advanced
1 x 850
50
4,500
464/9.0
F.P. Fan
2 x 8,770
138/I19.2
350/275
1.103/.091
I00.9
0.374
0.194
ln8/878
Wing
Horizontal Tail
Vertical Tail
Fuselage
Landing Gear
Power Plant
Fuel System
Aux. Power Unit
Flight Controls
Ins truments
Hydraulic System
Pneumatic System
Electrical System
Avionics
Furnishings
Air Conditioning
Ice Protection
Handling Gear
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(lb)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(Ib)
(lb)
(Ib)
(Ib)
4,359
518
686
5,732
1,874
5,733
265
400
349
390
200
100
825
436
3,505
435
448
20
4,137
495
645
5,42,o,
1,874
5,733
275
400
g59
300
207
I14
854
436
3,600
45O
4£8
20
3,927
43O
609
5,149
1,874
5,733
275
400
859
300
207
I14
854
436
3,600
450
46G
20
Weight Empty: Manufacturer's
Operational Items
26,685
1,075
26,295
1,075
25,705
1 ,,Q75
Weight Empty:
Payload
Fuel
a Weiaht
Operational 27,760
I0,000
9 ,oqn
0
27
10
9
,37n
,000
,O90
300
2o
In ,000
,r)qa
qp,, '
Takeoff Gross Weight 46,850 46,850 46,850
........ I
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O9.2.4 Auxiliary Power Unit and Air Conditioner
Figure 9-8 is a sketch showing the APU and AC installations. These
units are mounted on a slide support or drawer, with interface attachment for
lines and ducts providing accessibility for removal or service. On these
aircraft, it appears that these units may be mounted low enough in the fuselage
so that work stands or ladders may be avoided, or at least minimized in size.
9.2.5
shades.
Cabin Interior
Cabin windowpanes are flat ana tinted to eliminate the need for sun-
The cabin is laid out so that all windows are in the constant diameter
section.
Because of detail design required, the following items were not costed:
o Edge lighted panels should be made of stretched and not cast
plexiglass as they are subject to last minute customer changes.
o The number of wire terminals should be minimized.
o Silver, and not gold, brazing should be used for hydraulic lines.
Also, in spite of customer changes, considerable cost savings can be
made in the cabin interior:
o Cabin lining panels can be installed with a minimum of handwork by
using standard cap extensions with "snap-ins" to attach two
material edges and avoid wrap around of the materials.
o Standard mill runs and nonmatching patterns should be used for
these materials.
o Labor can be minimized by using sirlple dielectric tools to put
patterns in the panels.
o Vinyl floor covering (with a soft, flexible, textured and colored
surface is available at half the price of carpeting and is much
more durable.
l_R
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CONDITIONING \
UNIT
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SLIDE OR
GUIDERAILS • . APU UNIT IN POSITION
_" _ TO REMOVE OR SERVICE
FIGURE 9-8. APU AND AIR CONDITIONING UNIT INSTALLATION
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Ash trays are available from automotive suppliers for about lO
percent of the cost of those designed for aircraft.
Decal nameplates should be used in place of expensive etched or
engraved metal nameplates.
llylon can be used in place of metal for clamps, knobs, handles
and nonstructural fasteners.
Expensive galley and not food equipment can be eliminated, i.e.,
liquid refreshment and sandwiches or cold buffet only.
Although FAR 25.787 regulations must be observed, overhead
baggage racks may be simplified.
9.3 Aircraft Family Concept
Historically, new aircraft have been conceived as single-point designs
developed for a specific segment of the market. Later, the market life is
extended by adopting the "stretch" concept, i,e., principally and/or initially,
a fuselage stretch. Still later, in efforts to extend market life still
further, other forms of stretching are considered, i.e., wing, tail and engine
modifications. Eventually this is limited by degradation in design efficiency
and performance and also because cost savings due to learning and commonality
can no longer be achieved.
A "stretch/shrink" family concept was investigated in an attempt to
encompass the 30 to 70 passenger-payload variation considered in this study.
Figure 9-9 shows the results obtained with the model configuration (aft-
fuselage mounted, twin-engines). Four fuselaqe barrels are common to all
three aircraft, i.e., the 160 inch nose, 192 inch forward, I28 inch center
and 270 inch tail barrels. Two plug barrei, are required, a 64 and a 9_ inch
section.
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The stretch/shrink design was based on the 50 passenger aircraft,
using its wing and engines. As expected, the model configuration is shrink
limited, in that it can be shrunk only from 50 to 42 passengers. Limitations
of this study precluded an investigation of a wing-mounted engine configuratior1.
Obvious]y, it will provide greater stretch/shrink capability and should prob-
ably be selected as its disadvantages (wing efficiency, ground height, etc.)
will certainly not offset the cost savings achieved b/, the stretch/shrink
concept.
Additional in-depth study of the stretch/shrink concept is merited.
During the course of this study it appeared that design modifications could
be made to the center barrel to provide for installation of wings of different
sizes and the tail barrel for different sizes of engines. This would increase
stretch/shrink capability.
9.4 Engineering-Manufacturing Concepts: Future Considerations
Additional concepts for future consideration in detail design in-depth
studies are listed below:
o Excessive margins of safety represent dead weight Extra strength
to handle future growth should not be built into the structure.
Instead, the structure should be designed to facilitate changes
required for the stretch/shrink family concept.
o Flap and landinq gear limit speed_ should be reduced consistent
with operational safety, to save weiqht.
o A slab tail should De considered (versus stabilizer and elevator).
o The landing gear actuator should be considered for use as a side
brace.
)iv,
o Unuseable fuel could be minimized by using lightweight, closed-
cell foam in appropriate places in fuel tanks.
o Functions should be combined, i.e., jacking and mooring fittings.
o Forgings and castings should be designed so that the formed draft
carries load and edges should be scalloped. Precision forgings
should be used to eliminate excess materia} and avoid machining.
o Stringer ends should be tapered and stepped extrusions used.
o The use of beads as stiffening elements in skin should be
considered, along with lap joints in lieu of butt joints and
spot-welding in lieu of riveting, where feasible.
o Nylon tubing and lightweight electrical wiring should be used
where feasible.
o Roll stock rather than flat sheet, should be used where
possible (20 percent cheaper).
o Low cost plastic tools should be used where possible.
i
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lO.O ENVIROMENTALIMPACTANALYSIS
Recent emphasis on protection of the enviroment, a worldwide trend,
has resulted in the establishment of environmental design criteria and
operational standards for _ll types of transportation vehicles. The framework
for U.S. environmental policies and plans was provided by the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969. The Clean Air Act of 1970 and the Noise Control
Act of 1972 supplemented the initial environmental legislation and provided
more definitive policies and guidelines, as did the Airgor_ and Airway
Develoi_nt Act of 1970, In the field of air transpertation various federal
agencies subsequently promulgated specific design ana operational regulation
for new and existing aircraft to reduce and control their environmental impact,
Examples of specific U.S. aircraft regulatory measures are the FAA FAR Fart 36
Noise Standards for Aircraft Type Certification and the EPA Emission Standards
and Test Procedures for Aircraft. The Natlonal Environmental P_iicy Act and
the Airport and Airway Development Act also est,_blished requirementc end
guidelines for preparation of an Envircnmental Impact Stateraent (EIS) for all
projects involving federal funding.
The objective of the following environmental impact analysis was to
define the specific environn_ental requirements applicable to the baseline
study aircraft to determine the aircraft's environmental characteristics and
to present its environmental imD_tt in the form of a preliminary Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) which might be required of a ne_J aircraft type if it
were produced.
Advanced computer graphic display techniques developed by Douglas
!mder the co_any's Independent Research and Development (IRAD) Program were
utilized in the noise impact analysis. The environmental analysis also draws
heavily on methodology and data developed in two prior NASAstudies, References
l and lO. Short-haul aircraft developed in the two prior studies form the
basis for environmental comparison with the baseline study aircraft.
10.1 Selected Airport - Chicago Midway
Midway Airport was selected as being representative of a typical hub
airport for airline operation of an aircraft in a medium density transportation
system. Midway has the potential of becoming a key airport in the nation's
feeder line route network. The use of Midway as a reliever for O'Hare short-
haul traffic has long been advocated by the FAA, the CAB and the City of
Chicago, the airport owner. The trunk airlines and some of the regionals
carriers with high levels of interline transfer traffic, however, have opposed
the use of Midway due to the cost of maintaining dual facilities at both
O'Hare and Midway. As traffic grows and O'Hare becomes even more saturated,
it is apparent Midway must absorb a greater portion of short-haul and feeder
operations. Midway was one of the airports studied in the prior NASA short-
haul studies of References l and 10, and also was the subject of a recent
major FAA sponsored study, Reference If.
Total scheduled aircraft operational levels in the Chicago hub have
remalned relatively constant over the past five years at approximately 300,000
departures per year. Approximately 9 percent of the departures are by small
transport category aircraft of from 30 to 75 passenger capacity. There does
not appear to be any valid reason why these operational levels and aircraft
mix percentages will change by 1985, the assumed airline operational date for
the study aircraft. Accordingly, an operational level of 150 movements (75
departures and 75 arrivals) per day was assumed for purposes of the environ-
,?,
/
8
_t
mental analysis. Also for purposes of this analysis, it was assumed all
aircraft of this type class would operate from Midway. While this assumption
may be considered somewhat unrealistic due to interline transfer requirements,
it does provide a conservatively high value for environmental i_act estimates.
10.1.1 Alrslde Compatibility
No alrfleld or ATC compatlblllty problems are anticipated with either
the baseline 50 passenger aircraft or its larger or smaller derivatives. The
assumed operational level of 150 movements per day is relatively low compared
to total operational levels previously experienced at Midway which maintained
a reputation as "World's Busiest Airport" up to 1960. Annual movements at
Midway reached 293,685 in 1958, or over 800 per day. The existing runway/
taxiway system therefore should be adequate. The baseline aircraft is roughly
comparable in size to the aircraft types operating from Midway during that
time period and should cause no ground maneuverability problem. The advanced
air traffic control systems (e.g., ARTS III and Microwave Landing System - MLS)
planned for the 1980 time period should provide improved ATC operational
capabllity for the entl re Chicago area.
k._
10.1.2 Groundside Compatibility
Both the baseline aircraft and its larger and smaller derivatives are
considered to be fully compatible with Midway's terminal facilities. A
potential maximum terminal throughput of approximately 1,000 peak hour pass-
engers (500 arriving and 500 departing) for this airplane is well below the
total throughput capacity of the existing terminal. Th_ terminal was redesigned
and enlarged in 1967 when a number of airlines relocated a portion of their
flights from O'Hare to Midway. The Midway terminal now has a total of 29 gate
positions, all capable of handling at; aircraft the size of the Boeing 727. The
If31
1 _ i i I
remodeling included a new lobby and leng_ened and widened concourses. The
larger ticketing areas, each with a baggage clatm area, provide ample passenger
handltng facilities. The automobile parking area can accom_date 1,750 cars.
Ground access also is considered adequate for the operational levels simulated
in this study.
10.1.3 Community Noise Impact
Noise contours and areas for the baseline and conceptual aircraft were
presented earlier in Section 8.6 of this report. The noise Imact methodology
was discussed in Section 8.4. The following discussion presents the results
of the noise impact evaluation. Straight-in and straight-out approach and
departure paths were used in the evaluation since there was no need to develop
minimum impact flight procedures. Figure lO-I shows the noise contour overlay
for the two primary use runways 22L and 31L. The footprints are generally
cowarable in size to the "Standard" flight procedure footprints of the
_150-4500 airplane of Reference I. A comparison of the noise impact of the
baseline aircraft and the M-150-4000 STOL is presented in Table lO-l. Noise
Imact of the baseline study aircraft could be further reduced through
application of operational techniques discussed in Reference l, however, this
refinement is beyond the scope of the subject study.
Advanced three-dimensional computer generated graphic display techniques
developed under the contractor's IRAD program we_ used to illustrate the noise
impact of the baseline airplane at Chicago Midway Airport. Three basic types
of displays were generated.
o A_populatlon density map showing relative density of the census
tracts in the airport vicinity. The display is most useful in
developing noise abatement flight paths and procedures.
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A population density map of 130 square mtre (337 sq.km) area
surroundtne Midway is presented in Figure ]0-2. The airport is
located at the center of the map. Population density of the
various census tracts was developed from 1970 U.S. census data.
Density values range from 0 to 54,000 persons per square mtle
(20,850 per sq.km).
A noise intensity map which shows the relative noise intensity
of single-event approach and departure operations. Relative noise
levels are displayed in the vertical dimension. This display
technique is helpful in visualizing relative noise levels generated
by operations from a given runway. Both single-event and composite
levels can be shown with this technique.
Figure 10-3 shows the noise levels of 80 EPNdB and higher created
by a slngle-event operation of the baseline transport aircraft
using runway 22L at Midway. The dot in the center of the display
indicates the geographical Airport Reference Point (ARP) and
provides a means of indexing the various displays. Figure I0-4
shows similar noise levels for Runway 31L.
A community noise impact ma.p.showing relative community annoyance
resultlng from operations from a given runway. The relative noise
impact, or annoyance index displayed in the vertlcal dimension,
considers both noise intensity and population deqsity. The method
used in determining the annoyance levels was described earlier in
Section 8.4 of this report. This dtsplay technique ts useful in
showing both the area impacted by noise from a given runway
operation as well as the relative degree of annoyance experienced
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FIGURE 10-2 - COflPUTER GFNERATE9
POPULATIOt_ DEt_SITY MAP. 130 Sn. MI. AREA
CIIICAGQ MID,,lAY AIPPORT
l(,r
FIGURE 10-3
CHICAGO MiDWA; AIRPORT - RUNWAY 22L
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by the community. By relating the impacted grids to the base map,
the exact locations of the annoyed areas can be determined. The
noise intensity variations are relative and do not lend themelves
to exact numerical interpretation. Intensity values, however, can
be obtained from the computer printout.
Figure 10-5 shows the relative connunity annoyance generated by
the study aircraft using runway 22, at Midway. As shown, the
annoyance generated by takeoff operations is dominant. Similar
information for a single-event operation from runway 31L is shown
in Figure 10-6. The computer program is capable of displaying
data from any viewpoint elevation or azimuth an_le.
10.1.4 Engine Emission Levels
Emission levels for the engines of the baseline study aircraft were
assumed to meet the EPA 1979 standards. The standards for an engine to be
manufactured after 1979 producing greater than 8,000 pounds (3,628 kg) thrust
are as follows: 0.8 HC, 4.3 CO, 3.0 NOX in EPA units and a smoke number of
20 (SAE Index).
The quantity of aircraft emissions is a function of the emission rates
and the landing and takeoff cycle. Curves of emissions per 1,000 pounds (454 kg)
of fuel plotted against percent takeoff thrust were generated. These curves
were adjusted at the high endpoints by correlation curves.
The LTO cycle includes all ground operations and aircraft flight
operations up to 3,000 feet. A straight-ln approach and a stralght-out
departure was used to determine the flight path for the LTO cycle.
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The calculated emission levels in EPA units for the selected aircraft
engine are 0.76 HC, 4.1 CO, 2.g NOx, and smoke number of 20. These numbers
convert to 1.6 pounds HC, 8.0 pounds CO, and 6.0 pounds NOx per operation for
the two engine configuration. For an estimated 75 operations per day at Midway,
the daily amount of aircraft emissions from the twin engine medium density
aircraft would be 60 pounds HC, 300 pounds CO, and 225 pounds NOx.
Emissions for the baseline 50 passenger aircraft were compared to those
of a typical JT8D powered twin engine jet transport. The bar chart in Figure
10-7 compares the emission levels of the two aircraft for a similar landing-
takeoff cycle. Emissions for the study aircraft are approximated 50 to 75
percent below the emission levels for the current twin engine jet transport,
assuming it meets 1979 standards.
10.1.5 Overall Environmental Impact
Public Law g1-1go, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1909,
requires preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for any federal
action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. This act
has been broadly interpreted to require an EIS on any project involving federal
funding or policy support. FAA directive 1050.1A, Reference 12, establishes
procedures for considering the environmental impact of proposed FAA actions,
including certification of new aircraft.
The following EIS summary statement has been prepared as a guide for
the formal statement which ultimately would be required if a production program
for the aircraft were to be initiated. The summary statement is in the form
of a Negative Declaration as defined by Reference 12 since no adverse environ-
mental impact is anticipated.
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NEGATIVE DECLARATION
DESCRIPTION M4D PURPOSE OF ACTION
A. Description
In accordance with Section 603 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,
49 U.S.C. 1423(a) and Part 21 of the Federal Aviation Regulations, it
Is proposed to design, develop and manufacture a medium density
transportation aircraft. The aircraft would be designed to comply
with the existing transport category airworthiness requirements of
Part 25, the noise standards of Part 36 (-lO EPNdB), and th_ Environ-
mental Protection Agency emission standards of Title 40, Chapter l -
Part 87 - Control of Air Pollution from Aircraft and Aircraft Engines.
The baseline aircraft is designed to carry 50 passengers, although
different versions of from 30 to 70 passenger capacity may be produced.
Bo Purpose
The purpose of the action is to develop an advanced environmentally
superior aircraft with improved performance to replace older aircraft
of similar size and type. It is intended that a production type
certificate would be issued authorizing manufacture of duplicate
aircraft conforming to the type design. Thereafter, the individual
products may be certified as airworthy, if found to conform.
THE PROBABLE IMPACT
It is anticipated a quantity of at least 400 aircraft would be manufactured
for domestic use in the transportation of passengers, cargo and mail in
intrastate and interstate a!r transportation. The airplanes would be
operated throughout the United States to and from both existing and
planned new airports in the national air transportation system.
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The aircraft wtll comply with all applicable airworthiness requirements
existing at the time of design. Accordingly, the aircraft should provide
greater safety of operations than prior aircraft types designed to less
rigid specifications.
The aircraft is designed to better current (1974) FAA Part 36 noise
requirements by at least lO EPNdB at all three measurement points;
approach, sideline and takeoff. Accordingly, the community noise impact
will be noticeably lower than aircraft d_signed to meet the basic Part 36
noise levels and will be significantly less than aircraft designed prior
to the Part 36 effectivity date.
The aircraft is designed to comply with all 1979 emission standards of
EPA Part 87 for Class T2 engined aircraft. Accordingly, the exhaust and
the venting emissions will be significantly less than those of earlier
aircraft designed to less rigid emission requirements.
CONCLUSION
Based on the above factors, particularly the lower noise and emission
characteristics, and the ultimate replacement of earlier less environ-
mentally satisfactory aircraft with the environn_ntally improved aircraft,
it is concluded that production of this aircraft will not adversely affect
the quality of human environment, and is consistent with existing environ-
mental policies and objectives as set forth in Section lOl(a) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
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ll.O OPERATIONAL SIMULATION
The operational simulation approach was the core of evaluation and
selection of aircraft to serve the medium density market defined herein.
With the process programmed for computer operations, the evaluation of an
aircraft concept was conducted in the simulation process with a mathematical
solution to operation of a typical airline with a traffic model, available
aircraft, and a revenue schedule for potential income. The analysis was
performed with summary fleet results _enerated independently for each of the
years in the simulation period.
ll.l Airline Operations
The sin_lation of airline operations involved a number of different
scenarios as the study progressed. Each variation involved a network, a level
of demand and revenue potential and one or more aircraft concepts for assign-
ment to the mission task.
ll.l.l Traffic Models and Networks - Initial and Final
A number of special networks and mission models were derived in
addition to the total medium density model and the initial network used in the
aircraft requirements analysis. The initial network, described in Section
1.3.1, was used in all of the conceptual and parametric analyses. A summary
of the data describing this network is included as Table If-l, "Initial
Mission Model Characteristic Annual Statistics."
This initial traffic model was constructed by application of averaQe
system load factors to aircraft schedules for Aunust of Iq72. Annual data
was assumed at 12 times the August levels.
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With application of reported system load factors for each of the
airlines and scheduled seats by equipn_nt, each trip segment (airport pair)
was assigned a daily scheduled segment seat occupied. This number for each
segment yielded a total demand for segment seats occupied. For the 1972 base
year, this total demand was 62.546 million segment seats. Translated into
revenue passenger miles, some 12.107 billion RPM's constituted total demand
at the 1972 base year level. At _he growth rate of 6 percent per year, the
data was grown to 99°689 million segment seats and 19,297 billion RPM's as the
demand for 1980. See Tables B-l through B-5, Section B.2 of Appendix B for
data on this mission model.
This initial traffic model included all of the regional routes and
scheduled service (seats). A few of these routes exceeded the medium density
definition of daily route demand either in the 1972 base year or projected to
1980 levels. These routes were classified high density and subsequently
were excluded from the 1980 data base. There were 19 airport-pair segments
excluded and removed from the 1972 base as follows:
I. High density was defined as over 500 people/day/route. At an average
load factor of 50 percent, this was lO00 seats/day or 7,000 seats per
week. Deflating this from 1980 to 1972 by 6 percent per year resulted
in 4,392 seats per week on a round-trip basis.
0 Detailed examination of the 2,732 airport-pairs in the unadjusted
initial mission model showed a total of 19 routes which were considered
high density in 1972 or by 19_0. These are tabulated as follows:
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10.
11.
12.
13.
AI _ort
Buffalo
Toronto
Milwaukee
Chicago
Dallas
Hou ston
Pittsburg
Phi Iadel phi a
Philadelphia
Boston
Pittsburg
LaC_ardia
Plttsbu_
Chicago
Oakland
San Jose
Los Angeles
San Diego
Burbank
San Diego
Burbank
San Jose
Los Angeles
San Jose
Los Angeles
Oakland
Airline
Code
AL
NC
TT
AL
AL
AL
AL
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
Dis tance
(MIles)
(Km)
69
(Ill)
66
(]06)
_i9
(352)
267
(430)
279
(449)
334
(537)
411
(661)
30
(48)
II0
(177)
123
(198)
296
(476)
3O8
(495)
337
(542)
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1972
}eats/Week
5,180
5,202
4,500
8,900
8,900
4,900
6,300
6,0B5
11,850
5,925
7,900
11,376
9,638
Eouipment
Type
BAC-III
CV-580
DC-9
Super
DC-9
Super
DC-9
Super
DC-9
Super
_-9
727-200
727-20D
727-20O
727-2O0
727-200
727-200
Aircraft
Seats
74
48
75
I00
100
lO0
IC,O
IS_
158
158
158
15R
_._i__ _ I.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
Airline Distance 1972 Equipment
Airport Code (Miles) Seats/Week Type
(Km)
Aircraft
Seats
Los _ " • _
San Franc:sc s PS 338 16,116 727-200
(544)
158
Los Angeles
Sacramento PS 374 7,505 727-200
(6O2)
15£
Oakland
San Jose XK 30 5,798 737
(48)
92
Burbank
San Francisco PS 326 4,536 737
(524)
lOl
San Jose
Santa Ana XK 342 4,922 737
(550)
92
San Francisco
Santa Ana XK 372 4,232 737
(598)
92
Seats per week is the total number of flights times the seat capacity
of the aircraft scheduled for a period of one week for the year 1972.
Since an airport pair is a one-way route, the correction on total
scheduled airport pairs is twice the number listed above. Thus, airport pairs
in the adjusted model are 3R less than the 2,732 or 2,694 as indicated in
Section 1.3.1.
The effect of excluding these routes was to reduce the 1980 traffic
demand to 85,036,000 segment seats demanded and 15,568,000,000 revenue passenaer
miles. These data plus scheduled seats, trips, and trip miles constituted the
demand traffic statistics for the first year (19R0) of the simulation period.
A calibrating analysis was applied in ter_s of CAB reported departures
per day for Auqust of 1972 against the schedu|ed departures oer day i,. the
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traffic model. CAB data was obtained from CAB Form 41 Schedule T-3B,
"Scheduled and Extra Section Departures Performed by Aircraft Type", Quarter
Ended September 30, 1972, Reference 14 . Comparative data are shown in
Table ll-2,"Calibration Statistics." Note that the reported departures are in
close agreement with the model data. Since the CAB daily departures result
from quarterly data, the numbers are considered as consistent for this study.
A sub-section of the initial network was drawn from the August 1972
schedules for Frontier Airlines. These routes were served by Beech 99,
DcHavilland Twin Otter, Convair 580, and Boeing 737 aircraft. A total of
343 airport pair routes plus a minimum frequency of fliclhts and a 19PO level
of demand for RPMs comprised this airline mission model. The network was
further divided into three sections. These routes were served by the Beech 99
and Twin Otter, the Convair 580, and the _oeing 737, respectively. In a sense
these routes simulated a low, medium, and high density spectrum of routes as
drawn from the Frontier data.
Another set of routes was organized from the total traffic modol and
used in more detailed analysis of demand and aircraft operations. The mission
model was segmented into three components, these were low, medium and high
densities. The definition of each of these segments was according to the
size of aircraft serving the market in 1972. With August 1972 data, these
segments were as follows:
Segment by Served by Aircraft RPM Demand
Density of Capacity: 1980
- Low 15 to 26 seats 130 million
- Medium 40 to 60 seats 3,868 million
- High 74 to 112 seats 11,563 million
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Another dimenstion of this segmented medium density model was the
number of airport pairs in each segment. These were as follows:
Seoment Airport Pairs
Low 114
Medium 1,336
High Ip144
2,594
For the competitive simulation, a new ,:,issionmodel and traffic net-
work was derived from August 1974 airline data. A qeneral discussion of this
network appeared in Section 1.3.2. Pertinent data from the model are listed
in Table 11-3, "Final Plission Model Characteristic Annual Statistics".
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11.1.2 Preliminary Aircraft Input Data
There were two basic analytic progra_ in this study which computed
operational and economic characteristics of aircraft. In addition, the
simulation program for airline operations accepted aircraft data input.
The CAPDEC program was used to develop aircraft research and develop°
merit and production costs. Basic data requirements consisted of the aircraft
manufacturer's weight empty less engines and avionics weights (cost weight).
Also included were the costs of engines and avionics. Appendix C, Section C.l,
contains a tabulation of typical CAPDEC data and results.
The operational simulation program used in this study, Performance
Evaluation Technique (PET), has a variety of sub-routines and evaluation
options. Included in these are a Design/Cost/DOC module pertaining to basic
characteristics of the aircraft. A special routine permits evaluation of DOC
versus range in ten (lO) increments of range. Another portion of PET involves
simulation of airline operations with basic aircraft data and a mission model
with demand and operational data. The aircraft data for this is either
generated in the Design/Cost/DOC module, or directly from equivalent des-
criptors. Details on the aircraft data are included in Appendix B, Section
B.4, Table B-9.
The basic data required For evaluation of the DOC versus range function
are as fellows:
- Aircraft identity nunlbers
- Cruise Mach number
- Design range in nautical miles
- Design payload - passengers x 200 pounds (90 kg)
p
- Takeoff gross weight in pounds
- Mission range fuel burned in pounds
- Landing weight
- Zero fuel weight
- Operators' weight empty
- Operator items weight
- Manufacturing weight empty
- Engines weight - uninstalled
- Airframe weight
- Number of flight crew in cockpit
- Domestic or Overwater/International service code
- Number of engines
- Type of engines
- Cost of engines
- Takeoff thrust rating in pounds
Annual utilization factor (to correct standard ATA formula)
- Unit cost of aircraft including engines
- An operating load factor
If aircraft data are generated in the process above, all of the needed
data is available for the next phase of airline operational simulation.
Aircraft data also may be used in the operational simulation program in the
fol lowing form:
- Aircraft identity number
Design range in nautical miles
- Payload in seats
- A DOC function of range in the form of a slope/intercept equation
1n4
l2
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- A Block Time function of range in the slope/intercept equation form
- Fuel consumption in pounds per hour (an average rate per block hour)
- Introduction year or year of availability if a future aircraft
- Aircraft operating load factor
- Aircraft price or purchase cost to airline
- Annual utilization factor
ll.l.3 Analytic Technique
The airline operational simulation technique accepted aircraft data as
outlined above. The mission model consisted of a network of routes and these
routes were organized into classes incremented by range intervals. Each
element also included minimum flight schedules and revenue passenger miles as
demand for travel. The simulation tested the productivity of an aircraft
against the demand in each element. Revenue earned and total operating costs
were computed for each test. Summation of test results yielded total fleet
statistics on an annual basis. If more than one aircraft type was involved
in the simulation test, that aircraft type which met the schedule at the
least cost or maximum profit was selected. Summation of all elements and
aircraft led to a definition of a fleet which included one or more aircraft
conflgurati ons.
ll.2 Selection of Aircraft Screening Criteria
Yhe primary aircraft parameters investigated in the study of conceptual
aircraft requirements were range and payload. Other parameters were operating
field length and engine selection - turbofan and turboprop. The initial
combination of range, payload and frequency of service was selected to yield
the greatest fleet profit. Operating field lengtP, and engine selection were
investigated as parametric excursions.
I_5
The traffic model contained elements where small aircraft were used
and daily flight frequencies (trips per day) were less than the equivalent of
seven per week. There were some elements where a minimum trip level per day
resulted in low load factors with the proposed aircraft concept. Such load
factors contributed to the generation of net losses (cost higher than revenue).
If this were a result in the operational simulation, total system profit was
reduced. Thus, the first screening criterion of system profitability was
either maximum profits or minimum losses as appropriate with the cost estimates
for the conceptual aircraft.
A second screening criterion was level of service. No specific level
was assigned as a value. In general, any aircraft was acceptable if it pro-
vided at least the minimum schedule contained in the mission model at the
desired load factor. Although a nominal limit of eight trips per day per
route was part of the definition, none of the aircraft selected in the simula-
tion exceeded this figure. Thus, no passengers were "left behind" in any of
the model elements because of frequency limits. Various other economic and
operational screening criteria were suggested. A tabulation of these is as
follows:
Suggested Operational Screenin 9 Criteria
Economic 0perati onal Combinations
System Profits Trips Profits Per Passenger
- Annual Annual Annua I
- Cumul ati ve Cumulative Cumulative
Direct Operating Cost Fleet Size Market Fraction Served
- Per Trip - Annual Annual
- Per Aircraft Mile - Cumulative - Cumulative
- Per Seat Mile
Total Operating Cost
- Per Trip
- Per Alrcraft Mile
- Per Seat Mile
Passenger Fuel Burned Per Passenger
- Annual - Annual
- Cumulative - Cumulative
Fuel Burned
- Annual
- Cumulative
I_6
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Of all of these criteria, system profits was the most precise and
served as the primary criterion.
II.3 Derivation of Aircraft and Fleet Operating Characteristics
The initial set of design characteristics was established for a 50
passenger, 2 x 250 nautical mile design range, 4,500 foot field-length aircraft.
A bypass ratio 6.0 turbofan engine was chosen for propulsion. These physical
descriptors were used for the cost estimating and performance evaluation
routines. Results from these routines along with selected initial design
descriptors constituted the aircraft characteristics. Simulated airline
operations with individual aircraft characteristics resulted in fleet descrip-
tors as a summation of the numbers of aircraft required to satisfy the travel
demand.
Variations of range, payload, and engines (turboprop) in a noncompet-
titive operational simulation produced a set of fleet characteristics for each
aircraft version evaluated. Typical of fleet characteristics were number of
aircraft in the fleet, total fleet price, revenue generated from passengers
carried, operating costs, profit or loss, revenue passenger miles flown,
number of aircraft trips (flights on airport pairs), total fuel burned, a
fleet profitability index, and the average range or stage length flown, r,ir-
craft performance characteristics were average block speed, hours of annual
utilization, system operating load factor, and productivity in RPM per year
per aircraft. All fleet and aircraft data were generated on an annual basis
for each of the years in the simulation period.
II.4 Aircraft Parametric Variations Analysis and Evaluation
Initial variations in the conceptual aircraft were range, passenger
capacity, operating field length, and engine cycle. Initial variations
137
fstudied in the Aircraft Requirements phase included:
Passenger capacity (no.)
Range (n.mi ./Kin)
m
Operating field length (ft.m) -
Engine types
- 30, 50, 70
- 2 x 150 stages (2 x 278 Km)
- 2 x 250 stages (2 x 463 Kin)
- 2 x 350 stages (2 x 648 Kin)
l x I000 stages(l x 1852 Km)
3500,4500,5500/I 067,1 372,1676
Turbofan with bypass ratio of 6:1
- Turboprop and variable pitch fan
To this list was added a comparison between the nominal hinged high-
lift flap system and a tracked flap system.
In the Aircraft Design phase of the study, the tracked flap system
was adopted. A basic seating capacity of 50 also was chosen. Throughout this
phase of the study, the operating characteristics were constant. However,
some physical characteristics were investigated for effect on price of the
aircraft. These were increase in range capability from 850 to lO00 nautical
miles and tooling and mnaufacturing "deslgn-to-cost" simpllfications.
Ir.the Evaluation phase of the study, the basepoint aircraft at 50
seats was selected for competitive simulation and fleet performance evaluation.
A range of 850 nautical miles and a field length of 4,500 feet were used. For
fleet evaluation, aircraft of 30, 40, 60 and 70 seats were derived from the
50 passenger basepoint configuration.
J_T
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12.0 NONCOMPETITIVE OPERATIONAL RESULTS
For the initial study of conceptual aircraft and parametric variations,
each aircraft version was operationally simulated in a noncompetitive mode.
Two approaches were used in deriving requirements for operational character-
istics. The fir'.t was to conduct a preliminary sizing study with CAB statistics
for the yeab _.77_. The _econd was to use a representative mission model for
mathematical operational sirilation. This simulation was performed with a
Douglas computer program.
12.1 Conceptual Aircraft - Preliminary Size Screening
A gross demand model for screening of the aircraft by number of seats
was established with travel data from an Online Origin and Destination Tape
(Reference 18) for the year 1972. The data were grouped by city-pairs as
fol 1ows:
• range increments of lO0 miles up to a maximum of 800 statute
miles,
o traveler distribution in increments of 50 passengers per day
per route up to a maximum of 500 passenoers per day,
• separation of data into domestic trunk carrier and regional
(local service) carrier listinqs.
i q -
ilm,
Data presented in Table 12-I shows the sorted distribution of
passengers in the medium density market carried by all domestic air carriers.
The data are sorted into ranoe classes and daily passengers per city pair.
Note that domestic air travelers within the medium density definition totaleo
about 49.4 million in 1972. In the density class of 20 to 49 passenners per
route per day (two-way flow), some 5no,o00 travelers traveled up to lO0 miles
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qt_ in distance. The 20 passengers per day was the low cut-off level for
definition of medium density.
This same data is divided into regional and trunk carriers. Table
12-2 contains air passenger data on the regional carriers. Table 12-3
presents similar data for the domestic trunk carriers. Within the definition
of medium density travel, note that the regional airlines carried about 20.2
million travelers and tne trunks about 29.2 million travelers in 1972.
These origin and destination passengers travel between 1354 city-pairs
as displayed in Table 12-4. Note the relative concentration of medium-density
city pairs at ranges and daily density levels in the upper left corner of the
table. This concentration is even more noticeable in Table 12-5, distribution
of medium density city pairs served only by the regional air carriers.
Although the reglonals carried fewer passengers than the trunks, the number
of city pairs served is slightly greater, 736 of a total of 1,354 or almost
55 percent of city pairs classified as being in the medium density market.
A bar chart of this city-pair data appears as Figure 12-I in which
the distribution of city-pairs is shown as a function of travel density
classes. Especially apparent is the large number of city-pairs in the low
density portion of the distribution. Figure 12-2 presents the same data
divided into city-pairs served by trunk and regional carriers. Again, to
illustrate a difference in the medium density markets served by trunk and
and reqlonal carriers, Figure 12-3 is presented. This data indicates the
concentration of the regional carriers in the shorter range segments of the
market.
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Additional bar charts are presented in a similar fashion to show
distribution of passengers. Figure 12-4 shows a distribution of passengers-
carried in each of the range classes. To illustrate, slightly over 8 million
travelers in the medium density market traveled on routes over which 50 to 99
passengers per day per city-pair were carried by domestic carriers. As
indicated in the lower, shaded part of the bar, about 5 million of them
flew on regional airllnes. This chart illustrates further the skewed distribu-
tion of travelers with route density noted with reference to Table 12-5.
Another chart which illustrates the medium density market is Figure 12-5,
in which the numbers of travelers carried in 1972 is distributed by range
classes.
In each of these charts, the characteristics of the medium density
market in 1972 show the bulk of regional carrier customers travel less than
500 miles (0 and D). The scattered nature of routes is illustrated by the
fact that the major portion of route travel densities is less than 350 per
day.
These data were used in a preliminary screening exercise conducted
within the medium density market definition and ground rules in the operations
scenario. On any route the minimum traffic per day is the product of two
round trips/day x seat capacity x the system planning or target load factor.
This results in a minimum of 2 x 2 x 30 x 0 5 = 60 passengers per day per
route for the 30 passenger aircraft. At eight round trips per day, the 30
seat vehicle carries 2 x 8 x 30 x 0.5 or 240 passenqers per day per route at
the maximum limit. Similar minimum/maximum trave| limits are tabulated for
aircraft as follows:
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Seat Capacity Travelers/Route/Day
• Minimum Maximum
30 60 240
40 BO 320
50 lO0 400
6O 120 48O
70 140 560
levels.
These numbers refer to two-way traffic flow equivalent to round-trip
These aircraft capacity classes (travelers/route/per day) referred
to in the precedinq paragraph were applied to the CAB data to determine numbers
of people potentially served by each size of aircraft. In the series of charts
which follow, a block is shown on the data which is defined by the minimum and
maximum capacity per day exhibited by each size of aircraft. For example,
Table 12-6 shows that part of the 1972 market served by a 30 passenger aircraft.
The lower limit of 60 passengers/route/day is in the 50-99 density class. The
240 upper limit is in the 200-249 density class. The range limit of 500 miles
(804 km) was applied arbitrarily as including the bulk of regional carrier
travelers. For convenience, all of the travelers were included in the limit
classes, even though the class boundary may have been below or above the
minimum or maximum defined capacity of the aircraft. A similar Table 12-7
indicates the market served by a 70 passenqer aircraft. Although tables are
not shown herein, the same procedure was used to delineate the market served
by 40, 50, and 60 passenger aircrBft.
These data were totaled for each of the aircraft sizes. A bar chart,
Figure 12-6, reveals the potential market share each aircraft would serve if
it were the exclusive carrier. The data are separated into both trunk and
regional carriers.
Results of this preliminary screening process indicated that an upper
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size limit of 70 passengers was appropriate for this medium density study.
It also showed that within the medium density definition and operations
scenario, no single size of aircraft appeared clearly superior.
12.1.I Exclusion of CAB Data
The regional carrier statistics for 1972 were restricted in use by
the application of medium density definitional limits. For example, regional
carrier routes with greater than 500 round-trip passengers per day were
exclliOed. Also, city-pair distances of more than 800 miles (1287 km) were
omitted. Compared with 20,23_,000 passengers included, a total of about
3,135,000 were excluded as being carried on hioher density routes in the
regional networks. There also were some 710,000 air travelers carried by
regionals on routes over 800 miles in length. Table 12-8 shows those range
classes and travel density classes which are in the regional CAB statistics
but outside the bounds of the medium density definition.
12.2 Conceptual Aircraft - Operation Simulation Evaluation
The second approach to evaluation of the initial parametric conceptual
aircraft involved the noncompetitive simulation described in Section II.0.
Some definitions are listed which apply to a series of tables following in
which summary results of simulation are listed. These definitions are:
Field Length
Desi qn Ranqe
Short 3,500 feet (1,067 m)
Medium 4,500 feet (I,372 m)
Long 5,500 feet (I,676 m)
Short 2 x 150 n. mi. (2 x 278 km)
Medium 2 x 250 n. mi. (2 x 463 km)
Lonq 2 x 35n n. mi. (2 x 64_ km)
Extended 2 x 460 n. mi. (2 x 852 km)
12.2.1 Evaluation in Initial Network
In the operational simulation each conceptual aircraft was tested in
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the initial network and mission model against the total traffic demand. Eight
variations of the bypass ratio 6:1 turbofan powered aircraft were evaluated
in the first set of simulations. Results were generated for each aircraft
as performing in a fleet. Figure 12-7 presents the first of the evaluation
results in terms of fleet revenue passenger miles generated for each of the
eight conceptual aircraft. The total RPP demand in the mission model
(15.568 billion) is shown as a horizontal line across the top of the chart.
The height of each bar indicates the performance of each aircraft fleet.
Only the extended range aircraft meets the total demand because its range is
greater than the longest route in the model. For .:xample, all aircraft with
Medium Range capability were precluded from those routes of over 563 nautical
miles (1043 kilometers). In the simulation, all aircraft trips were non-stop.
No stops for refueling were permitted.
A baseline confinuration was selected and shown by the shaded data
bar in the center of Fioure 12-7. Data on aircraft trips and miles flown
in 1980 are shown in Fibre 12-8. These data bars indicate that both trips
and fleet miles flown are inversely proportional to range.
Another set of fleet performance data is shown in Fiaure 12-9.
size is inversely proportional to size for the 30, 50 and 70 passenger
aircraft with the same range capabilities. Annual fuel burned also is
inversely proportional with passenqer capacity, reflecting a smaller fleet
with aircraft of increasing fuel efficiency.
Fleet
A primary consideration in the evaluation of conceptual aircraft is
the profitability of operations. Such profitability has been measured for
each of the eight conceptual confieurations. Profit is measured as the
simple excess of operating income over operating cost. In Figure 12-10, this
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profit figure has been cor_verted into an index of profitability (profit
divided by fleet acquisition cost). The 50 paJsenger baseline aircraft
generated a positive index. This value was chosen as a base for normalizing
results of the other conceptual aircraft. Results of this are presented in
the bar chart. Each case is separately discussed.
30 Passenger, Medium Range
Diseconomy of scale (high costs per seat) forced the fleet costs to be about
30 percent higher than the 50 passenger baseline aircraft. Higher operating
costs resulted in negative profits. This the profitability index was about
15 percentage points below the base.
50 Passenger, Short Field, Medium Ran)e
The cost of achieving short-field capability resulted in a higher gross _eight,
higher powered aircraft. The resultant higher operating costs caused the
profitability index to be about three (3) percentage points below the baseline.
Fleet cost was also about five (5) percent greater than the base.
50 Passenger,. Medium Field, Short Range
Profitability versus investment results appeared to favor this configuration
compared with the base case aircraft. However, Figure 12-7 shows this air-
craft to supply only about 12 of the 15.6 billion RPM in the mission model.
This represented only about 77.6 percent of the demand. The data on profit-
ability were, therefore, biased and not considered as truly attractive.
50 Passenger, Medium Field, Long Range
Although this configuration was slightly better in terms of RPM generated, the
grear?r cost of the aircraft and hiaher operating costs reduced the relative
profitability to about 0.5 percentage points lower than the base.
213
50 Passenger_ Medium Field, Extended Range
This version generated the most RPMs and satisfied the entire demand. However,
the increased passenger revenue was offset by the cost of achieving the
extended range. The profitability was actually slightly negative and was
about two (2) percentage points below the base case.
50 Passenger, Lon 9 Field, Medium Range
Reduced requirements for takeoff and landing resulted in a lower gross weight,
less expensive aircraft. Thus, the fleet cost is below base and profitability
is higher as shown.
70 Passenger, Medium Field, Medium Range
At the opposite end of the size/economy scale from the 30 passenger aircraft,
the 70 passenger version appeared the most attractive from the criteria of
cost and profit.
Supporting data for aircraft characteristics and fleet simulation
results appear in Appendix B. Data for all of the above aircraft are tabulated
therein. See Section B.4, Tables B-9 through B-12, Appendix B (Volume Ill).
12.2.2 Evaluation in Selected Regional Airline Networks
A selective approach was made to evaluate the 30, 50, 60 and 7G
passenger aircraft in an actual airline network. A 1972 Frcntier Airlines
network was used. This special mission model permitted detailed examination
of aircraft performance on each route. The network consisted of 343 routes
or airport pair linkages. These routes were served by Beech 99 and Twin Otter,
Convair 580, and Boeing 737 aircraft. Demand was expressed as a function of
statistical system load factor, enuipment capacity, and frequency of flieht
service. Each route is described in the following terrinoloQy: Poute
PI4
JI
between two named airports; Ranqe distance in statute miles; RPM demanded ea(_h
day; Minimum trips equivalent to actual schedule for route in August 1972;
Seats scheduled and demanded; Fare charged for the route; Total potential
revenue for all the RPM's demanded; and IOC as a function of rever_ue
(58 percent).
Each aircraft had the following data input or computed for each route:
Seats provided per flight; Load factor (desired and actual); I;lock tin_ in
hours; Cost per trip in dollars (DO(:); Number of trips required to satisfy
demand for RPM; and Daily utilization times. The simulation load factor was
input at 0.50.
Operational economics output includes the followinq: Actual revenue
generated; Total operating cost (IOC + DOC); and Operating Income, Dositive
or negative (Revenue less cost).
Results of the operational simulation in this special mission _del
are summarized in Table 12-9, "Conceptual Fleet Data 19RO Actual Airline
Network". Note that the 50 passenge,- aircraft is chosen as a base case fo_
Fleet Price and Relative Return on Fleet Price. As in all other (ases in
this report, the return is a simple ratio (Revenue less C]perating Costs
divided by Fleet Price). The relative price and return percentages are
differences between each case and the base case. In the Fror_tier netwerW,
there were two sets of airport pairs in which the distar_ce exceeded the rance
capability of the conceptual aircraft. This reduced the route se:;per_t_t( _'
as noted in Table 12-9, Note that each fleet size resLJlts fr_ a nor-
competitive simulation. For example, if the 30 passenger aircraft were the
only aircraft used, the fleet size was II_.
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Table 12-I0, "1980 Conceptual Aircraft Evaluation", contains details
on sets of routes as flown by the different sizes of aircraft from the 1972
schedule. For this analysis, the performance of the 50 passenger medium
density baseline aircraft on the Convair 580 routes was used as a base for
comparison. The 30 passenger aircraft was unprofitable in all of the route
classes. The 60 and 70 seat aircraft were relatively profitable on the
Convair and B737 routes All aircraft were unprofitable on the low density
routes served by the B99 and Twin Otter. The reason for this is found in the
requirement to provide as a minimum the same flight frequency provided in
the 1972 schedule. The 1980 demand level was not sufficient on these specific
low density routes to generate either a 50 percent load factor or operating
profits for any of the conceptual aircraft.
12.3 Conceptual Aircraft - Preliminary Competitive Evaluation
A special simulation exercise was conducted on the Frontier network.
An inventory of conceptual aircraft was input. This consisted of aircraft
with 30, 50, 55, 60, 65 and 70 seats. Each had the same design range and
field length capability. Hence, the competitive simulation was to evaluate
the requirements for a mixed fleet of size variation only.
The simulation was conducted for a period 19BO throuah 1990. A
1972 schedule of 200,700 trips on 343 routes was held as the minimum service.
Because of a range limitation, as in the preceding section, the routes
actually served were 339. Demand in RPM per year was as follows for three
selected years, also shown as revenue passenqer kilometers (RPKM)
Year RPM in Millions RP_
1980 1,899 (3,055)
1985 2,423 (3,899)
lggO 3,034 (4,R82)
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In the simulation process, an aircraft was selected from the available
inventory. It was chosen on each route to satisfy the minimum number of trips
at the input load factor of 50 percent and at the least cost of serving the
demand expressed in revenue passenger miles (RPM) per day. Total fleet size
was determined by annual RPM divided by aircraft capability per year. In
some cases, the minimum frequency restraint resulted in payload factors of
less than the desired level of 50 percent. Also, the operating cost exceeded
the passenqer revenue, and losses were generated by the selected aircraft on
some routes.
Results of fleet selection are shown in Table 12-11. Although six
aircraft were available to be selected, only three were chosen. The 30, SO
and 70 seat aircraft were selected in the simulation. Results for each
are presented in Tables 12-12, 12-13 and 12-14. Note that only two of the
30 seat aircraft were appropriate in the first half of the period. In mid-
period (1986), a SO seat aircraft replaced the 30 passenqer version. It lost
money even with only two aircraft serving the few routes on which tt was the
least-cost solution. The 70 passenger aircraft, however, was indicated on
the bulk of the routes as a profitable aircraft. It satisfied all of the
available market in terms of RPM data from 1980 throuah 1990 on those routes
within the range capability of the aircraft.
The 1972 service level was a minimum of 207,000 trips per year. The
mixed fleet from 1980 to 1990 cM_nerated 262,000 trips in 1980 and 410,000
trips in 1990. In general, this was indicative of good service provided on
all routes in tl)enetwork.
The Profitability Index is the percent ratio of operating income to
the cost of the fleet of aircraft (unit price x number of aircraft). The
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TABLE 12-12
SELECTED DATA 1980 - 1990
FRONTIER AIRLINES COMPETITIVE SIMULATION
30 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
YEAR
RPM ANNUAL ANNUAL RETURN ON
ACTUAL TRIPS FLEET FUEL FLEET INVEST.
(BILLION) (MILLION).. SIZE (MILLION) %
1980 .016 .015 2 .005
1 .017 .015 2 .005
2 .018 .015 2 .005
3 .019 .015 2 .005
4 .020 .015 2 .006
1985 .021 .016 2 .006
6 .009 .007 1 .003
7 .001 .001 1 .001
9
1990
- 14.18
- 12.56
- I0.86
- 9.53
- B.84
- 8.84
- 8.55
4.48
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TABLE 12-13
SELECTED DATA 1980 - 1994
FRONTIER AIRLINES COMPETITIVE SIMULATION
50 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
YEAR
1980
1
2
3
4
1985
6
7
8
9
1990
RPM
ACTUAL
(BILLION)..
ANNUAL ANNUAL I_ETURr_Or_
TRIPS FLEET FUEL FLEET INVEST.
(MILLION) SIZE (MILLION) %
.013 .008 I .004 - 7.33
.022 .014 2 .007 0.24
.024 .015 2 .007 4.34
.025 .015 2 .007 2._5
.n26 .015 2 .007 1.2g
TABLE 12-14
SELECTED DATA 1980 - 1990
FRONTIER AIRLINES COMPETITIVE SIMULATION
70 PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
YEAR
RPM ANNUAL
ACTUAL TRIPS FLEET
(BILLION.)_ (MILLION) SIZE
ANNUAL
FUEL
(MILLION)
RETURN ON
FLEET INVEST.
%
1980 1.560 .247 48 .242 11.25
I 1.638 .259 51 .254 11.25
2 1.720 .272 53 .267 11.25
3 1.806 .286 56 .280 11.25
4 1.896 .300 58 .294 11.25
1985 1.991 .315 61 .309 11.25
6 2.090 .331 64 .324 11.25
7 2.195 .347 68 .341 11.25
8 2.305 .365 71 .358 11.25
9 2.347 .379 74 .372 11.25
1990 2.493 .395 77 .387 11.25
q w
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fleet size is computed with a 50 percent aircraft system load factor. Number
of trips per day on each route varied from an average of 2.1 in 1980 to a
system average of 3.3 in 1990. The spread of trips per day per airport-pair
route (one-way) was one per day to an average of nine per day on the most
heavily traveled route. Since the total of 339 airport-pairs is bi-directiona!,
round trips per link are the same. These data are considered to be representa-
tive of the limits for the medium density market.
12.4 Turbofan versus Turboprop
A turboprop version of the 50 seat aircraft was desinned with a
wing aspect ratio of I0_5. This aircraft was evaluated in the oneratior_aI
simulation model to compare it with the 50 seat turbofan configuration.
Pertinent data for each aircraft are listed in Table 12-15.
Each of these aircraft was designed for 4,500 foot (1,372 _) field
and 2 x 250 nautical mile (2 x 463 km) stage lengths for design range. The
price of each was computed at 400 units of production. Results of the
operational simulation for the year 198n are shown in Tatle 12-16.
General comparison of results shows the turboprop to be a superior
aircraft with respect to costs. This is dependent upon turboprop en_iir_e
costs being lower than turbofan. Some cnmments have beer, expresser i,v
airline representatives that turboprop costs on existinn enqines are _ _,nt'
than the levels used in this study. If this were true, ther_ a T'iC<er_.'_t
comparison would he in order.
Fro_ the operational view, airline consultants and O,_Servpr: 'f "
study have expressed a preference for all-jet operations. Turhr,r,,,_,'._,',
stated to be lackinn in deslrability in ter_s of ciJstoner appeal ar ,_ '.
Table 12-15
SIMULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
TURBOFAN AND TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
Turbofan Turboprop
Takeoff Weiqht (Ib) (kq)
Airframe )Jeight (Ib) (kg)
Takeoff Power/Engine
Total Cost/Unit (S Millions)
43,920
(19,922)
22,980
(10,424)
7,980 (lb T)
(35,500 n)
3.1
43,840
(19,8_6)
25,390
(11,517)
4,230 (eshD)
2.7
Engine Cost (2) (S Millions) 0.631 O.374
Trip Cost at Full Panqe ($) 692.10 671.71
bOC at Full Range (Cents/Seat N.Mi) 2.46 2.40
Block Time at Full Range (hr) 1.71 1.81
Cruise Mach NunW_er 0.6B5 0.64
Target Load Factor 0.50 0.50
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!Table 12-16
TURBOFAN VERSUS TURBOPROP
IN 1980 OPERATIONAL SIMULATION
Turbofan Turbopro£
Fleet Size (noncompetitive) 656 t_ ;6
Fleet Cost (S Million) 20b0.6 rJ3, . J
RPM (Billion)
(RPKm)
,_ietOperating Income (NOI) ($ Million)
14.7
(23.65)
31.8
14.7
(23.65)
64.7
Trips (Million) 3.414 3.414
Fuel Burned (Million Tons)
(Metric)
NOllFleet Cost
2.66
(2.41)
1.6
2.2_,
(2.07)
3.5
DOC ($ Million) 846.4 R13.4
IOC ($ Million) 1212.7 12_ '.I
* Revenue less D_)Cand IOC
22r
quality and in slower speed than the turbofan aircraft.
12.5 Segmented Market Simulation
The initial mission model was divided into four discrete segments
according to density of travel - passengers per day per route. These segments
were defined by the type or seat capacity of equipment scheduled in the 1972
network. The division was:
Low
Low and Medium
Medium and High
High
15 to 26 Seats
15 to 60 seats
40 to If2 seats
74 to I12 seats
Conceptual aircraft evaluated and the demand in each division of
the market are tabulated for 1980 in the following:
Minimum Trips RPM Demand (RPKm)
30 Passenger (Millions) (Billions)
Low .127 .130
Low and Medium 1.032 3.998
Medium and High 1.589 15.431
(.20q)
((,.43P)
(2_. P2_)
50 and 70 Passenger
Low and Medium 1.032
Medium and High 1.589
High .684
3.99R (6.43_)
15.431 (24._2_)
11.563 f I°.604)
The aircraft slmulatlon in each of these market segments oenerated
results which are presented in a series of charts which follow. Figure 12-11
shows the relative scale of the demand in each of the market segments. The
very low demand level in the low density segment is especially evident. The
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bulk of demand exists on those routes served by the 40 to 60 seat aircraft
in 1972.
Figure 12-12 presents a comparison of the minimum trips required,
according to the assumption of service frequencies not less than in 1972,
and the trips generated in 1980 by each of the three conceptual aircraft.
Another evidence of the distribution of traffic in this segmented
market is shown in Figure 12-13, "Distribution of Airport Pairs - t_rket
Segments". Note again the small portion of the market classified as low
density traffic.
Fleet sizes generated for each segment of the market are listed in
Table 12-17. Each of the_e numbers is the resultant of one size of aircraft
meeting all of the demand. In the low density segment, only IE aircraft cf
30 passenger capacity are required.
The suitability of each of these aircraft is measured by relative
profitability of fleet operations. This is illustrated in Figure 12-14. The
relatively high operational cost of the 30 passenger aircraft is graphically
illustrated by the negative profitability. These data are absolute and not
normalized or compared to a 50 passenger base, as in previous analyses of
conceptual aircraft. Thus, the negative relative profitability of about
13 percent on the low end of the density spectrum is based on cost and revenue
estimates pertinent to the aircraft and fare structure used.
A slightly more detailed view of the segmented market is presenteG
in Table 12-I_. Each of the market segment combinations is shown as well as
the medium which has not been isolated in prior tables or figures. Average
trips per day per route reflect service levels which are within the mediu_
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wdensity definition. In the low and medium density segments, the 50 and 70
seat aircraft results were extrapolated beyond the original simulation. The
results illustrate the ground rule of assuming service frequencies at least
equal to the 1972 base. They also illustrate the economic penalties associated
with use of larger aircraft on low demnd routes. If aircraft were to be
assigned tn this market to provide both service and best profit overall, the
30 seat vehicle would be assigned to the low and the 70 seat aircraft to
the medium and high density segments.
Some specific data were assembled from the low-density segment
analysis with the 30 passenger aircraft. Simulation characteristics were
as fol lows :
- 30 passenger aircraft at a price of $2,409,000.
- 114 ai_ort-pair routes.
- 130 mi11Ion RPM demand In 1980.
- 127,400 aircraft trips requlred as a mlnlmum.
- Class l (CAB) fare of $12.56 plus $ .0706 x passenger miles
flown.
- Overall system load factor of 50 percent.
Simulation results were as follows:
- Fleet size was 16.
- All of the 130 mtllton RPM were achieved.
- 1980 aircraft trips were 131.000.
- Each aircraft averaged 2,600 hours per year utilization.
- A systen' load factor of .432 or 13.2 percent was achieved.
- The aircraft fleet burned alx_t 44,,')00 tons of Jet fuel.
- The average stage length of 77 statute tulles was flown at a
block speed of 244 nl)h.
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These data were supplementary to the negative profitability shown in
e
Figure 12-14 and Table 12-18.
12.6 Summary o, Fleet Operational Characteristics
A series of conceptual aircraft were evaluated with the initial
airline network and mission model parametric excursions. With the exception
of one special simulation on a specific airline network, all of the operation-
al simulation exercises were conducted with the full initial network ann
mission model. The qeneral characteristics of the conceptual aircraft have
been derived in detail for the 30, 50 and 70 seat configurations. A range
of about 563 miles or 2 x 250 nautical miles stage length capability
(1043 kilon_ters) was the basic design range for these aircraft. Fleet
statistics for three aircraft with this design range are reproduced in lable
12-lg, "Summary of Conceptual Aircraft Characteristics", and Table 12-20,
"Conceptual Fleet Characteristics- 1980".
There are some interesting data to be extracteo from this table, for
exan_)le, annual trips generated by a fleet of 30 seat aircraft woulcI be _ore
than three times as ]arrie in 1980 as in 197P.. l_rom the passenoer poir_t of
view, this represents much better service. However, for the airline/airDort
operators, this kind of traffic increase would create many enroute ar,)
terminal air traffic control problems. The 50 seat aircraft woule. _,_,._le
in frequency of service an_. th,e 7C seat aircraft would increase by a_our.
one-half. In terms of fuel efficiency, the lar_er aircraft hag a deci_J_:
advantage. It also generated the best profitability. Judgment cr fl(_'t
size is not possible except in a relative sense, s_nce this analysis w_s
ccJnducted only to evaluate characteristics of several conceFtu_l cnr,fi,tjra-
tions. Such judq_nt i_ reserved for an analysis base_ or (Grc_tit_,_r ,,,i:_
existing and near-term candidate aircraft.
.l Table 12-19
SUMMARYOF CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
(4500 Ft. Fteld/2 x 250 N.Ni. Stages)
Aircraft Seatin 9 capacity
30 50 70
D
Single St&ge Range (N.Mt)
Cruise _ch Number
32,080 43,920 56,730
(14,550) (19,920) (25,730)
566 563 _62
(I048) (1043) (1041)
0.650 _.685 0.7On
Number of Engines 2 2 2
Takeoff Thrust (lb/eng)
(Newtons)
Block Time at Design Panqe (he)
5,830 7,980 10,31q
(25,930) (35,500) (45,R60)
1.8 1.7 1.7
Q
Unit Price ($)1111ion) 2,409 3,125 3,847
Direct Operating Costs:
Doi IarslF1 lqht
Dol larslN.Ml.
Ool fats/Seat N.Mi.
628.83 602.10 77n.g3
1.11 1.23 1.37
n.037 0.n25 o.o2h
* Prellminary cost estimates used for initial operational simulation
tn 1974 dollars.
4_
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rTable 12-20
CONCEPTUAL FLEET CHARACTERISTICS
(4500 Ft. F.L./2 x 250 _i.Pi. Range)
Fleet Characteristics
1980
Fleet Size
Annual Trips (Millions)
Ratio to 1972 Schedule
Revenue Passenger Miles Flown
(Billions)
Revenue ($ Millions)
Fleet Operating Costs: (S _illions)
Direct
Indirect
Net Operating Income ($ _qllions)
Fleet Investment Cost ($ Millions)
Return on Fleet Investment (%)
Annual Fuel ConsuPntion
(Million Tons)
Fleet Size Prcjected to 19_'j
Aircraft Seats
30
1,1n9
5.600
3.26
_n
656
3.414
1 .qq
14.658
Z,n87
2,446
I,236
I,ZIO
- 359
2,672
-13.5
14._7
L ,ib)
1313
31
2,;)S_
1.6
475
2.5,'
1.4,
14 ,("-_l
I ,-' ".;
I,.I_
i .......
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r13.0 DERIVATIO_I OF AIRCRAFT ECOI_OMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The operational viability of any aircraft is strongly influenced by
economic characteristics such as the acquisition cost (price) to the airline
and the operating costs in airline service. All aircraft costs in this study
have been estimated with techniques developed by the Douglas Aircraft Company.
These techniques are mathematical and programmed for computer operations.
The initial costing for the first conceptual aircraft has been described in
Section 3.1. These cost estimates were used in all of the initial operational
simulation and parametric variations for the conceptual aircraft. For all
subsequent economic evaluations and simulation on the basepoint aircraft the
CAPDEC program was used. The direct operating costs (DOC) computations were
accomplished with a Douglas developed routine and used throughout all phases
of the study.
Indirect operating costs (IOC) are not dependent upon aircraft
characteristics. These costs were estimated as a fraction of passenger
revenue. The appropriate number was suggested b), North Central Airlines at
58 percent of revenue. This number was supported with statistics from the
airline. A sensltlvity study is reported in Section 16.3.6.
13.1 Airline Direct Operating Cost Estimates
The basic format for computing direct operating costs for the candi-
date aircraft is patterned after a method oriqinally developed by the Air
Transport Association. The formulae were derived emipirically and uodated
periodlcally to reflect a growing body of data as more aircraft were ir,tro-
duced into the com_erclal fleet. The latest version reflects a I167 level
of aircraft technolcgy and inflated dollar levels. Sirce !967, various
+ ................. +"........................ T - - I ......... "+ ....... T.............. +' ...............
I
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aircraft manufacturers have amassed detailed information on their own, as
well as con_)etitive aircraft. Each airline reports certain cost cateqories
and expenses to the Civil Aeronautics Board. These are collected an_ pu_,lished
as CAB Form 41 reports. Pertinent of these are Schedule P-5.l, Aircraft
Operating Expenses - Group I Carriers and Schedule P-5.?, Aircraft Operatinq
Expenses - Group II, and Group Ill Air Carriers. Since January 1973 the
Trunk and Regional Carriers are Group Ill. Data from these sche_.ules are
collected and published annually in the CAB "Rea Book, Aircraft Operatin,_
Cost and Perforn_nce Report". The July 1973 e_,ition contains data or_ turbine-
powered aircraft for the years ending December 31, 1071 and l(i7? (Referer,ce
is).
While the "Red Book" is a good source of general data, the CAF_
cautions the reader against drawinq conclusions of comparative aircraft
perforn_nce. The figures are averane, general, and do not include all of tr;e
variations in operating conditions among the reporting carrier,_.
In utilization of various data on commercia+ aircraft op_ratir_ns,
DOC con_)uted by the 1967 ATA _ethod will not agree v,i" data in the '_e_J
Book". Various reasons prevail. Anw_nq these are labor and material _,st
inflation factors which are nnt unif_r_ an_qnq carriers. %_we v,_r_,_tlcn'._
reporting procedures are allowed by the CA[:which in¢l_,ence agF)re,lat+
seatistics. OperatincI conditions vary a_pq carriers as well as fi,_,_rc_al
mdnagement practices. These differences also influence tn_ lew_l ¢_ [.,C
for specific type aircraft.
A section of Pane VII of the July CAF_
i11ustrate the various ooints a_ove.
Perl F:_r_ _% :iuCt_d t,
"The expense data presented in the report are limited solely to air-
craft operating expenses or what are frequently referred to as direct aircraft
operating costs (DOCs) and indirect operating costs (IOCs). Indirect
operating expenses because of their very nature are not reported to the CAB
by aircraft type and thus are not considered in this report."
"Users are cautioned against drawing conclusions without qualification
regarding the merits of a particular aircraft based on the unit costs data
presented in this report. Different carriers may use the same type of equip-
merit under quite different operating conditions. In other instances, the data
{)resented is based on limited fleet size and operating experience. Performance
and operating data such as average fleet size, average stage lennth, average
speed, daily utilization, average seatiflg configuration, etc., have been
included in the report as an aid in evaluating the unit cost data. Nevertheless,
all pertinent information regarding the operations of an aircraft could not be
included and thus users should exercise care before makinq comoarisons."
"In a few instances, certain of the cost elements making up total
aircraft operating expense appear as negative figures in the report. Generally
these negative figures result from out-of-peried adjustments. Also, in some
instances the component cost elements may not add exactly to the total due to
rounding ."
"On occasion, the aircraft cost and Derformance data for an eouipment
qroup and carrier group may show a _ronounced variation between each of toe
two years presented in the report. Senerally when such a pronounced variation
occurs, it IS due to the fact that the group total for each of the /ears incluaeS
a different mix of individual enuipment types and different r_ix cf individua}
carriers."
m,i
With this in mind, Douglas has kept operating data on its own product
lines. These data are provided from field operations by the air carriers
flying DC-8, Dc-g and DC-IO advanced jet aircraft. Specific data accounts
for maintenance are kept for 25 structural and operating elen_ents of aircraft
such as wing, landing gear, hydraulic system, etc.. Two other accounts cover
engine labor and material for maintenance. Data for these are provided by
engine manufacturers.
The Douglas 1974 DOC equations used in the Medium Density Study ar_
presented in a format generally the same as that of the ATA. The Douglas ano
ATA DOC differences exist primarily in the areas of soares ratios ar,_ in
airframe maintenance labor, materials, and engine manufacturers' data.
The Douglas Product Support Department has maintair_ed an extensive
record of airliine expemience on airframe and engine spares on bOth _ouqlas
and competitive aircraft. Thus, the treatment of sparcs in the _epreciation
account is different from the ATA.
In addition, wit_ many years of accumulated experience o_ L)ouqlas _C-E,
Dc-g, and (n_re recently) L)C-IO aircraft in airline use, maintenance labor
and materials factors are different from the nTr_. These fac'_ors nave :)_.en
found to be superior for evaluatlon of conceptual aircraft ir_Lo_qlas stuu_es.
L)OUGLAS D_JC FORMAT
Subsonic Jet Aircraft
Crew Costs in _ Fer Trip
TOGW
S/Trip : Ke (',.()b _ + 1()'_}T_
where
I
!
K = (l + Inflation Rate) (1974"1967)
e
TOOW = maximum takeoff weight at the design range (Ib}
TB : block time per trip (hr)
Inflation Factor = 6% per year
Insurance in $ per Trip
Ir CT
S/Trip - U x TB
where
Ir -- insurance premium rate = l_
CT = total aircraft cost (1974 S)
= annual utilization
= 4600 (l - e to exponent (-.69387 - .40683 TB))
bepreciation in $ per Trip
whe re
CT (l-R + O.l)
S/Trip = x TB
U x Aircraft Life
R z
= 15_,
Aircraft Life
Spares : O.l
residual value at end of aircraft life
15 years
(data from the Douglas Product Support Department
in_!icates airfra_ and engine spares at 10% of
the aircraft cost.)
Fuel and Oil in $ per Irip
C
F
)/Trlp : WF_
P,l3
iwhere
WFB =
CF =
fuel burned (oil is insignificant and omitted)
$.22 per gallon
Maintenance Airframe in $ per Trip
WA
Labor S/Trip = 0.18 TO-O-O-x
and
where
Materials S/Trip = 1.75
WA
LR
CA
TF
TM
LR (TF + 0.21)
= airframe weight
-- $6,40 per hour
= airframe cost
= .10 + .25 (l.O - e
CA
1,000,000 (TF + 2.75)
(-.000002 x TOGW))
Maintenance Turbofan Engines in $ per Trip
The equations used herein are provided by the engine companies and
r_flect their operating guarantees to aircraft manufacturers and operators.
The equations include flight operations, cyclic, direct and burden on labor.
The equations are
Labor S/Trip •
Materials S/Trip
1.68 NE LR [(1 + 0.0167
CE
: 23.6 I_E
T
i_) TF + 0.5]
(TF + 0.33)
where
NE
T
CE -
number of engines
engine thrust in pounds
cost of each engine
2¢.:
PThis routine has been incorporated into a nw)dule within the operations
simulation program. It was used to estimate the DOC's for all conceptual,
baseline and basepoint aircraft in this study. A tabulation of typical DOC
data is included in Appendix B, Section E.4.
13.2 Indirect Operating Cost Estimates
An industry working group has suggested a method for co_)uting the
IOC for large jet aircraft, such as the DC-8, DC-IO, B-737 and others. Table
13-1 is a worksheet developed by the Douglas Aircraft Company to facilitate
this computation. The basic material and method was taken from a report
(Reference 16) by Robert Stoessel, Logistic Disto-Data, Inc., for the
Lockheed-Georgia Company. The total cost per trip for IOC has been modified
from the worksheet form to reflect both the distance flown in nautical miles
and the trip time in block hours. This method of computation has been
incorporated into the Douglas operational simulation program in a slightly
modified algebraic form to yield cost per trip.
The algebraic formulation of this method is
TOGW
1.44 x T_-I_-O-+227 __47 1.3
IOC Cost/Trip = (Range x Seats x L'F + (7__ + _ + .0o51)
The costs are comq_uted as dollars per passenger nautical mile. The
sy_W_ols are:
TOGW
R
VB
LF
= takeoff weioht in pounds
• range in nautical miles
• block speed in knots
- load factur
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A second approach used in this study was an empirical method of
estimating IOC for an aircraft. With the aircraft operated in a market of
characteristics for which historical data exists, the assumption was made
that actual IOC experienced by an airline are functionally related to the
passenger revenue generated on a type of aircraft. A ratio of IOC to revenue
is used to express this by many airlines. The simulation model will accept
a ratio value, in which case, the worksheet computation is bypassed in the
simulation.
mR
C
Indirect operating costs for the North Central system were 58 percent
of passenger revenue over the 12 month period ending March 31, 1975. The CAB
Form 41 data for this period was interrogated to compare the airline's actual
figure with the reported data. The CAB IOC accounts for North Central over
this period are shown in the following tabulation:
NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES
IOC Accounts
Passenger Servl ce
Aircraft and Traffic Servicing
Promotion and Sales
General and Administrative
Depreci ati on
Maintenance
Total IOC
Passenger Revenue (000)
(excludes subsidy and charter revenue)
IOC/Passenger Revenue
Year Ending 3-31-74
(000)
$ 8,528
33,212
12,423
8,541
l, 790
81425
$ 61,60g
S 106,584
58%
f
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The use of IOC as a function of passenger revenue to estimate indirect
operating costs has been substantiated by Air California. It is a realistic
approach used by the airlines in estimating IOC and evaluating year-end results.
Air California's lOC/passenger revenue was 45.5 percent for the first
six months in 1974. The variation between 45 and 58 percent illustrates the
difference in service provided by North Central Airlines versus the commuter-
like service provided by Air California.
A comparison has been made between the 0.58 ratio of IOC to Passenger
Revenue and a formula suggested for ATAYlndustry use. For a fleet of 16 air-
craft of 30 seat capacity, the following data are pertinent for a 1980 operation.
Aircraft Price
Airport Pairs
Demand RPM
Fare Structure
Average Load Factor
Aircraft Utilization
(hours per year)
Average Stage Length
(statute miles, kilometers)
Average Block Speed
(MPH, KPH)
$2,409,000
114
130,000,000
$12.56
+ $0.0706 x Passenger Miles Flown
0.432
2,600
77
(124)
244
(392)
The data abcve were taken from the analysis of low density routes
reported in Section 12.5 Segmented Market Simulation. The effect of the
formula approach to IOC is shown in the following tabulation:
242
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Fleet Investment
Passenger Revenue
DOC
IOC
Total Costs
Operating Loss
Ratio of Loss to
Fleet Investment
Fleet Economic Data
58% of ($) Suggested
Revenue Formula
37,963,000 same
30,455,000 same
17,889,000 same
17,644,000 30,455,000
35,533,000 48,344,000
5,048,000 17,889,000
- 13.43% - 47.12%
The use of IOC as a function of revenue generated a much more acceptable
result than the suggested formula. Hence, the general simulation exercises in
this study have used the ratio approach. The proposed industry IOC formula
was developed primarily with major trunk carriers and large commercial aircraft
data. It was apparent in this medium density study that operating conditions
for regional carriers are different from those for trunk airlines.
13.3 Conceptual Aircraft Development and Production Cost Summaries
The general costing approach used in screening conceptual aircraft has
been introduced in Section 3.1. More specifically, the approach involved a
Deslgn/Cost/DOC routine contained in the operational simulation program. This
routine generated development and production prices for any breakeven quantity
selected. The routine incorporated the DOC routine discussed in Section 13.1.
These development and production costs were established with equations origin-
ally developed by the RAND Corporation in 1965. The equations have been modified
249
Iany current year. They also have been calibrated to reflect the general cost/
weight expression introduced in Section 3.1. Cost estimates with this approach
were used in all of the noncompetitive evaluations conducted in the initial
mission model. A summary of the pertinent data is included as Table 13-2.
Engine prices for all turbofan engines were estimated as footnoted.
The turboprop engine price was based on an industry average computed at the
thrust rating used.
13.4 Basepoint Design Aircraft Cost Estimates
For this phase of the study, a ConTnercial Aircraft and Development
Cost (CAPDEC) estimating technique was used. This technique was derived from
the same RAND Source as the cost estimating program used in the conceptual
studies. There are some differences in the input format. Results, however,
are in very close agreement for both methods.
CAPDEC was developed from the 1970 RAND cost equations and modified to
reflect actual DGu9las costs and experience in the pricing of commercial
aircraft. The basic airplane inputs to the model are cost weight, engine and
avionics costs, and production rate. The most significant input is the air-
plane cost weight defined in CAPDEC as manufacturer's weight empty minus bare
engine and avionics weight. The engine and avionics costs were input to tI_e
program for this study.
The aircraft price calculated by the model was based upon total
program costs includi') profit at a particular production quantity (pricina
unit). Profit was handled as a cost element affecting the total cost of an
aircraft program. A three percent interest rate was input to compute the cost
of negative cash flows, inventory cnsts, and the value of airline prepayments.
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The cost_ during an indicated year are in constant dollars for the entire
year.
CAPDEC is calibrated for a typical new passenger aircraft involving
no major advances in technology. The learning curves in CAPDEC, unlike the
RAND method, have been broken into several segments at different production
quantities reflecting more closely Douglas learning experience on the DC-9
airplane program.
COST EQUATIONS
The cost equations in the model are grouped into development and
production costs reflecting current experience and costing methods for Douglas
commercial airplane programs. Each equation is expressed in dollars.
The cost calibration year in CAPDEC is mid-1973. The equations include
an escalation rate, which, for the medium density study, escalated hourly costs
at 6 percent and material costs at 5 percent per year to mid-1974. For this
study all costs were constant at that level.
DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Development costs were computed by log linear equations and distri-
buted over time by a sine exponent equation. These costs relate to the first
aircraft only, and include:
initial engineering,
initial tooling,
development support,
flight and lab tests, and
any extraordinary costs.
(.Lit.
4b
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Initial engineering and tooling costs are dependent upon the cost
weight and speed of the aircraft. Initial tooling cost is also a function
of the production rate. Both costs are based upon historical Douglas experi-
ence and have been calibrated to reflect actual Douglas costs.
Initial Engineerin 9
$EI = CE
where
CD =
W =
WEE =
TE =
EL =
EV =
(WWEE x TE x EL x EV)
787.9 (engineering calibration constant)
cost weight
.785 (weight exponent)
.605 complexity factor (1972 RAND speed factor)
23.33 (hourly labor rate including overhead)
escalation rate = 6% per year; (1.06)
Initial Tooling
$ TI = CT (WWET x TT x TL x RT"
where
CT =
W =
WET =
TT =
TL =
RT =
EV --
4
x EV)
74.11 (tooling calibration constant)
cost weight
.95 (weight exponent)
.745 com)lexity factor (1972 RAND speed factor)
19.88 (hourly labor rate including overhead)
tooling rate - 6% per month
escalation rate • 6_ per year; (I.06)
CAPDEC development support costs include manufacturing support and
product support (designed maintainability into the aircraft), Materials are
25_
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procured on a fixed price basis and are included with the materials cost
equati on.
Development Support
where
$ DS
DL =
TS =
F! =
FTB =
EL =
TE =
= DL x TS (El + FTB)I(EL x TE)
lO.O0 (S/engineering hour)
.536 complexity factor (1972 RAND speed factor)
initial engineering cost
lab test cost
23.33 (engineering hourly labor rate)
.605 engineering complexity factor
Flight and lab test costs are directly related to initial engineering
and are based upon Douglas commercial experience.
Flight Test
where
$ FTC =
FC =
TF =
FL --
EV =
El =
TE --
FC x TF (1.903 FL x EV x 106 + .058 EI/TE)
1.0 (flight test calibration constant)
.636 complexity factor (1972 RAND speed factor)
19.23 (hourly labor rate including overhead)
escalation rate = 6% per year; (I.06)
initial engineering cost
.605 engineering complexity factor
Lab Test
$ FTB
where El
= .23 El
• initial enqineering cost
?S_
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TOTAL DEVELOPKENT COSTS
where
$ TDC
DJL
- El + TI + DS + FTC + FTB + DJL
= extraordinary costs
Facilities and training programs necessary for the specific develop-
ment program are examples of extraordinary development costs. In this can-
didate aircraft program, there should be no extraordinary development costs
and DJL = O.
PRODUCTION COSTS
Production costs are a function of the cost of Unit I and the learning
curve appropriate for the additional units produced. Engineering and tooling
costs are exceptions to this relationship as these costs for Unit I are
considered development costs rather than production costs.
Production costs for a commercial aircraft program include:
sustai ned engi neeri ng,
sustained tooling,
manufacturing labor, and
materials
Sustained engineering cost is based upon the initial engineering cost
of Unit 1 with a 52.4 percent cumulative average learning curve applied. RAND
applies t _ learning curve to the total initial engineering cost. Douglas
experience dicates a different approach, and therefore, in CAPDEC the
learning curve is applied only to 32 percent of the initial enqineerinq costs,
as indicated in the following expressions.
255
JUnit Sustai ned_Engi neeri ng
where
$ ES = SEC x SG x El
SEC =
SG =
El =
AI --
SGE =
(AISGE . (AI.l)SGE)
1.0 (sustained engineering constant)
.32 (initial engineering adjustment factor)
initial engineering cost
quantity produced = 400 aircraft
cum average learning slope (G2.4%)
The cost of sustained tooling is based upon the initial tooling cost
of Unit l with a 53.7 percent cumulative average learning curve.
Unit Sustained Tooling
where
$ TS = STC x SH x TI (AISTE - (Al-I SFE)
STC =
SH =
TI =
AI =
STE =
l.O (sustained tooling constant)
l.O (initial tooling adjustment factor)
initial tooling cost
quantity produced = 400 aircraft
cum average learning slope (53.7%)
Labor and material costs are determined by calculating Unit l costs
and then applying a learning c_ve to the Unit I costs. Both learning curve
slopes are a function of the number of units produced. Material costs include
any non-recurring costs that were not considered in the Development Support
Costs. Both costs include the cost of the first unit (aircraft) produced and
'are calibrated to reflect actual Douglas costs.
25G
)Unit Manufacturin ) Labor Cost
$ UL
where
AI
AV
PAL
AY
= AIAV x PAL./AY
• quantity produced • 400 units
= learning curve slope (80% through Unit 250, 90%
through Unit 500, and I00% thereafter)
= Unit l manufacturing labor cost
= adjustment factor (necessary when the slope of the
learning curve is changed)
Unit l Manufacturin 9 Labor Cost
$ PAL
whe re
CK =
W =
WEL =
AL =
QL =
EC =
EV =
TMP =
= CK x WWEL x AL x QL x EC x EV x TMP
64.00 (manufacturing labor calibration constant)
cost weight
.83 (weight exponent)
16.89 (hourly labor rate including overhead)
1.14 (quality control factors)
l.ll (engineering change factor)
escalation rate = 6% per year; (I.06)
.836 complexity factor (1972 RAND speed factor)
Unit Material Cost
4 ",
where
$UM
AI
= AIAT x PAH
= quantity produced - 400 units
257
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AT =
PAM =
learning curve slope (89% through Unit 500, 100% thereafte,')
Unit l material cost
Unit i Material Cost
$ PAM
where
CN =
W =
WEM =
TA =
FV =
= CN x WWEM x TA x FV
240.0 (material calibration constant)
cost weight
.83 (weight exponent)
.814 complexity factor (1972 RAND speed factor)
escalation rate = 5% per year; (I.05)
TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS
where
$ TPC = ES + TS + UL + UM + EAC
EAC = engine, avionics cost (thruput costs)
OUTPUT OF CAPDEC
CAPDFC determines the cash flow to the manufacturer for an aircraft
program over time. Costs, revenue and cash flow are presented as they are
incurred on a quarterly basis. After costs are distributed over time, a price
is dc'.ermined, and the resulting revenues are also distributed over the life
of the aircraft program. The cash flow generated includes interest costs.
AIRCRAFT PRICE
$ PR = (1 + P) x
where
(RDA + TPC + IC)
AI
25_
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RDA
TPC =
IC -
AI =
percent profit expressed as a decimal
development costs
airframe production costs
interest costs
quantity produced (pricing unit) i 400 units
13.4.1 Application of CAPDEC to the Nominal and Advanced flap aircraft
The first application of CAPDEC was to estimate the differences in
cost of two conceptual aircraft. These were the baseline 50 passenger aircraft
which had the nominal (hinged) flap and a 50 passenger aircraft designed with
an advanced high-lift (tracked) flap. Each aircraft was designed for 2 x 250
nautical mile stages. Pricing assumptions were
1974 dollars
Interest rate - 8% per year
Profit - 10%
Engine Prices: Nominal flap aircraft - $315,O00/engine
Advanced flap aircraft - $320,O00/engine
Avionics cost - $125,O00
The development and production costs for each aircraft are broken down
in Table 13-3. The 50 passenger nominal flap aircraft was priced at $3.11
million while the 50 passenger advanced flap aircraft was priced at $3.16
million. The advanced flap aircraft price includes the additional complexity
of the flap.
13.4.2 Basepoint Aircraft Costs
The following values were used with CAPDEC to estimate the cost of the
850 nautical mile, 50 seat final design basepoint aircraft:
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Production Uuanti ty
Interest Rate
Profit
Engine Price
Avi oni cs Price
400 units
8% per year
I0%
$ .341 million
$ .125 million
The final design basepoint was priced at $3.18 million. Total
development costs were $109 million while total production costs were $648
million. The aircraft price is the sum of the following cost components.
Development Costs
Initial Engineering
Initial Tooling
Development Support
Flight Test
Flight Lab
Total Development Costs
S30.34 million
31.95
13.83
26.52
6.07
$ 108.7 million
Productt on Costs
Sustained Engineering
Sustained Tooling
Manufacturl ng Labor
Materials
$56.0 million
28.0
420.0
144.0
Total Production Costs $ 648.0 million
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Engine Cost (@ 800 units)
Avionics Cost (@ 400 units)
Interest Expense
Total Aircraft Costs
Profit (@I0%)
TOTAL AIRCRAFT PRICE (@ 400 units)
PRICE PER AIRCRAFT
$ 272.8 million
50.0
78.0
$1157.5 million
116.0
$1273.5 million
$ 3.18 million
The final design basepoint aircraft is slightly higher in price than
the advanced flap aircraft discussed in the previous section. The essential
difference of these two configurations is the range capability of 850 versus
560 nautical miles (1574 vs 1037 km) and 2,000 pounds (610 kilograms) in
airframe weight. Appendix C, Section C.l contains a typical cost development
tabulation to illustrate the use of CAPDEC in generating the cost of the
final design aircraft.
13.5 Comparison of Basepoint and Current Aircraft Prices
A survey of published data on a wide range of aircraft is summarized
in Figure 13-I. The aircraft vary in size from the Cessna Citation to the
Boeing B-747. Prices vary from about $800,000 to $30,000,000, as shown on
the logarithmic curve. Note that three turboprop versions are shown at a
lower cost than comparable turbofan aircraft of the same weights. The Base-
point 50 passenger aircraft with "design-to-cost" bene¢its shows on the low
side of the cost trend curve. In contrast, the same aircraft estimated with
contemporary factors is some $800,000 more expensive.
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The basepoint cost estimates are at 400 production units, thus the
curve shows a relative position on the trend at that number. The dotted band
indicates a spread in the possible cost variations.
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14.0 AIRCRAFT COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
The effects of various program assumptions and aircraft design
excursions were investigated in terms of the effect on aircraft production
and operating costs. All of these effects were applied to the final design
basepoint aircraft. This was the 50 passenger, 850 nautical mile (1,574 km)
range, 4,500 foot (1,372 m) field length aircraft powered by the bypass ratio
6:1 turbofan engine.
.i
14.1 Production Cost
The unit costs of the 50 passenger aircraft vary with the assumption
of the breakeven unit used for Dricing. All aircraft unit costs included
in prior sections have been based on a pricing quantity of 400. The effect
on price for lower quantities is tabulated as follows:
Pricing Unit Price Per Unit
100 $5,290,000
200 $3,990,000
300 $3,480,000
400 $3,1_0,000
14.2 Design-to-Cost Tradeoffs
A very extensive list of manufacturing simplifications was sugqested
In the design study of the basepoint aircraft (50 seats, 850 nautical mile
range). Of these, a few major features were believed significant in reducina
the production costs of the aircraft. Primary areas suaqested for cost
reduction were wing, empennage, fuselage and interiors. A cost summary is
included as Table 14-I, "Design-to-Cost" Savings Summary. Note that the
wing cost Is increased by addition of a tracked flap comq_ared to a hinge_
_5
TABLE 14-I
DESIGN-TO-COST SAVINGS SUr,_tARY
ESTI,"_ATFDCOST EFFECTS
PER AIRCRAFT
WING:
ADVANCED FLAP SYSTEr_
REAR SPAR, CAPS, FILLETS
SUBTOTAL
- 79,000
- 54,000
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAt, STABILIZER - 21,00w!
FUSELAGE
SYSTEMS AND INTERIORS
- 25,Q00
3,000
o
TOTAL SAVIr_GS PER AIRCRAFT -_I03,000
flap. The net effect of this, however, was beneficial on the total aircraft.
The wing was smaller ar,dperformance better than an equivalent design with
a hinged flap as incorporated in the initial conceptual studies.
An estimate was made of the difference in the basepoint aircraft as
designed with an eqbivalent configuration designed to contemporary high-
performance jet aircraft. A comparison of aircraft reveals about a 15 percent
savings in airframe weight in favor of the basepoint simplified design. The
savings in avionics is due to less expensive equipment being specified. This
is the type of equipment used on corporate and business jet aircraft. It is
completely certified for service.
If the basepoint aircraft were designed to the same complexity level
as the B-737/DC-9 class of aircraft, the unit cost would be considerably
higher, as shown in Table 14-2. Note the total cost excess is estimated to
be $828,000 per aircraft, or about 27 percent above the basepoint aircraft.
The difference in airframe costs is attributable to the 15 percent weight
savings mentioned above.
14.3 Operating Costs Sensitivity
A number of sensitivity analyses were made to determine where changes
in factors might affect the cost of operations of the basepoint aircraft.
To set a framework for understanding factors affecting direct operating
costs (DO()), a recap of relative parts of DOC is presented for three sizes
of basepoint aircraft. This is included as Table 14-3.
Wlm,
14.3.1 Changes in DOC Resulting from Increases in Research and Development
Costs
Research and development (R & D) costs may be spread over any numiber
P67
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ITEM
Airframe
TABLE14-2
COMPARISONFSIMPLIFIEDAND
CONTEMPORARYDESIGNCOSTEFFECTS
SIMPLIFIED
(BASEPOINT)
2.373
CONTEMPORARY
2.823
Engines .682
.682
Avi oni cs .125
.400
Design-to-Cost
Savings -.I03
Total 3.077 3.905
In 1974 $ Millions at 400 Production Units
for Pricing.
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of production units. A curve is presented in Figure 14-I which showsthe
portion of R & D in the unit price of the basepoint 5_ passenger,(_50 n.mi/
1574 km), aircraft. At a price of $3.077 million, the fraction of R _ D
is about nine percent (9%).
l he effect of higher development costs for 400 units was evaluated
for both price of the aircraft and its DOC at the 850 nautical mile design
range. Results are summarized in Table 14-4.
Some of these data are plotted in Fieure 14-2. Both DOC and increased
aircraft price are shown as functions of the percent increase in development
(non-recurring) program costs. Note that a three-fold increase in non-
recurring costs represents a price increase from $3,077,000 to $3,645,00h or
18.5 percent above the basic cost at 400 units production.
Operatinn costs as a function of trip distance are shown in Figure
14-3. The DOC and trip cost curves for the basepoint aircraft are the
lowest of the curves. The upper set of curves represer,ts costs for the
aircraft with the price resulting from a 200 percent increase in d_velol)me_t
costs.
14.3.2 Effect of Increased Fuel Costs on DOC
The nominal fuel cost for the conceptual aircraft is 22¢ per ga]]on
or 3.284¢ per pound. Variations are evaluated at 4¢ per gallon increments
to 3R¢ per qal]on. The effect is n_asured in terrs of DOC and trip costs
as shown in Table 14-5.
The effect of higher fuel prices on DOC at the design range is snow,
in Figure 14-4. An increase of l_,cents/qallon (about 73 percent) in #_Jei
costs results in a 17.5 percent increase in the design ranne DOC.
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The variations in DOC above the nominal fuel cost are shown in
Figure 14-5. Two extremes are shown, with the lower curve resulting from
fuel costs at 22 cents per gallon. This reflects the base fuel costs
recommended for the medium density regional carriers. Only the highest DOC
figures corresponding to fuel at 38 cents per gallon are plotted in Figure 14-5.
14.3.3 Variation of DOC with Engine Price
An assumption of engine prices was made in Section 13.0 which was
based on characteristics of production engine programs. To determine the
effect on DOC of increased engine prices, engine prices were increased by 25
and 50 percent. Table 14-6 presents the engine price effects on aircraft unit
costs and DOC. The trip costs and DOC's at the design range are normalized at
1.00 for the nominal basepoint configurations. Both absolute and relative
effects are shown for increased engine prices. Note the effect on trip costs
and DOC's of about 2 percent on a 30 seat aircraft to a maximum of 5 percent
on a 60 seat aircraft.
14.4
range.
in the slmulation mission model.
at the pricing unit of 400.
Effect of Extended Range Capability on Fleet Economics
The basepoint aircraft was designed to a nominal 850 n.mi/1574 km
The effect of increasing the range to 1000 n.mi/1852 km was evaluated
The aircraft price was increased by $108,000
Examination of the mission model showed no routes in the rar_ge class
over 781 n.mi/1446 km. Thus, a 1,000 mile range capability was not needed.
No additional traffic existed. If the cost penalty of $108,000 per aircraft
were applied to the noncompetitive fleet sizes shown in Section I_.0, a ;'leer
of about 650 airc,'aft would cost about $70,800,000 more with the extendea
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range capability. Thus, with no additional passenger revenue and added fleet
costs, extended range capability is unprofitable within the market as defined
in this study.
14,5 Cost Impact of Engine Technology Changes
The effect of improved engine efficiency was evaluated on a known
aircraft and engine. For this purpose the DOC distribution on a DC-9-10,
75 passenger aircraft was used. It was assumed that improvements in engine
technology would reduce both engine maintenance and fuel consumption.
Table 14-7 presents reductions in DOC assuming 5, 10, and 15 percent reductions
in these two areas. Note that a 5 percent improvement in engine character-
istics results in a reduction in DOC of about 2.1 percent.
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15.0 AIRLINE OPERATING ECONOMICS
In this conceptual study, airline economics have been simplified.
Net operating income is passenger revenue less the total of DOC and IOC.
IOC was calculated as 58 percent of revenue. A profitability index has been
expressed as the ratio of net operatinn income to total fleet investment
cost. Fleet investment cost equals the price per aircraft multiplied by the
fleet size. The validity of this simplified approach to determine relative
return was tested using a computerized model of return on investment discussed
in the next section. Since many of the results in the study show negative
profitability, analysis of subsidy considerations also was conducted and is
reported in Section 16.0, Aircraft Operations and Economic Viability.
15.1 Nominal Return on Investment
A basic computerized return on investment method was used te
evaluate conceptual aircraft. This method was developed by Douglas as an
airline financial plannino and evaluation tool.
The program used in the analyses to evaluate the economic viability
of the aircraft is based upon the discounted cash flow technique. This
method considers the time-value of cash flows with the average annual
rate-of-return derived from a specific investment. The delivery date of the
aircraft represents "time-zero", which is the focal point in developing ROI.
Detailed aspects of the program are oresented in the following text.
REVENUE
Total revenue is the sum of passenger, cargo, and other revenue.
program uses average block speed, number of seats, utilization, arid load
The
2,R2
rfactor per aircraft to compute the revenue. Also included are the
number of aircraft an_ the value of the first year's average RPM yield.
appropriate annual growth rate can be applied to this yield for each
subsequent year if desired.
An
TOTAL CASH COSTS
The total cash costs were the sum of direct (excluding depreciation)
and indirect operating expenses. The first year's DOC and IOC per aircraft
mile and the number of aircraft were the initial starting data for the
analysis.
GROSS INCOME
Total Revenue
Less: Tota ! cash costsl depreciation_ and interest expense, equals
Gross Income
NET INCOME
Gross Income
Plus: Investment tax credit
Less: Income tax, equals
Net Income
Income tax is handled as a function of the tax rate and the taxable
income.
CASH FLOWS
I • Operating Cash Flow:
Net income
Plus: Total depreciation
Less: Principal _payment on debt, equals
Operatinq Cash Flow
2R3
.............T...............T.................T.........................
• i
I
Total Cash Flow:
Operating Cash Flow
Plus: Cash flow from sale of equipment, equals
Total Cash Flow
DEPRECIATION
Four methods were available to be applied individually to determine
the aircraft, spares or ground support equipment depreciation• The residual
percentages and depreciable years were determined for each type of equipment.
The four methods were:
(a) variable declining with switchover
(b) variable declining
(c) straight line
(d) sum of the years-digits
For methods (a) and (b), an accelerated rate was determined for
each of the types of equipment mentioned above•
Straight line depreciation was used for the medium density study.
This is expressed as
Annual Depreciation ($) =
Price-Residual
Life (Yrs)
AVERAGE ROI ON CASH INVESTMENT
The rate of return on investment in this method was calculated by
converging on a rate which, when applied in determination of the present
value of a series of annual cash flows, equated the total present value to the
amount invested• The program assumed cash flows to occur at year end, and
the present value for each flow was computed as:
2H4
!
i
.J Present Value (PV) Flow I
(I+ R)I
where I is the year of the flow. Hence the program iterated to find R such
that
Investment
Life (Yr_ Flow I
z
I = 1 _-" (1 + R) I
where life = the economic life of the investment.
The basic investment was the sum of the purchases of the aircraft
and/or spares and ground support equipment plus start-up costs and capitalized
interest less the amount financed. Capitalized interest w_s that amount of
interest which could have been earned by the airline had it not been required
to make progress payments on the purchased aircraft. This interest was
con_uted from the time of each payment and compounded monthly until the
equipment's delivery.
The average return on investment was determined for'the conceptual
aircraft at 30, 50 and 70 seat confiqurations. As expected, ROI for the 70
passenger airplane was the highest at almost lO percent by 1994. ROl's for
the 30 and 50 seat aircraft by 1994 were -13.1 percent and 1.95 percent,
respectively. The proposed 30 passenger airplane could not be operated
without subsidy in the simulated medium density market of the study.
The assumptions used in determining the average return on investment
for each _irplane are given in Table 15-1. The results of the ROI analyses
are presented graphically in Figure 15-1. The value of the return at any
calendar year as shown in Figure 15-1 represents the cumulative earnings (or
losses) of the aircraft plus its market value at that year all measured with
respect to the original value of the aircraft. Each of the 50 and 70 passenger
2R5
aircraft generated positive ROI values. The 30 passenger aircraft, however,
generated a cumulative loss_ as shown by the downward slope with time. A
typical ROI exercise is shown in Section C.2 of Appendix C.
TABLE 15-I
ROI ASSUMPTIONS
Number of Aircraft
Price ($M)
Delivery Date
Economic and Depreciable Life
Start-up Costs ($000)
Residual (%)
Income Tax Rate (%)
Annual Passenger Utilization (Hrs)
Block Speed (mph)
Passenger Load Factor (%)
SEATS/AIRCRAFT
30 50 70
l l l
2.4l 2.99 3.61
1980 1980 1980
15 15 15
22.5 37.5 52.5
15 15 15
48 48 48
2,860 2,845 2,835
308 3!9 319
50 50 50
Yield (¢/rpm)
DOC Excl. Depreciation ($/mi)
IOC ($/mi)
14.2 14.2 14.2
l.II 1.23 1.38
1.24 2.05 2 .L_,3
15.2 Basic Subsidy Analysis and Considerations
The federal airline subsidy practices are summarized as follows:
The Civil Aeronautics Board established the Class Rate VII as the fair and
©
reasonable subsidy rate for the local service carriers on and after July I,
1973. Thls formula provides for an equitable distribution of the subsidy
payments among the eight local service airlines under subsidy at that time.
The subsidy level provided for these carriers as of July l, 1973 was $69.5
million under the Class VII rate. Calculation of thls subsidy level determined
a breakeven need of $36.9 million, a return provision of $29.9 million, federal
income taxes of $8.2 milllon, excess profits offset of $5.3 million and ad hoc
adjustments totaling $.2 million.
The Class rate VII formula used by the CAB in computing subsidy need
is broken down into three parts:
e The basic formula which distributes the need of the
subsidy eligible services (before federal income taxes)
to the individual carrlers,
• an a11owance for federal income taxes for subsldy-eligible
services, and
e a provision to offset excess earnings from the Ineligible
services against the gross need of the e11glble services.
The formula also provides for a review and updating of the
e11glble services federal income tax a11owance and the Inellglble services
excess earnings offset on a recurrent six-month basis during the ltfe of the
rate. These slx-month reviews will allow for adjustments in the net subsidy
payable to fluctuate as changes In the federal tax and profit offset amounts
Occur.
In the event of a fuel crisis, the formula ts destqned to auto-
matlcaIly compensate for a reduction in predetermined services by reductng
the subsidy payable. The CAB believes that the re]attonshtp established
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between revenues, expenses and investment will not materially change during
periods of energy crtsts operations.
The substdy rate applicable Lo each carrier ts based upon the subsidy-
eltgtble services performed. Ineligible services are those operations
performed with certification or exemption authorities under which the CAB
has specifically excluded such operations from subsidy eligibility. This
includes all charter operations and scheduled all-cargo services.
The fomula identifies those servtces for which subsidy wtll be paid
and relates the subsidy rate for operations between pairs of points to the
traffic density. Subsidy eltgible services are limtted to a maximum daily
average of two round trips in scheduled revenue passenger servtce between
stations classified as: A-O, A-E, B-O, B-E, C-C, C-D, C-E, D-D, O-E, E-E.
A station ts classified upon the basis of tts annual enplaned passengers as
shown tn the following tabulation:
STATION CLASSIFICATION
Class Rate VII
Classification
A
B
C
D
E
Annual Enplaned
Passengers
1,600,632 or more
400,158 to 1,600,631
80,032 to 400,157
16,000 to 80,031
Less than 16,000
Hub
Classification
Large
Medtum
S_11
Nonhub
Nonhub
The mxtmum substdy payable to a carrier Itmtted to the gross
formula paymmts plus the mxtmum federel tax a11o_lnca for subsidy-eligible
289
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services. The maximum subsidy payable is in lieu of, and not in addition to,
the mail compensation received by the operators for mail transported over
their entire systems on and after July 1, 1973.
SUBSIDY NEED DISTRIBUTION
The distribution of subsidy to the local service industry and the
indivldual carriers is based upon the following formula as a function of
traffic density. In applying the formula, only stations with service on
five or more days per week are included. Stations in this category are
handled as stations with a daily average of one departure.
Ao Subsidy Need Recognized for Subsidy Eligible Services as of July 1, 1973:
• $40,000 annually X number of stations served with a daily
average of one departure.
• $60,000 annually X number of stations served with daily
average departures greater than one.
I $95.00 X number of departures flown.
• $I.89 X revenue plane miles (airport to airport mileage)
A = the sum of I, 2, 3 and 4.
Be Passenger Revenue Anticipated from Subsidy Eligible Services as of
July l, 1973:
• $5.70 X revenue passengers flown (standard passenger load X number
of departure_ per pair of stations).
• $ .06 X revenue passenger miles (standard passenger load X revenue
plane miles).
B - the sum of 5 and 6.
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A carrier's computed need from this formula is based on its relative
position in the industry. This position is determined from the number of
eligible services performed, its traffic density and its revenue/cost relation-
ship. The revenue and costs used in the formula reflect reported industry
averages keyed to service with an average aircraft with 44 seats.
Actual Subsidy Need
Therefore, the subsidy need computed on the operational factors
is reduced by the revenues related to passengers carried and passenger miles
flown. This net result is adjusted to compensate for variations between
the formula rate based on industry averages and actual individual carrier
needs as substantiated by financial and traffic data provided to the CAB.
Reported actual carrier results are presented to the CAB for
scheduled subsidy eligible and ineligible services as well as nonscheduled
operations. All data is also submitted by city pair and aircraft type
allocated to each type of service.
The actual subsidy need determined by applying the Class VII rate
against reported actuals is further adjusted by federal income tax allowances,
excess profits offset, ad hoc provisions, and maximum subsidy payable
limitations.
FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROVISION
An individual carrier's subsidy need will be increased where applicable
by an allowance for taxes. Federal income taxes will be paid to carriers
determined to be in a tax position in subsidy eligible services. Carriers
actually incurring a Federal income tax liability for eligible operations
exclusive of allowable investment tax credits will be in a tax position.
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The determination of the taxes allowable is based upon an evaluation
of the carrler's filed actual federal income tax return, and/or on the basis
of a pro forma tax return filed with the Board demonstrating the exhaustion
of available tax carry-forward credits. The Board will accept tax credits
as they appear on the carriers' tax returns. It will not provide in subsidy
rates for the payments of direct taxes to:
• revenues not related or considered to be generated by air
carrier activities (not considered "other revenue"),
• income from non-transport ventures and subsidy ineligible
certificated services not otherwise considered in the
determination of the carrier's subsidy needs, nor
• cap(tal gains on the disposition of flight equipment.
EXCESS PROFITS OFFSET
The subsidy payable to the carrier was reduced by the amount of
excess profits from the carrier's services ineligible for subsidy. Commencing
on and after January l, 1974, the amount of reduction was based on the
governments' share of profits in excess of 12.35 percent after federal taxes.
The recognized return before offset is based on 12.35 percent times
the carrier's recognized investment. The recognized system investment is
determined from the weighted average of the five quarterly system balarce
sheets reported for the period under review. The average system investment
Is a11ocated to subsidy ineligible services by the proportion of revenue
hours flown in ineligible services by aircraft type. RecogniTed profit is
based upon the reported operating profit in ineligible services fnr the
review period.
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Subsidy payments including federal tax allowances are reduced by
the government's share In excess profits. The government share is 50 percent
of the recognized profit from ineligible services less the sum of the
recognized return and any applicable federal taxes.
AD HOC PROVISIONS
When a carrier's operatino authority in its subsidy eligible service
is changed with a projected impact of $I00,000 or more on the subsidy payments
due and payable, the Board may make an appropriate ad hoc amendment to the
ceiling provisions of this rate. It will make adjustments downward on its
initiative, and upward only on request from the carrier.
MAXIMUM SUBSIDY PAYABLE
The subsidy payments made to the local service industry Is limited
by the sum of the gross formula payments and maximum Federal income tax
allowance determined for subsidy-eliglble services.
APPLICATION OF CLASS Vll SUBSIDY RATE TO MEDIUM DENSITY STUDY
Due to the complexity of the Class VII subsidy rate as demonstrated
above, an alternative formula is presented for use in determining the
relative subsidy needs of competltlve aircraft In comparison wlth the final
basepolnt airplane. The operational simulation nl)del used in the final
evaluatlon to slmulate the local servlce industry through 1994 was not
subject to the classification of services by city pair into subsidy eligible
and ineligible operations. It was impossible to predict which clty pairs
were subsidy eligible because the traffic data was aggregated into elements
classified by range.
Data for use in determining the recognized system investment in
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ineligible subsidy services and the excess profits recognized for offset are
obviously not available for each local service carrier in the base year 1980.
It would be unrealistic to attempt to forecast the fleet decisions each
airline management will make between 1974-1980. Alternative aircraft choices,
unlimited financinq techniques including the rental or lease of equipment,
as well as unknown airline strategies would preclude any realistic assessment
of the Industry's investment base by 1980.
Since the purpose of determining subsidy requirements was critical
to the relative economic viability of the final design basepoint aircraft
against competitive airplanes, a formula was adopted to estimate a qross
subsidy need. The subsidy need is based strictly upon the aircraft and its
characteristics. The formula developed for this is:
Revenue - (DOC + IOC) - Return = Aircraft Subsidy Need
A fair annual return of 12.35 percent of the investment in an aircFaft
was considered for each aircraft type. This investment in an aircraft in-
cluded the estimated selling price plus the cost of spares Jess a residual
value of 15 percent_ The airplanes had an estimated service life of 15 year_
equal to the depreciation period used in calculating DOC's. Therefore, the
annual return was determined as follows:
Return - (A/C Cost + Spares Residual Value) x 12.35,
Depreciation Period
The results of the application of this method are included in the
competitive fleet evaluations in Section 16.0. Aircraft _perat+,_n, _,',, ....
Vtabtltty.
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16.0 AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS AND ECONOMIC VIABILITY
The final simulation analyses were conducted with the network and
mission model created for the evaluation of the selected aircraft. Various
co_inattons of contemporary existing and near-term and the basepoint aircraft
were included in the simulation program. Cost sensitivity studies were con-
ducted to evaluate the effect of fleet load factors targeted at 60 percent,
potential savings in maintenance, variations in the IOC to revenue ratio, and
the effect of reductions in crew costs for the final design 30 passenger
aircraft. A 50 passenger basepotnt turboprop aircraft also was simulated in
competition with the all-jet contempora_ and study aircraft.
The composition of three simulation sci_edules is contained in Table
Nine existing and near-term aircraft comprised the mixed fleet inven-
Exclusion of turboprop aircraft yielded the all-je! fleet. The addition
of the study aircraft to the all-Jet fleet inventory formed the third schedule.
In the operational simulation, a fleet solution was chosen from avali_ble
inventory to satisfy the following criteria:
o Aircraft must fly at least the number of flights scheduled in 1974.
o The achieved load factor must not exceed a target of 50 percent.
o The aircraft must have a design range greater than or equal to
each range element to be flown in the mission model.
Each aircraft was simulated operationally on each of the elemnts to
meet the criteria above. The aircraft chosen was the one which accomplished
the task (schedule, RPM and load factor) at the lowest possible cost.
16.1 Final Network and Mission Model
The airline network mission model was drawn from published schedules
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TABLE 16-I
1980 - 1990 OPERATIONAL SIMULATION
COMPETITIVE SCENARIO
AVAILABLE AIRCRAFT
SD-3-30 (TP)
DHC-7 (TP)
CONVAIR 580 (TP)
F-27 MK 500 (TP)
FA LCON 30
VFW- 614
F-28 MK 1000
HS-146
DC-9-30
MEDIUM DENSITY SYSTEM
STUDY AIRCRAFT:
M-30
M-40
M-50
M-60
M-70
MIXED FLEET
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
SIMULATION SCHEDULES
X
ALL=JET FLEET
X
X
X
X
ALL-JET ÷MO'FLEET
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
NOTE: M-30 refers to 30 passenger aircraft, etc., to M-70.
M o is symbol for the medium density transportation study aircraft.
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ifor nine regional U.S. airlines and 21 scheduled commuter airlines. The base
year was 1974 with demand expressed as revenue passenger mile demand on 1,687
airport-pairs. For convenience in the simulation program, the data were
assembled into 122 elements classified by range intervals and type {seat
capacity) of aircraft scheduled in August 1974. To preserve a low-density
segment in the network, the traffic demand was constant on all elements
derived from the 21 commuter lines This simulated a constant traffic base
at the low end GF the medium density market. All of the traffic on the rest
of the network was expanded to represent an annual growth rate through tne
sin_.ulation period. Pertinent data For 1980 and 1985 ar_ sn(>wr, in Table 16-2.
"Competitive Network Mission Model:' Typical mission model data are shown in
Tdbles B-6 to El-8, AF,pendix B, Section '_.3.
16.2 Competitive Fleet .S_mulation Cnaracteristics
Economic charatwristics for ai', aircraft useo in the competitive
analysis have been expresses in terms of 1974 dollars. Four existing or near-
term turboprop aircraft plus five jet aircraft were used as available aircraft
for competitive si_,Jlatic,n. Competing against these were five medium density
study aircraft. These latter were tr,_,basepoint 50 seat aircraft plus four
size derivatives. Data on the existinj and near-ter_, aircraft were deriw_d
fr,_m p_blished sources such as Flight International magazine and related
F1a_)u_acturer's brochures. All of the cost functions were expressed with 197_
ft;el c_sts of 22 ce,ts per jallon. Both DOC arid block time fur_ctions wer.-,
(?,,pr_.'_se,.Iby a slop_,/i_tercept equatio_ for the distances in the air;i,,e net-
w,';rk_ni_,slon n_d,=i. T,_tle B-ll, Section ,;..Icf ,',ppendix _ contdins dct_il:,
c)f thle {)peratinq cc]ts _Jf the five final d_sign baset;c,i,t ar:d d_rivative
ai r,-r_ft.
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36.2.1 Contemporary Fleet
Data developed for the existing and near-term aircraft are included
as Table ]6-3, "Economic Data for Existing and Near-Term Contemporary Aircraft".
The estimates are the best approxlmttons to 1974 cost levels which were
attainable from the data sources previously mentioned. The Convair 580 data
was drawn essentially from 3973 CAB sources, and represents a composite
experience of severe] airlines. Detat]ed perfonunce data and aircraft
characteristics for the contemporary turboprop and turbofan aircraft are
presented as graphs and tables in Section A.4 of Appendix A.
16.2.2 Medium Density Derivative Fleet
Pertinent economic data on each of the study aircraft are listed in
Table 16-4. The 50 passenger aircraft was the final result of the aircraft
basepolnt design study. The price of the aircraft was generated for a pricing
unit of 400 in the CAPDEC program. The block time function resulted from a
flight performance analysis at the mission design range. Data on each of the
other configurations was derived from the 50 passenger version.
16.3 Results of Operational Simulation
All of the simulations conducted in the final phase of this study w.,re
tn the competitive mode with the final network and mission model. In each of
the competitive fleet evaluations, the approach was to match each aircraft tn
an available inventory against the traffic demand in each mission model
element. The aircraft was selected which provided the service at the least
cost. Fleet statistics resulted from the summation of results for each year
tn the operational period. Various comptnattons of contem_)orary and basepolnt
aircraft are reported tn sections which follow.
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16.3.1 Contemporary Fleet
Simulation results are presented tn Table 16-5 for the mixed turbo-
prop/turbojet fleet for the year 1985. Out of all aircraft made available,
three aircraft were picked. These were the Short SD-3-30 Turboprop, the
Fokker F-27 MK500 turboprop, and the 737/DC-9-30 type turbofan aircraft. A
total fleet of 757 was projected for 1985. The SD-3-30 generated a loss for
the year. At a 50 percent load factor and the fare levels used, the DOC and
IOC exceeded the passenger revenue generated. In contrast, the F-27 and the
100 passenger jet generated profitability indexes of 11.61 and 9.29 percent
respectively. These results were based on fleet costs as shown in the table.
The turboprop aircraft were chosen to fly the shorter routes. Examination of
the RPM reveals a dominant role for the 100 passenger jet. Assignment of the
shorter range turboprop aircraft reflected matching of performance character-
tsttcs to the mission model requirements.
16.3.2 All-Jet Contemporary Fleet
The all-Jet contemporary fleet was tested as a base case to reflect
atrltne consultant recommendations. During the course of the study, mention
was made several times that the _gtonals generally desired an all-jet fleet.
Simulation results for 1985 continued to show the dominance of the 100
passenger Jet aircraft as shown tn Table 16-6. The Falcon 30 and VF_-614
shared the short*range elements in the model. However, each of these operated
at a relative ]oss as shown by the ratio o# profit to fleet investment in
percent. Note that the 737/DC-9-30 aircraft in all-Jet competition was
assigned a share of the market flown by turboprops in the previous analysis.
This resulted in a larger fleet of 100 passenger aircraft, larger total
profits, but a lower profitability index. This reflects assignment to shorter
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mutes on whtch its DOC was relatively higher than on the longer average
route tn the prior analysts.
16.3.3 All-Jet Contemporary and Derivative Fleet
Simulation resu113 for the contemporary and medium density all-:let
fleet are presented tn Table 16-7. Again, the 100 passenger Jet was selected
for the bulk of the market. The basepoint and derivative aircraft supplanted
the Falcon 30 and VFW-614. Thts would be Indicative of these derivatives
being designed more specifically for thts market. In 1980, the 30 passenger
(M 30) candidate jet was selected tn the largest m_umber of all the conceptual
aircraft available. A few 40 seat atrcraft plus so_e 40 of the 60 seat
vehtcle completed the fleet selection. Note that the relattve return was
very negative for the smaller aircraft. The 60 passenger aircraft operated
at a slight i)roftt.
The appropriate fleet mtx tn 1985 shows a lower number of 30 passenger
a4rcraft, a sltghtly larger requirement for the 40 seat aircraft, wtth the 50
seat atrcraft required also. In 1990, all four of the aircraft are required
for the least-cost fleet mtx. Only the 60 seat aircraft ts profitable to
c_lement the profitability of the 100 passenger 737/DC-9 class. The
relattve share of traffic generated by these fleets ts shown tn Tables 16-8,
16-9, and 16-10 for the respective years 1980, 1985, and 1990. The results
for each year are an independent solutton wtth respect to prior years.
The generation of load factors of less than 0.5 or 50 percent was a
result of aircraft asstgnmnt to routes wtt_ a requirement to provide at
least the sam number of trips as flown tn 1974. Since there were commuter
type, low density routes tncluded tn the mission rode1 at zero growth rates,
trtps needed to serve routes had the overall effect of mtntalntng low load
factors through the entire simulation period.
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Of the four sizes of conceptual aircraft chosen, only the 60 passenger
aircraft was profitable in the simulations.
The apparent shift in kinds of aircraft required was a result of the
mechanics of the simulation model. The solution for each year is an indepen-
dent, least-cost solution. Thus, the introduction of a new size has the
apparent effect of displacing other aircraft from a previous year.
Another simulation was made with a t_-get load factor of 60 percent.
Fleet statistics resulting from this exercise are reproduced in Tables 16-11
16-12, and 16-13.
In the 1980 fleet mix, the larger load factor permitted the 70
passenger aircraft to be selected - in contrast to the 50 percent load factor
solution. This size, however, was only marginally attractive compared with
the 60 seat vehicle in terms of importance in the fleet solution. The 60 seat
aircraft generated almost one-fourth of the trips, about one-sixth of the RPM,
and about 13 percent of all positive profits. The 30 passenger aircraft was
still nominally unprofitable, as in previous analyses.
A 1985 solutlon showed the 40 seat aircraft called in to serve some
routes, although at a loss. The 60 and 70 seat aircraft shared their
portions of the market wlth almost equal profitability.
The 1990 solutlon shifted to a mostly B-737/DC-9 type solutlon, with
the 60 seat aircraft providing an insignificant share of the 70 seat 1oslng
its share of the market completely. A summary of these results is presented
in Table 16-14.
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16.3.4 Evaluation of Subsidy Needs - 1980 Fleet
The simplified smstdy analysts approach discussed in Section 15.2
was applted to the 1980 competitive fleet. Detatls of the economic results
are shown tn Table 16-15.
TABLE 16-15
FLEET ECONOMIC DATA - 1980
ALL-JET COMPETITION
Fleet Cost Net Operating Income
Aircraft ($ Millions) ($ Millions)
B-737/DC-9 Type 1,614.000 151.O00
M-30 216.143 - 41.339
M-40 12.750 - 0.940
Iq-60 151.755 + 4.515
The subsidy formulae applted are:
Subsidy Need - Revenue - DOC - IOC - Return
Fleet Cost + Spares - Residual x 0.1235Return
15
Wlth 10 percent spares and a 15 percent residual value, the
computations of return and subsidy for the M-30 are:
Return
Subs t dy Need
(216.143 + 21.614 - 33.4213 x 0.1235
15
$ 1.684 (million)
95.122 - 136.461 - 1.684
-43.023 (million)
315
The substdy needs for all three aircraft are summarizedJn Table 1{;-16. I
I
TABLE 16-16
SUBSIDY NEEDS - 1980 FLEET
Fleet Profit Return Subsidy Need
Atrcraft (Fleet) ($ m111ons) ($ Millions) IS Millions)
t_30 (91) - 41.339 - 1.684 - 43.023
Iq-40 (5) - 0.940 - 0.100 - 1.040
t4-60 (42) + 4.515 - 1.187 + 3.328
TOTAL - 40. 735
A gross substdy need for this fleet was $40.735 mtllton. Since the
calculations above resulted tn a negative number, a positive number would have
Indicated no need for substdy. The data for "he 8-737/DC-9 type aircraft have
been excluded from these computations.
16.3.5 Potential Hatntenance Savtngs
The maintenance concept for the 50 passenger medium density trans-
portation aircraft was based upon the same design philosophy used for the OC-9
and DC-10. Thts design philosophy incorporated maintainability charactRrtstics
that feature system simplicity, nellabll|ty and accessibility.
The DC-IO matv,tenance program was fomulated under the guidelines of
the alrltne/Nnufacturers Naintenance Program Planntng Document No. NSG-2,
approved by the F._A and employed by the itrllne operators. On the DC-IO
progril, the th_'ee prtmlry mtntenance processes were broken dram tnto the
following percentaQes :
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4_
"Hard Time" or Scheduled 0verhaul
Condt tt on Monttor
0n- Condt ti on
- less than 1% (7 item)
- 68%
- 32%
A s|mtlar program was developed for the medium density transportation
aircraft, it closely approxJmted the DC-10 percentages above. The mainten-
ance program for the baseline 50 passenger aircraft consisted of both scheduled
and unshceduled tasks. Table 16-17 reflects the scheduled program and consists
of a service check, an "A" check, and a "C" check with the structural
inspection program.
The service check is perfomed prior to each flight and is for the
purpose of refueling the aircraft, routine replacement of expendable fluid
and gases, servicing of potable water, lavatory and ga]ley _ystem and walk
around Inspection for obv|ous damage or discrepancy.
The "A" check (walk around) is performed each lO0 fltght hours. Thts
check is a general visual inspection for condtton of the entire exterior/
interior of the atrcraft with ;pollers, flap, and slats and main landing gear
door open to check for obvious f]utd leaks, structural damge and other item
affecting atrcraft serviceability. The interior aspect tncludes a visual
inspection of the cockptt, cabtn, galley, and cargo area for obvious item
affec;;Ing a| rcraft servtceabt 1t ty.
The "C" check (area check) is performed each I ,000 hours and consists
of a vtsual Inspection of the entire atrcraft by spectftc area and ts made to
locate discrepancies such as daNge, leaks, hose connections, corrosion and
abrasion which are vtstble wtthout rmoval of equtl_ent or access doors except
those listed on the work cards. Thts Inspection 4ncludes the tnterlor of a11
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mI
equtment c.omartments and the engtnes wtth cowllng doors opened in addttton
to the f11ght controls, hydreullc system and service panels. Control cables
are Inspected at multiples of thts Inspection. Radiographic engine Inspection
and engtne heavy mtntenance wtll be accomplished on the engtnes as requtred
by the engtne manufactu_._er.
The structural Inspection ts performed at the intervals Indicated tn
Table 16-16 tn conjunction wtth the "C" check and consists of an "internal"
and "extornal" Inspection to assure the structural Integrity of the airframe.
One hundred percent of the fleet wtll recetve an external inspection of those
ttem of structure whtch are designated by the manufacturer to be significant.
The external Inspection also supports the tnternal sampllng by providing some
probabt 1try of the adjacent Internal t tern condition.
The "Internal" Inspection of the structure provides structural
Integrity at an economical cost through fleet sampling. Only those ttem of
tnternal structure designated by the manufacturer wtll be inspected. The
stze of the s•mpllng ts also established by the manufacturer and ts detemtned
by the significance of the 1tern to be inspected, t.e., the more significant
the item, based on fatigue, corrosion, crack propagation, redundancy, the
larger the s•mle size.
The unscheduled maintenance wtll consist primarily of removing,
replacing or repairing those discrepancies discovered during f11ght or the
above scheduled maintenance periods. The man-hours required for unscheduled
maintenance wtll be kept to a mtntmm by the use of Built-in-Test Equipment
(SIT(), and Fltght (nvtronmnt Fault Indication/Turn•round Fault |denttftca-
tton (F(F|/TAF|) _tch ts • concept for fault Identification and Isolation
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that will isolate the problems to a Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) and then
verify the repair after the failed LRU is removed and replaced by a known
good spare. This concept of removal and replacement of LRU's will allow
maximum aircraft availability and permit the shops to accomlish repair of
the faulty LRU at a more convenient time.
The maintenance tasks for the aircraft were planned to be consistent
wlth the airlines' present organizational structure. The service check and
"A" check plus removal and replacement of LRU's which cannot be deferred can
be accomplished at any airport that has turnaround capabilities. These
maintenance functions generally may be accomplished by maintenance personnel
with ordinary skill levels. The "C" checks, structural inspection program,
engine heavy maintenance, and replacement of deferred LRU's may be accomplished
at a maintenance base which has shop level capability and skilled mechanics.
The DC-9-10 maintenance plan, developed from detailed reliability, maintain-
ability and maintenance planning analysis plus actual airline performance
data, was used to derive the direct maintenance cost estimates for the base-
llne medium density aircraft.
In the DOC routine adopted for the medium density study, a slightly
more conservative assumption was used for maintenance costing. The savings
resulting from the more detailed examination are shown in Table 16-18.
16.3.6 Indirect Operating Cost Sensitivity
All of the analyses on aircraft profitability were conducted with a
ratio of lOC to passenger reven_ it a 58 percent level. In order to evaluate
the effects of lower and higher 104:ratios, a simulation was conducted on the
all-Jet contemporary plus the basepolnt 30, 40, and 50 seat aircraft. Fleet
sizes wore maffected, with the only affect being on the profltability indexes.
3ZO
Rattos of 45 percent and 65 percent vere used. Results shoved that vtth lover
10C. proftts were greater or losses of lower mgnttude. Increased |OC reduced
proftts and Increased the loss Indexes. These results are tabulated tn
Table 16-19, "IOC Versus Fleet Profitability".
TABLE 16-18
MA|NTENANCE IMPROVENENT VERSUS IX)C
FOR SO PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Atrfram and Engtne Iqatntenance
Medtun I)enstty I)OC Method
hvtsed I_intenance Estimate
Reduction
This represents a four (4) percent sevtngs tn I)OC
Costs Per
F)tght Hour
$ 89
71
$ 18
TABLE 16-19
iOC VERSUS FLEET PROF[TAB[LITY
Percent [OC to Revenue:
Fleet Aircraft
B-737/DC-9
M-30
M-40
M-SO
4S%
m
21.6
-13.0
- 2.0
7.7
Prof1_bt11_ Index (_
58Z
10.7
-18.8
- 9.9
-2.1
65%
4.9
-21.9
-14.2
- 7.4
321
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16.3.7 Crew Cost Reduction Potential
A survey was made to compare crew costs of the commuter airlines with
the regional and trunk carriers. In the OOC routine used for this study, an
assumption was made to estimate crew costs on the same base as pertinent to
local service and trunk airlines. The flight crew cost was estimated for a
30 to 70 passenger aircraft with the same fomula as for a DC-9 or larger
class of aircraft. By contrast, crew salaries for the commuter lines used in
the final evaluation mission model were generally about $1,350 to $1,400 per
month. This level was between one-third to one-half lower than the regional
pay scales. Table 16-20, "Crew Cost Versus Fleet Profitability", reveals the
effect of assuming a 50 percent reduction in crew costs for a fleet of 91 of
the 30 passenger study aircraft. The profit level is from the competitive
fleet evaluation for 1980, Table 16-8. The fraction of OOC attributable to
crew costs was shown to be 45 percent as listed in Table 14-3, "Direct
Operating Cost/Airplane Rile" (Section 14.3). The effect of reducing crew
costs by one-half was to reduce the annual loss from $41.3 millton to $23.4
mtllton, a net reduction in DOC of $17.9 million.
TABLE 16-20
CREW COST VERSUS FLEET PROFITAB[L[TY
30 Passenger Aircraft
1980
Reveil ue
Ioc
GROSS PROFIT
Study DOC Crew
Cost Method
($ .tllions)
95.I
81.2
55.2
-41.3
32Z
Reduction of bO_
in Crew Cost
($ 4illions__
63.3
5E_
-23.4
16.3.8 A11-Jet Fleet versus Study Turboprop Aircraft
The 50 passenger, 2 x 250 nautical mile range turboprop aircraft was
evaluated in competition with the all-jet contemporary and final desiQn study
aircraft. Detailed characteristics of the turboprop confiquration were listed
in Table 12-15, Section 12.0. The block time and DOC functions are:
T6 • 0.12 + 0.00309 x R
S/Trip = 77.30 + I.F)56 x P
with R in nautical miles.
Competitive simulation results are shown in Table 16-21 for the
separate years 1980, 1985, and 1990. The dominance of the DC-'J tyDe aircraft
is noted by the large fleet requirements. The turboprop 50 passenoer was
selected over the study turbofan, even tilough the range of the turbofan is
850 as against 563 nautical miles for the turboprop versions. In contrast
with the all-jet results shown in Table 16-7, the turboprop configuration
reduced requirements for the 40 passenger aircraft by one (I) in l_PC), three
(3) in I)F_5, and five (5) in 1990. The 60 passenger fleet size was not
changed. Thus, with better orer_ting costs, a turboprop confinuration should
be expected to displace the same or slightly smaller turbofan aircraft with
higher seat-mile DOC.
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17.0 SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
All of the conceptual baseline, basepoint design and final desiqn
aircraft were evaluated with the operational simulation program and mission
model. Choice of appropriate aircraft design characteristics resulted from
these sim_lations. Various physical characteristics were selected at each
stage to serve as data to the next. Operating costs were key screening
criteria in a11 stages of both noncompetitive and competitive evaluations.
The final evaluation phase resulted in assessment of the appropriate physical
characteristics such as passenger capacity, fleet sizes for the U.S. domestic
medium density market, and the economic viability of selected aircraft.
17.l Operational Characteristics
A basepoint design range of 850 n.mi. (15/4 Km) was selected for the
final design aircraft. This range was sufficient to cover a11 of the
domestic routes in the traffic network used in the mission model. An airline
preference was expressed for a range of about l,O00 nautical miles (IR52 km).
However, this was for charter purposes with less refueling stops, and actually
was not as profitable in the simulated operations as the aircraft with range
of 850 nautical miles. Therefore, it was concluded that the 850 nautical
mile range satisfied the market requirements.
The basepolnt aircraft was configured to carry 50 passengers. In
the final, all-jet competitive competition, the 50 passenger aircraft was
not selected at all in 1980. O_ly five (5) were required in the 19_5 fleet,
and 13 in the 1990 fleet mix with the 50 percent target system load factor.
The 30 seat aircraft was selected in the largest number of al|
the basepotnt derivative configurations. In the 19Fir) fleet mtx, the nO
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passenger aircraft was the second to the 30 passenger aircraft in numbers
required. It also generated a positive, though small, profitability index.
Section 16.3.4, All Jet Contemporary and Derivative Fleet, Table 16-7 contains
specific data which illustrates these statements and those which follow.
With projected traffic growth to 1985, the fleet composition chanqed
in total with the B-737/DC-9 type still dominant. Subject to the ground
rule of minimum frequency, the basepoint fleet composition showed a need for
more of the 40 seat version, fewer of the 30 seat, and five (5) of the 50
seat aircraft. This is in contrast to the indeDendent fleet solution in 1980.
The 60 seat aircraft was not selected at all in 1985.
In the 1990 solution, the B-737/DC-9 class of aircraft is still
dominant, but cf a slightly lower percentaqe of the total fleet than in 1980
and 1985. Note, nowever, that the profitability index of the lO0 passenger
jet is improved over the 1985 solution shovm in Table 16-7. The basepoint
configuration also was shown with four (4) sizes as appropriate in the least-
cost solution. Although the 30, 40, and 50 seat aircraft are negative in
profitability, they still were the best choice to serve the routes. The
contemporary Falcon 30 and VFVJ-614 were more costly in operating in the market,
hence not selected. The 60 seat aircraft qenerated a r,ositive profitability
index.
Of all sizes studied, 30 to 7{)seats, the ?',_assen_,er aircraft was
selected within the constrair,ts of least c_,st, '-_nimur'_re_uency of service,
and desired load factor. The relative {)ro¢ita_'iI_tyof the (q seat aircraft
indicated it also was a desired candidate to _.eet _r_t re_,jiremepts.
iThese two results, service by the 30 seat conf!guration and
relative profitability of the 60 seat compared with the 50 seat, led to
selection of these two sizes as the best fit to market requirements of
service frequencies and cost. Growth capability could expand the smaller
aircraft to 40 seats as demand warrants. Shrink/stretch capability in the
60 seat version could match needs for a 55 or 70 to 75 seat aircraft in the
same manner.
Consideration of the total number of aircraft required, however,
led to a pessimistic view of the U.S. domestic market. If the trunk carriers
were to show interest in this size of aircraft, total fleet requirements could
be doubled. However, this would still result in total new aircraft require-
ments of only about 200 in 1985 and no increase in number it, 1990. This
was not considered to be a viable prospect for one or more potential
manufacturers.
The field length study indicated that a 4,500 foot (1372 H) length was
generally satisfactory. The economic penalty of achievement of 3,500 foot
(106IM) capability was shown in the noncompetitive conceptual aircraft
evaluation. The short field capability is achieved only by a larger, heavier
aircraft with attendant higher costs than the 4,500 foot field length version.
An aircraft with 5,500 foot (1676 FI)field length caDability was less costly
than the 4,500 foot version. However, the airport survey showed about I15 of
443 regional airports to have runways of effective hot-day, hlgh-altitude
runway lengths of less than 5,500 feet. See Section 4.4, Field Length versus
Existing Regional Carrier Airports, for survey data.
This evaluation of the three different field length capabilities led
to the selection of the 4,500 foot length a_ the best compromise considering
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both availability of airports with varying runway lengths and operational cost
of the candidate aircraft.
The economics of propulsion systems weighed favorably toward the
turboprop compared with the turbofan. Airline preference, however, indicated
desire to replace turboprop with turbofan for passenger appeal and fleet
standardization. The variable pltch-fan would be competitive with the fixed
pitch-fan if development were more advanced. The data available revealed
a slight economic advantage to the BPR 6 turbofan engine from among all those
considered in this study.
17.2 Economic Characteristics
The estimated cost (price) of $2,372,000 for the 30 seat and $3,585,000
per unit for the 60 seat study aircraft made them better choices in the
operational simulation. This was with respect to the Falcon 30 and VFW-614
chosen from the all-jet current and near-terT,_contemporary fleet. Refer to
Section 16.0, Aircraft Operations and Economic Viability, Tables 16-6 and
16-7. The price of the candidate study aircraft was based on 400 units of
production. These numbers cannot be achieved in the U.S. domestic regional
market as simulated in this study. Thus, if the prices used in the economic
evaluation were to be based on less than 400 units for pricing, they would be
higher, as shown in Section 14.1, Production Costs.
It was noted in Sec*ion 12.1, Concept,:al Aircraft - Preliminary Size
Screening that regional carriers in 1972 served about 20 of 49 million
passengers which were within the medium density travel definition. The
initial mission simulation model contained only the regional carrier networks
and forecasted demand. Trunk carriers which served the remainder of the
49 million 1972 travelers were not considered as potential c_ndidates f_r a
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new aircraft of 30 to 70 seat capablty.
No study was made of the sultablllty of the study aircraft to trunk
carriers for short haul or feeder service. Hence, use by trunk airlines of
these aircraft is purely speculative. However, if the major domestic
carriers were proper candidates, the domestic fleet conceivably could
include some of the larger size aircraft of 60 or 70 passengers capacity.
The trunks wobld not be in the market for any smaller aircraft which required
subsidy.
Studies by Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Ltd. of Great Britain in the
1960's led to the HS-136 concept. Originally, this was a 40 to 50 seat
aircraft. This study was based on a total world market with predictions for
Free World sales of 600 to I000 aircraft, h_wker Siddeley eventually planned
the HS-146 as a 70 seat aircraft. This was the smallest aircraft which
could be built to produce reasonable operating costs under the general
condltions they assumed.
If this market were to be exploited with a new aircraft, such as the
candidates studied herein, the foreign potential might be double or triple
that of U.S. domestic carriers. This possibility, plus the simplified
'=Design-to-Cost" approach used in this study should be pursued with the
object of total production quantities which could lead to an aircraft with
the desired performance and cost characteristics.
The milltary potentlal also was excluded, but it is entirely possible
that this size of aircraft (30 to 70 seats) would satisfy requlrenents for a
speclflc mlll tary personnel transport mlsslon.
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18.0 SUBCONTRACTORPARTICIPATION
To assure reallsm |n the study, the subcontractors were gtven spectftc
tasks to perform and thetr key contributions are delineated as follows:
Cessna Aircraft CoN)any
Ourtng the Aircraft Requtraents phase of the study, Cessna performed
the following tasks:
o Asststed in developing cost esttNttng data for extsttng Douglas
program dJrected toward accuracy for the smller s_ze atrcraft
betng studted and suppllea operating cost data to _ d tn esttmttn9
operating costs for study atrcraft configurations.
o Provtded Group and 0etatl Wetght Statements for s_el"ler extstlng
atrcraft and vertfted aplpltcabtllty of Douglas wetght estlmtion
fomulae for the smaller stze aircraft. Evaluated 0ol,qlas empty
wetght ,.sttmtes for 30, 50, and 70 passenger aircraft config-
urations. Cessna's analysts was wtthtn 3 percent of the 0ouglas
empty wetght.
o Assisted tn the evaluation of vartous types of wln(j hi,gh-ltft
devices and furnished aerodynamc and geomtrtc data.
o Spectftc performance data were provided to vertfy the accuracy of
Douglas notse esttmtton mthods when applted to the smller
aircraft.
o Revtew(d and colmnted on aircraft design and operational analysis
data of the candidate aircraft.
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The prtm area of Cessna support durtng the Atrcraft Design phase of
the study tncluded the fo11_tng:
o Provtded structural and system concepts for potential cost
and/or wetght savtngs.
o Cessna analyzed FAR 121 requirements and evaluated a vartety
of available components to full111 functton requtremnts. The
avtontcs equipment 11st furnished provided high quality rellable
equtplnt at a lower wetght and cost than the avtontcs packages
currently tn use on larger transports. This data provtded the
basis for the avtontcs we|ght and cost used on the atrcraft
configurations analyzed tn the study.
o Evaluated the Douglas wetght esttmte on the Furnishings Group
and vertfted the furnishings wetght to be wtthtn +_ 2 percent of
Cessna's esttw_te.
o Reviewed the Douglas analytical prtctng methods as applled to the
smller atrcraft and vertfted that the Douglas costing routine was
suttable for the atrcraft betng studted.
o Furnished performance and characteristic data related to
compettttve aircraft.
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North Centre1 At rll Ms
Ourtn9 the Aircraft Requtremnts phase of the study, North Central's
contr|button tncluded the following tasks:
o Revtewed and coemented on the Operations Scenario and assisted in
defining the Redtum-Denstty irket.
o Identified key operational crttarta for selection tnd screening
of candidate aircraft and revtewed and coL_,'Gted on the conceptual
at rcreft performnce ground rules.
o Provided predictive trends tn future fare levels for the period
of the study.
North Central's participation durtng the Atrcraft Design Study
phase tnvolved the follow|ng tasks:
o Revtewed the aircraft tntertor layouts and overall configuration
three-view drawings for atrltne acceptebtltty.
o Assessed federal poltcy t_ards subsidy of Medium-Density
operations through 198S.
o Evaluated candidate atrcraft ol)erattonal compatibility wtth
ground support and mtntenance system, temtnal fact 11 ties, and
air/ground control environment.
Ourlng the Evaluation phase North Central's contributions tncluded
the following:
o Reviewed the proposed network system and routes for suitability
for Medium-Density atr transportation and comented on the ftnal
ODeratt ons S_enarto.
o Ravteved the phystcal and economic descriptions of the selectecJ
competitive aircraft.
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L o Revtevmd and commented on the flnal atrcraft oporatlona|
cheractert sttcs for at rltne acceptab| It tY.
Atr _1 tfornta
The follovtng tasks were performd by Atr CalIfornaa during the
var|ous I_ases of the study:
o Revtemld and comented on the Oporattons Scenario and commented
on the conceptull aircraft performnce ground rules.
o RevtMd the atrcraft tntortor layouts and overall conf|guratton
three-vtev dravtngs for atrllne acceptability.
o Generated bas|c ass_pttons of IOC wtth respect to cost per
passenger processed versus aircraft BOC and passenger revenue.
o Revtwed f|nal atrcraft operational characteristics for atrllne
acceptabt 1t ty.
Am_can At rltnes
The contribution to the study by _ertcan Atrltnes tncl_led the
follovlng:
o Assessment of the trunk carrier's vtev of the Hedtun Oenstty
merket tn term of the ¢oeq)attbtltty of a flont of smller slzp
aircraft Integrated tr, to the transportation system.
o Interface problem related to the Hedtum-Oenstty merket Integrating
trmk carriers, regional, and comuters.
o lapact of varlous levels of passenger amntt_es upon tndtrect
costs.
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TThe study results reflect the contributions made by the subcontractors.
Fhe significant coments Influencing the study are outlined below.
Basic 0est gn
o A turboprop t s not acceptable.
o The range should not be less then the Convair 580 (880 n.mt. )
o PNr/wetght ratto should provtde cltmb performance equal to
0C-9/8-737.
o Runway requtrt_mnt 4,500 mtntmum, prefer longer length.
o Thrust reversers and onbo4rd APU required.
o Eliminate leadtng edge devtces to mtnlmrize cost, wetght,
and cemplext ty.
o Flytng at 30,000 feet for stage lengths over 300 mtles
produces more efficiency tn term of fuel consumption
compared itth 25,000 feet.
Passenger Servt ce
o A thirty-two inch pttch seat ts acceptable.
o Closed overhemd racks are requtrod.
o Space and connections should be proved for a galley to be
Inserted.
o 6everage service ts required.
o Provision must be made for thtrty gallons of water minimum.
o Seats should have drop-dovm trays.
o Interior N_rlals must be removable units and capable of being
wiped down from celllng to floor.
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Operations
[COI_.CS
o Atr stair door should be compatible wtth jet_iy loading.
o The cruise Koch number should be 0.74.
• Anti-skid provisions ire required.
o (scape chutes are not required as a|rcraft is 1or enough
to the ground.
0
O
O
0
0
0
0
Fuel cost for 1974 should be approxlmtely $0.22/gallon.
Oeprectatton period should be 15 years.
lOC should be 58 percent of passenger revenue.
Stx percent surcharge should be appl|ed to passenger fares.
Kotfltenance labor rite should be approxtmtely $7.45 per hour.
Crev cost tnflat|on should be between 7.S percent and 10
percent per year.
Indtrect operating costs wtll grow faster tn the next 5-10 years
th4n dtrect costs. The ratto of IOC to DOC vtll be over 100
percent.
4v,
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19.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIqHENOATIONS
A comprehensive atrcraft and system evaluation approach was used
throughout the study integrating the Interaction of markets, aircraft, air-
ports, economics and operations to analyze the operational requirement for
Medium Density Air Transportation. A review of the results of the study
indicate the following mJor conclusions and research and technology
recommndltl ons:
CONCLUSIONS
Aircraft Design
o Ustng current technology, turbofan and turboprop powered aircraft
can be destgned to perfom efficiently tn the madtum denstty atr
transportation market.
o A balanced fteld length of 4,500 feet (1,372 _) and a single
stage range of 850 nauttcal mtles (1,574 Kin) are acceptable design
crtterta for madtum density transportation at rcraft.
o The stm_)11ftcatton of engineering and manufacturing design uttlt-
zatton of low-cost avionics are promising areas tn the "Design-to-
Cost" pht |osophy.
o The turboprop aircraft provided the lowest approach flyover noise
level and achieved the FAR Part 36 -10 EPNdB noise goal at the
FAR Part 36 measuring points.
o The basepotnt aircraft with the fixed-pitch BPR 6 turbofans and
the Itr_raft wtth the Hamt_ton Standard OFT-SS-Z8-2 vartable
pttcn turbofans also met the FAR Part 36 o10 EPNdB noise 9oals.
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o Turboprop aircraft are second-best considering design efficiency
and are best tn term of operating cost, but lack passenger appeal
because of interior cabin noise and vibration.
o Aircraft wtth fixed-pitch turbofan engines of moderately high
bypass ratio are the most suitable fan powered aircraft because
of lower operating cost, although they are poorest in design
efficiency (t.e., weight and fuel).
o Aircraft with variable-pitch turbofan engines are the best fan
powered aircraft considering design efficiency (lo_ weight and
fuel), but suffer tn terms of cruise speed and operating cost,
due to the assumed higher engine price, resulting from the fan
development.
o The introduction of the final design aircraft w111 not adversely
affect the quality of human environment and is consistent with
existing environmental policies and objectives as set forth in
Section lOl(a) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
Propulsion
o
o
Current candidate engines are deficient i, _..noroprlateslze or
efficiency for the aircraft passenger slze_ .tudied. Oevelol_nent
program are needed for new engines, fans and/or gas generators.
Existing engines in the required thrust class (from 6,000 to 12,000
pounds each for 30 to 70 oassenger t_In-engine aircraft) are
- very few in number (only two engine designs are available),
- too low in thrust capacity for aircraft above 50 pas_enger_,
- so--at lacking In propulsion cycle efficiency, as compared
wlth the engines in use on the modern NJor trunk alrllne_.
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o Very few (only b_)) efficient gas generators are available for
integration with newly developed fixed or vartable pitch fans t_
produce new turbofan engines.
o Use of current available engines increases weight, fuel, price.
and operating cost.
o Development programs for new engines, fans and/or gas generator_
are required to produce suitable and efficient aircraft for
medium density transportation aircraft.
_erations and Economics
o The U.S. domestic medium density air transportation fleet _i,
requirements for the 1985 ttme period consists of approxin_telv
400 Dc-g/B-737 type aircraft plus 75 30-passenger, 23 40-passer; :
and 5 60-passenger aircraft wlth new configurations and design
features as developed in this study.
o Over a 15 year period from 1980, the 30 passenger turbofan pow+ _
study aircraft wlth stretch capability to 40 seats satisfies
travel demand in the short-range, low density segment of tr_
market better than existing or contemporary near-term tu_of_
aircraft.
o A nominal range of 850 nautical miles (| ,574 km) is ,_de_.u_;_ _
to serve the longest scheduled routes of the n_dium Jensiti
market as defined In this study.
o U.S. domestic requirements of only ]03 aircraft are )n'__
for a production program to achieve the aircraft pr_'.,.. _,,_,
used in thls study. The inclusion of foreign and mil_°_ _
market requirements could constitute a vlable manufactuFi _
opportuntty.
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o Short rage, 1(_w density operations cannot be profitable with
any current, near-term, or study turbofan powered aircraft of
and 40 passengers at the fare levels and the load factors used.
An increase in the load factor from 50 to 60 percent is not
sufficient for the 30 and 40 passenger study aircraft to be
profl table.
o The inclusion of relatively low-density routes in the analysis
did not improve significantly the unprofitable characteristics
of this market if served unck_r 1974 CAB fare and regulatory
structure.
o Adoption of "design-to-cost" engineering and manufacturing features
can reduce costs of the final design aircraft by about ore million
dollars and DOC at least eight percent when compared with contemp-
orary transport aircraft.
o Aircraft of less than SO passenger capacity, operating in the
medium density market, cannot generate satisfactory profit levels
wl_In the operational and economic ground rules of this study,
including CAB Phase 9 fare levels.
o Turboprop aircraft proved to be better in operating economy than
the tur_oo_an aircraft, but a majority of the trunk and regional
airline operators prefer jet aircraft.
o If engine costs and operations of turboprop aircraft can be kept
at levels indicated in _e study, a new turboprop aircraft would
be an economic choice for the future.
4
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(6)
(7)
(8)
RECOMMENDATIONS
Identify propulsion cycle characteristics and operational techniques
(enroute and terminal area) which will minimize operating costs and
noise impact of the aircraft for low and medium density markets.
Determine aircraft aero-structural and operating sensitivity to wing
geometry vari atlons.
Define the optimum combination of wing geometry and propulsion cycle
characteristics which result in the "best" aircraft and operating
system for the low and medium density market requirements.
Conduct layout design evaluation of various discrete configuration
parameters in terms of weight, drag, cost and operational compatibility.
Continue and expand the design-to-cost investigations to include
advanced metallics and composites and the in-depth detail design
required for a thorough evaluation of cost reduction.
Define in depth the structural and subsystem design detail required
for a stretch/shrink aircraft family to satisfy the performance
requirements con_atlble with low and medium density markets.
Continue turboprop studies to include advanced propeller technology
to determine methods for improving efficiencies and decreasing noise
levels.
Conduct studies to improve non-propulsive noise prediction techniques
and evaluate the importance of non-propulsive noise for aircraft
designs in the current and future programs.
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(o)
(10)
(11)
Conduct a study of the foreign market demand and aircraft require-
ments f3r the class of aircraft in this study.
Perform an aircraft design and systems study defining the require-
merits for a l_J density transportation system integrating commuter
markets, local service low density markets, and trunk low-density
feeder system into a new integrated network system.
Define and develop a new system cost analysis approach and technique
for quantifying the initial acquisition, introduction, and operating
impact of a new aircraft on a total airline operating system.
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